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BUSINESS CARDS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

SCRIBNER

PORTLAND PIBLIRHING CO.,
At 109

Terms:

Eight

Dollars

MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,

74

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

PORTLAND, MAINE.

is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

$2 56

a

Rapes of Advertising: One inch ot space,
eng h of column, constitutes a “square.”
$ 50 per square
tirst week; 75 cents per
w ek after; three
insertions, or less, $1 00; continuug every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
we ;U. $1 00; 50 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in tlie “Maine State
Pr* ss” (which has a large circulation in every paat
of the State) lor $1 00 per square Jor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
A.Mress aii
Cq.

daily

REMOVAL.
p.
FEENEY,
& STUCCO
WORKER,
from
the corner of Cumberland and
removed
having
Franklin ieets to Bf«. 61 Federal Street, between Pearl and Maiket street", is
prepared to do
Plastering, Coloring, Whitening and WTiite Washing
Prompt and pcr-onal attention paid to all kinds ot
Jobbing in my line,

_inchlSeod.ltn

G. W. STOCKMAN. M. D.,

Pbysici.n and Surgeon,
307 Congress St., Portland.

t

BUSINESS CARDS.

pposite the Park.

PAINTERS,
St.,

THE
office.

Wanted.

A

Found.
SAFE KEY. The owner can have the same
ap2dlw
by calling at the Press Office.

A

GOLD RING. The owner can hare the same
by calling at this office and proving property.

A

WANTED!
COAT MAKERS AT

MUTUAL

G.

Lost.

148 EXCHANGE 81.
Jan22tf

PHOTOGRAPHER,

left in place of the one taken, which the owner can
have by calling at 143 Middle street with the one taken through mistake.
feb25

OF NEW YORK.

Cord Wood

Street.

INSURES

NIK.

PORTLAND,

A T CITY HALL, on Friday evening, at the
Blues* Masquerade, part of a new Waterproof
Cloak, seams stayed with white tape. Another was

COMPANY,

J. II. LAMSON,

Ho. 152 Middle

BAKER and Cook at Alms House. Apply to
J. W. MERRILL,
mch22dtlat Alms House,

A

INSURANCE

CEOURIflAA,

Copying and enlarging done

All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the

Medallion,

retouched

Marine

AGAINST

Risks

card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
63T*mott©—Good work at moderate
Price*. Aim to Please.may 20

J. II. F O G G

,

Law,

at

Attorney and Counsellor

Choppers Wanted.

Only

every Saturday. Good boarding places near
and chauce to camp out. Fare paid on railroad.
Also Teams wanted to haul out wood.
Refers to W. H. Turner, Snpt. P. & K. R R., Portland.
B. C. JORDAN,
feb!5dtfBar Mills.

CASH

—ON—

Wanted.

Freights & Vessels

Cargoes,
by the Tear.

PLEAS ANT room on Spring St., or vicinity,
furnished or unfurnished. Without board.
Address BOX 1336.
janlOtt

A

TO LEI.
_

EXCHANGE ST.,

1191-2

ASSETS

(Corner of Exchange and Federal Sts.,)
PORTLAND, ME.

feb27

JAMES

COUNSELLOR
has

HOUSE

$15,571,200

Robinson, 49J Exchange Street.

!

ap3

LAW,

AT

Dividend to Policy Holders

NO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Premiums

on

Terminating in 1872,

PORTLAND, MAIN E.
Commissioner of deeds for

the several States.

50

tf

fcblO____

Counsellor at Law and in Patent

Causes,
80 MIDDLE

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in any other
company in this country.

ST.,

OFFICE,
166 FORE

d3ra

and Counsellors at

CANAL RANK

Law,

Hunger,
dim eodllm&w6w

located and arranged expressly tor
Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93
street.
ap2dlw

a house conwithout the fur^Jthe cit ., in a good
from the Boston
and Maine Central Depots. Responsible persons desiring a tenement arc invited to call at No. Salem
Street, Portland, Me.
aprl-lm

rooms, with

ONE
STREET.

BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE

Enquire

of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

F. HOLMES.

GEO.

feb3

The Chicago.

d3m

BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR

Attorney

at

,

Danville & Vincennes

(Opposite Canal Bank.)

FIRST

dim

JAMES T. McCOBB,

MORTGAGE

mar 12

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

BONDS I

tober 1st.

MAINE.

particulars furnished, on application

Full

by mail,

son or

marl2cod3m

in

per-

Quiet Board,
GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a qniet home
can tind pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.
jan7

A

_

STORE

LET.

the Rackleff Block,
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A large
first
finished and
to
brick store in

dry

to

TO

corner

floor, elegantU

adapted

otoer similar trade.
goods
ALLEN
Apply to
or

MESSRS. SWAN & BARRETT,

Paper Hanger.

No. 3, Anderson St.

103

or

CLARK,

FEDERAL

23 NASSAU

STREET, NEIV YORK,

GAS

GENERAL AGENTS.

ME.

d&wlm

mch26

WATER

AND

PIPING.
Gas and Water Pipe iutroduced into Houses, Halls
Hotels and public buildings in a faithful manner
Also, Gas Fixtures, linages and Busts rebronzcd an<
made to look as good as new. Gas Rings and Jet
made to order.
Mr. C., who for several
years past has been in th<
employ of Mr. Kinsman, hopes by promptness and
strict attention to business to merit a fair share ol

[

ARTIST,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

DEALER

James C. Sheridan,
(Late Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,)

1

A

hand, and at liberal prices.
Portland. Mareh 25, 1873.

»prl

mar26d1m

_

L,

at

Madam
are now

Caw,
tf

B. NASH,

NO. 172 AND 171 FORE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Having been appointed Agents for one of the
argeet Lead Maeufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
the trade at Boston prices._dv28tf

GAS
AND

No.

—

KOSmAN,

128 EXCHANGE

&

The manv who
other notice. They are

or

Exchange.

Bupt'iiui nay

carui 111

Lite iuwu

Deering,

three and a half miles
from Portland.
Tills farm contains about 65 acres
mowing land, “cut 60
toils uf nuy laat season.” G^od orchard near the
house.
Buildings consist of a two-story and a one-story
house, a new barn 40x80, with other out-buildings.
Also, farming tools. Part of the purchase money
on a mortgage, or will be exchanged for a
can lay
house in the city, or a peice of a vessel.
For further particulars enquire of GEORGE
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.marlOtf

___'ofexcellent

For Sale.
No. 45 Melbourne Street, head of North
Street; said house is one of the best locations
on the street, tine neighbourhood; consists of a two
story frame house and ell contains 12 rooms, convenient for two families or noe, seven years old, two
minuets walk from horse cars; will be sold at a very
reasonabl price witbiu thirty days.
For particulars inouire at M. N. NEAL’S. 327
marlTdlm
Congress Street, Portland.

HOUSE

The “Limerick

House,”

all injurious
for Women
upon receipt
found at

Madam Heal' ’s
interesting and valuable.
return postage,
for
stamp

properties.
is
of

Pamphlet

hours,

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.
They require neither attention or confinement of
anv kin l and ave certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parts.
PREPARED

SALE.

MERRILL,
AT

LAW,

No. 30 Exchange ««.. Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department anO
Attorney fn all the courts in the District of olumbia
lainaa telure th«
will attend to the prosecution of
Court of Claims and the various departments a
©ctll-tl
Washington.

registered

BROWN,

HARSANT,

tei?

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND
ALL MAY HAVE BY

St. Lawrence House.
For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,

JBox 337, Station A, Boston.
by WE1'-KS & POTTER, Boston, and all

Druggists.__

sepl3-tf

_No.
FOR SALE !

31 Plum

St.

Said house
xfojj—y
■••• on the

is

one

of the best locations

Beckwith

Price,

TEETH!

USING DAILY

no20

June 19.

apddly

LEAVITT

Boalj
Advertising!

dtt

gives

it is the beat paper,

SPRINGVALE.
wants to go West.

sub

invest money

Kid

Glove

Cleanei

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents pei
All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

bottle.

F. C. WELLS & CO., New York,

Wholesale Agents.

no20__eodlyr

Destructive

Fires!

Involving the loss of millions
of dollars occur too often in this
country. We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they can be prevented by tbo
general iutroducti n of the
GARDNER FIKE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands upon its
merits, having made for itself.
BY SOLID WORK, a record
> that commands attention.
Send for descriptivecircular to

PLUMMER,

Sewing Machines
eo,lt’

and BUTTERICR’8

Patterns

AND

00^

PLuMMR &
J«al 73 tt

Garments
WILDER

173 Middle St.. Dp htalr,.

near

at hand

Pain-Killer is the most certain Cholera
cure that medical science has produced.
2nd. Pain-Killer, as a Diarrhoea and Dysentery remedy, seldom if ever (ails.
3rd. Pain-Killer will cure Cramps or Pains
in any part of the system.
A single dose
usually effects a cuie.
4th, Pain-Kille>* will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion, if used according to directions.
5th. Pain-Killer is an almost never
failing
cure for Sudden Colds,
Coughs, &c.
6th. Pain-Killer has proved a Sovereign Remedy for Fever and Ague, and Chill Fever; it
has cured the most obstinate cases.
7th. Pain-Killer as a liniment is unequaled
for Frost Bites, Chilblains, Burns, Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains, &c.
8th. Pain-Killer has cured caseB of Rhcnma
tism and Neu algia after years standing,
9th. Pain-Killer will destroy Boils, Felons,
Whitlows, Old Sores, giving relief from Pain
alter the first application.
10th. Pain-Killer cures Headache, and Tooth
ache.
11th. Pain-Killer will save you days of sickness and many a Dollar m time and Doctor’s Bills.
12th. Pain-K'Her Is a purely Vegetable prepto keep and to use in every
safe
aration,
family. The
attending its use, together with the great
simplicity
diseases
ihat
of
be
variety
may
entirely eradicated
by it, aud th« g’ eat amount of pain and suffering
that can be alleviated through its use, make it imperatiue upon every person to supply themselves
with this valuable remedy, and to keep it always near
at hand.
The Pain-Killer is now known and appreciated in every quarter of the G1 ,be. Physicians
recommei.d it in their practice, while all classes ol
Give it a
so iety have found in it relief and comfort.
trial.
Be sure and buy the genuine. Every Druggist. and nearly every Country Grocer throughout
mohl4eodlm
tbe land keep it for sale.
1st.

But with great deference to the new
diDlotaste, we old people
some square-toed
predilection for .he fashions
of our youth.—Burke.

easily

Of THE

ly

Urinary Organs.

of the

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Cures
Forms
Dropsy.
all

pre«cnt “Lock-Stich” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reiiaole economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and
our

Vegetable.

ill

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Remove
Pain
that

in

Your

HUNT'SLives
REMEDY

Has Saved

the

Thousands.

of

Only

Known Curb

for

Family Sewing Machine,

Dropsy.

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Contains Nothing

HUNT’S REMEDY
Suppressed Urine.

Effectual Cure

HUNT’S REMEDY
Used
Physicians

best manner.

Daily.

J.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Cure
Dropsy

of

163 Middle

I

for

Take

no

face.”

Other.

HURT’S
REMEDY
Cures Inflamed
HUNT’S
REMEDY
Never Fails
Dropsy.

in

in its

theological tone. They intend that it
shall be free from the heresies and
dangerous

HURT’S REMEDY
Will
Pain
Remove

that

in

theories which, they allege,
in all the monthlies.

Your Loins.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Don’t
Take It.

Delay.

HUNT’S REMEDY

is having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WANT. IT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
GOO pages, only $2 50.
NOTICE—Be nut deceived by misrepresentations
mane to p lm on m^n pn eu mierior worKs, nut s- na
for circa a rs and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $if>
mailed free. HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila.
and Boston.
mar22t4w

Ask for

Will Save Your Life.

one

been in the Baby Carriage business for the
past 18 \ ears, we are confident hat we understand
our business, and know whose carriages are the best.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

At the Lowest Prices by

C.
apr4

THINGS WORTH KJVOWING.A 64 page book, full of good
things, valuable
secrets, and important information, mailed for two

SOME

A W ATCII

ap2t4w

Address
LEE &

CO.,

Sixth Av., New York.

524

iorour Illustrated Catalogue of
\new books on building.
A. J. BICKNELL & CO.,
ap2|4w 27 Warren-st New York.

HT! 11 I"! rnoScnd
n

11 I 11 r n

UU ILL! LUO

SAMPLES sent by mail for 50c. that retail
quick for S10. It. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham-squarc, N. Y.apr2d4wt

IMMEDIATELY.—50,000 adWANTED
drcsses, to which specimen copies of Smith’s

Magazine will be sent/ree. Agents wanted. Write.
Pliny F, Smith, 51 Liberty St., N. Y.
ap2f4w

our

to

once

THE

Write for Large Illustrated Price List. Address

GREAT Y/ESTERN

RA —THE NURSERY. A Monthly
>.

SHORE*,

30 Bromfleld Ml.,
Boston.

A MAY OF A THOUSAND.
CONSUMPTIVE

CURED.
(and by

JAMES,
Physician,
DR.
nature
chemist,) discovered, while in the East
Bronfor
H-

a

retired

daughter was given up to die.
ed, and i« now alive and well. Desirous of b« nofitting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
full directions for making this remedy, free, on reis not a
ceipt of two stamps to pay expeiiees. itThere
does not at
single symptom of Consumption that
PeevSweat,
of
and
hold
once take
dissipate. Night
ishwss, Irritation ofthe Zeroes, Failure of Memory,
in
the
Pains,
Sharp
Lungs,
Difficult Expectoration,
Sore Throat,
Chilly sensations, Nausea at the
Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and Wasting
away of the Muscles. Address
FP A rmAFU

fir

vmuwvvu

»»•

Y_/ \_g

name

of this paper.
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Ph

the Acre.
Rose. Equal

as PREMIUMS
8500 will be awarded
produce the Largest Quuntitv
ono
Descriptive
Circulars o‘f
pound.
from

to thoso wbo
the
tat

above, with list of 300 varieties of Poes,

free to all.

Illustrated

Seed Catalogue, 200
with Colored A ltronto. 23 cents
1pages
A New Tomato, the “A RLINGTON"
Earlv, solid and productive. Prise 23 cts.
packet. Five packets for 81.

per

B. K, BLISS & SONS,
23 PARK PLACE,

MEW YORK.

mar24_____

^4w

""NEVERNothing

is more certain to
rVcalcct n CourIi.
tor future evil consequences.
lay the foundation

WELLS’ CARBOLIC TABLETS.
sure cure for all diseases of the Respiratory OrSore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of ihe Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the Lungs.
are a
gans

In all cases of sudden

cold,

[

Portland, March 28,1873.

|
It is not a physic which may give
relief
to the sufferer ror the first few do es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a lnont powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so
the leading medical
authorities of London and Pans, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

temporary

by

Dr. Wells

Extract of Jnrnbeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
In there want of ar:*on in your Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases. Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jnrnbeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Stomach ? unless
Have yon a
is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty or the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sutt'erer.

Dyapepnlic

digestiou

however takeu. these

TABLETS should be promptly and freely useel. tliej
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the ati ack, and will, in a very short time, restore healthy •••ctinn to the affected orgiins.
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets are put up only lr
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. If they can’t b<
found at your druggists send aloncc to «he Astern
in New York, who will forward them by retun

TO

days

personal,

April

BAXTER S

PORTABLE
STEAM

ENGINE!

life be-

The Safest and Best in the
world. No extra insurance
to pay. Send for Circular.

Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
system of
danger malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Solo Agent for the United States.

SAindEL EDDY
JR., Gen. Agt.. No. 8
Hay market Pqua • e,
Cor. Charlestown St.

Take it to

comes a

strengthen organic

weakness

or

burden.

Send forCircular

Tt

ft

rr n xr

»

SINKING

MORTGAGE

FIRST

FUND GOLD BONDS.
Secured bv mortgage on 6,00D acres of very valnabl®
Coal and Iron LANDS.
BONDS of WOOD CO., AVIS., due in from 11 to 20
years.
KANSAS REGISTERED County and School Bonds
10 P R CENT. NEBRASKA SCHOOL BONDS.
All payable in N. Y. City, and for sale at prices
that wiU pay over 12 per cent, on the invc-tment.
Call or scud for pamphlets with maps and full
particulars tout will satisfy the most earn l us investTHUS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.,
ors.

N. Y. City.

apr5t4w

$10 A

an

“Our Own Family Doctor.”

Best medical work extant. Eyerybody buys that sees
it. Unusual inducements to Agents. Send for circulars and terms to HUBS l&CU., 746 Broadway, N. Y.
£3T*An easy and sure way to make

ap5
FIRE!

FIRE!!

t4w

FIRE!!!

FIGHTING

FIRE

!

\ GENTS

W ANTED For the grandest book
of the year, now
selling with astonishing rapid°*
caU8e8 ol Fire; Safes; Fire-proof
isuiiaings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Insurance—is it safe? Its History, Basis,
Management, How to Insure, «2fcc.; Vnid accounts of
Fires of History. Agents seud for circuwil1 not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dustin, Gilman <£ Co.,
Ct.

5y'n-

i«ru'**v^
iw««28.

CA

Hartford,

apr5t4w

MPHORIN E.

iSSSSSKs
,Toi
&c. It has a pleasant and relrosMn
not grease or stain the most
irai e
makes it a luxury in every
family
per bottle. For sale bv all dr

mjsts

***

*f,raln,?t

?n whlcl1
mi

f,hH
25

NEW

LAUNDRY!

undersigned having assumed charge of
and spacious Laundry would respectfully
THE
that he is
to

a new
an-

prepared

nounce

washing for Steamers, Hotels. Families, «&c., with special »tteniior
paid to Ladles Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shim
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry Dein-.* provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced help, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

Location, Bradbury’s Court, En-

FOB SALE,
STEAMSHIP WHIRLWIND.
130 feet, Beam 24 3-10 feet, Hold 17 3-10
Oak
feet, Tonnage 374. Built of Connecticut
aBd chestnut in 1863, has two decks, schooner rig.
x 30. Dra't,
Direct acting vertical engine; cylm er 32
in good ordeep loaded, 13 feet. Boiler and Engine
*
der.
to
For further particulars apply
WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Boston, Mass.,

LENGTH

_ReubkNhoyt^.,, Ncw York.

Or HENRY WINSOR & CO.,
Pa,

_Philadelphia,

mchlldtf

Horse and Sleigli for Sale
FINE driving, well broke and stylish four year

Sleigh, Harness and Robes lor
A atold COLT, with
Apoly at

sale

a bargain.
plum street stables,

dec!3_W.

14> rnmm SUwe*.

Piano Tailing.
personally by
ED. B. ROBINSON,

cents-

MECHANICAL CURIOSITY

Orders attended to

Block.
Piano Boom", 3 Cnhoon

(Opposite City

Halt.!_mar?8-d3m.

WOOD S
Fulton

do

JOHN SPENCER, Superintendent.
Late Steward of St’r John Brooks, Boston and Portland Line
febldlyr

Agency of

money*

Ja20__3m

trance on Fore near India St.

DAY !

Easily made by

A

n

WOOD

Lla
and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.
^ HUgE.

HARD

|

are

to be found

John Yan Dahm of Fort Wayne (says the
Cleveland Leader) was playing with a pistol
in hiB house, the other day, when it went off
and made an eyelet hole in his hip. If ho
was named

fool;

Jones he

might

If his name was

called a Smith fool;
another name.

be called a Jones

Smith he might be
but unhappily his is

The temperance cause in Kentucky has
been somewhat set back by the announce*
ment that one of the few water-driDkers in
that State has just discovered at the bottom
of his well the body of a neighbor who disap
peared four years ago; and the majority of

people

the

have resolved to

stick to

whiskey

and let well alone.
Most little boys

are

fond of nuts; but few

would care to swallow one

whole, especially

when it was made of iron and screwed on a
hit of rod an inch and a half long and a quarter of an inch

thick,

as

did a

little hoy six

The
years old last week in Leicester, Vt.
doctor isn’t certain whether a mild (d) wrench

will suffice to

unscrew

it.

wife’s mother next he, hapless, soughte,
For comforte In his strange -alaniftle;
"At my witte’s ende am I, and cleane dlstraughte
Nor anie stay is to my grief’said he
‘•For that my wife knows not my house to rule
Nor to a needle will she condescende,
Sooner than goe in motley, like a foole
My coate I bringe, and pray yon it to mende.”
Soe she the garment mended on the spot,
Yet did he goe away, and praised her not.
Then his

‘•'How beautiihl!” said the tallest of Amerpoets, regarding with delight the mosaic

can

(Raphael’s) on a lady’s sleeve buttons, “How beautiful 1” “What a] pity,” replied the lady, mischievously, “that you
I poets are not always as good as these beautiful cherubs you praise so heartily!” “Ah!”
answered S-, “I really think we might
be, if we were physically constructed in tha
same way,—all head and wings 1”
cherubs

Assessors* Notice.

inflammations.
Hav, you wcaknen of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant rolief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.

Imitations.
“Don’t be deceived by
box.
Price 2b

cents a
Sold by all di uggists.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt 8t, New York
for
Lnittd States.
Sole
Agent
Send for ciroular.
4wt
mar25

d3w

the Inhabitants of the Town oi Cape Elizabeth,
and *11 persons liable to be assessed therein. Notice is he eby given that the subscribers will be in
session at the Town House in said Town, on the 9th.
of April inst., from 10
10th, 11th, and 12th
o’clock in the forenoon, till 5 o’clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of
the Polls and all the estates, real and
not by
law exempted from taxation, which such persons
were possessed of in said town of Cape Elizabeth on
the 1st day of
inst; whi h lists they are required to make and bring in, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be laired of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was unable
to offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Assessors
THOS. B. HASKELL, )
of
NATHAN R. DYER, J
ELISHA A .JORDAN,) Cape Elizabeth.
aprldtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 29th, 1873.

Have you wcakueMS of the Intentinen?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to

A little

later
Bushel*
in Quality.
than Early
8* Per Ponnll> bJ' mall> postpaid.
t •

S. B. BECKETT,)
WM. C. HOW,
Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
)
flf3?~Blank schedules will be turnised at the room
ot the Assessors.

_

mch24d4wt

EXTRA EARET VERMONT.
Ten Days Earl ier Ilian Early Rose. E uormonolyproductive and of EXCELiknT FLAVOR. 81 per pound; 4
poundsby mail, postpaid, for 83.50.

•

5gr“In no case will the possession of Government
bonds be allowed as a plea in mitigation oi a doom.

I

apro

5

of Portland hereby
liable to taxation in

city, that they will be in sessiou every secular
dajr from the first to he fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said citv.
And all suoh persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and pertect lists ot
all their polls and estates, real and personal, held by
them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1873, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

pointed.

Price One Dollar i>cr Bottle.

FA

Assessors of the City
THE
give notice to all persons
said

And
any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of tbe State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless h shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

Charts. Also, for
SewMaps,
CPictures,
ing Silk and Linen Thread. $100 $200 cleared
month by good, active Agents. Apply at
to D. L. GUERNSEY, Concord, N. H. mar22t4w
Oper
WORKING
GLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at lioYne, day or eveuing; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package oi goods to
start with sent tree by mail. Adutess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New York.
iuar22-4wt

eo<I3w

over.

OiAGENTS WANTED
and

Exchange St.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

agent. Address, stating ex- erience,etc., NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
mar22t4w

giving the

BAY, JR. & CO.,
94

It contains over 250 fine Scripture Illustrations and
1105 pages. Agents are selling from 15 to 20 copies per
day, and we send a canvassing book tree to any book

A

Carriages

of the Bible

who will act as our agent. Business light and
honorable $300.00 made in 5 days. Saleable as flour.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have it.
No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug. KENNEDY & CO.,
mar22t4w
Pittsburg, Pa.

Patent Su.ing Carrirge. Every
All otnery are immitations.
be tipp,<i over. Every Car-

cannot

Having

CANVASSING BOOKS SENT FREE for
DR. WM. SMITH'S ILLUSTRATED

man

Whitney’s

marked patented.

These

stamps.

Can South Bend beat this ?

A number of orthodox men of wealth have
determined to publish a magazine in New
York which shall be entirely unobjectionable

Kidneys.

our

t4w

ure

HUNT’S REMEDY

securities. Two VolW. N. COL Lit Ar CO.,
17 Naasim-M., New York.

Sewing Machine
IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Agassiz is described as follows: “His figis portly. His voice is full and rich. His
smile is geniality itself. He smiles not with
his lips alone, but with his
merry brown eyes,
with his whole kind, expressive,
beaming

BABYCARRIAGES

E. Clarke.

HUNT’S REMEDY

LIVINGSTONE2 .^AFRICA

JOHN L.
mar24t4w

d3m

Will Cure Female Complaints.

THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS
just publish d by our senior, should be in tlie hands
of ill interested in this class of

History

St., Portland, Me.

mcli31

HUNT’S REMEDY
Prepared
William
Br

A trunk exploded in a
baggage car at Indianapolis a lew days ago, seriously injuring
the individual who was
handling it roughly.
All papers that circulate among railway employes please copy.

HAYDEN,

Cicn’l Agent for Maine,

Climate.

in any

1..

Scrotum.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Keep

are pained to notice that
papers taking
items arid appropriating them as their
own seek to palliate the theft by
publishing a
column of religious miscellany. This may
look well enough in the eyes of heaven, but
it doesn’t satisfy us.—Danbury New*.
our

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All Ithulsot Sewing Machine
Supplies, Silk, Thread
Needles, &c.
Machine Stitching in all Its branches done In the

for

by

We

AND TAKE NO OTHEK.

Injurious.

a

Sortar, who was recently at a whist party,
proposed to go home, was asked to
stay a little longer. “Well,” he replied, “perhaps I may as well; my wife is probably already as mad as she can be.”

SILENT FEED

HUNT’S REMEDY

purchase

when he

WHEELER & WILSON’S

bv all

we can

About.

Those who want the best, should obtain

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Is
Druggists.
Sold

knife for a
sou, a box of matches for a sou, and a roll of
bread for a sou, and we forget that the first
discoverer of fire, the first sower of corn,
the first blacksmith, were ranked as gods.”—

Needed in the Family can be done upon it with greater rapidity and ease of execution to beginners than
can be accomplished on any other.
It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-as a
Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

Your Appetite.

—Spenser.

_

“In Paris

ANY KIND OF SEWING

Back.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Restore

Will

often fills. In conrse of common life.
That right, long time, is overborne of
wrong
Ihrongh avarice or power or gnilo or strife,
That weakens her
party strong:
But justice, though
her dome she doe prolong,
Yet at the last she will her owne cause right.
It

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

of

HUNT’S REMEDY
Is Purely
W

another

This practical and
managed machine has now
stood the-tost of time and thorough experimout; and
the thousands who *ave fortunately used ours, frank
give ir the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its Improvement
for years, till, now with

HUNT’S REMEDY

Cures Diseases

We make a Specialty of County, City, and School
District Bonds, Guarantee Legality of all bonds
sold, collect the coupons without charge, or tar c same
as so much cash on sales.
Hg^Send for price list.

The immense sale, 10,00'J IN ONE MONTH

Never turn round in the street to see what
gill wears, because you will always
find her doing the same thing.

Gravel

HUNT’S REMEDY
CCRES
BLADDER.
ISF LAMM ATI ON

mu"

matick

HUNT'S REMEDY
Cures

PER CENT.

$10.

A Florida
congregation uses the upper part
of its church for the cure of
souls, and the
cellar for the cure of hams.

Cures Dp.opsv.

Ask

umes, price
mar22t4w

It were better dike and delue,
And stands vpon the right ieith,

HUNTS REMEDY
Cures

on

Tlo

3D

ually connext.—Bacon.

HUNT'S REMEDY

net;

TWO NEW POTATOES!

:

imperfection;

and conveniences and inconveniences are us-

the most

_

first-class Real Estate at 10
percent.
Interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garaDtce tbe collection of all loans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, tnd full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Des Moines, Iowa.
mar224tw

r~.

and

Than knowe all that the Bible seith.
And erre as some clerkes doo.
—Gower.

THE IOWA LOA N AND TRUST COMPANY will

IS THE

Best Family Medicine of the Age !

light,

or

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

Scandal,
great
Briberies, Congressmen, Kings, Lobby, and the wot
derful Rights of he National Capital. The demand
for it is immense. Agents making early application
will secure choice territory. Sena for circular, and
see our terms and a full description of ihe work.
Address, CONTINENTAL PUBLISHING CO., 4
Bond-st., New York.
mar22t4w

PERRY DAYIS & SON

An unusually l.trge grape
crop is raising in
California.
All mortal good laboureih of

kinds of work, heavy
popular.

Agents Wanted for
BEHIND THE SCENES
IN WASHINGTON.
The quickest selling book of the day. It tells all
Senatorial
about tne
Credit Mobilier

$500 IN PREMIUMS.

BY

And why it should be kept always

ELIAS HOWE

Grows’Condition Powders.

MANUF’D

An Ohio antiquary offers for sale a
Bible
in 1539 and “very little used.”

printed

FAMILY

For all

years,—with

1,032 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PAIN-KILL ER

Gossip and Gleanings.

Thoroughly

SEWING MACHINE

THEIMPROVED ($12) BECKWITH SEWINQ1

REASONS WHY THE

eodlyr

INODOROUS

PORTLAND.

SLICK, EAT
TOE
HEALTHY HORSES ISE

of

JOXJYEN’8

49 1-2 Exchange Street,
73

use

7 UNION STREET.
noY30d6mTn&F2taw
POKTI, ANP. Me.

let.

All orders by mall promptly attended to.

owner

jan31SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Tlie Best Known ami Host
Tested

scri'iers the most beautiful, premiums, anti niters Can
vassers the moto LIBERAL TERMS. Send for Cir
B FORD &
CO., New York, Boston, Chi
cago, or San Francisco.
ap2t4w

MACH IN h. with kew Braiding Foot, and
many
other important
improvements, all complete, witn
Bemnier, Guide, Four Needles, &e., warranted two
care it willdo your family
sewing for a
iile-time.
Nearly ten thousand of these machines
have been sold the past season, which without the
above improvements, are giving universal satisfaction.
We will show letters to any who may all, from disinterested purchasers, in which they state that they
would not exchange ours for the best high-priced
machine in the market. It makes the popular Elastic Loop Stich, and closes its seam secui elv, which
renders l$tlie strongest anti best; yet when desired
it can be unlo ke l at pleasure. Fastned to any table
Easily worked by hand. This is the machine' which
Messrs Orange Judd & Co„ of the American
Agriculturist, <8:c use so many thousands for premiums.
Full directions go with every machine. If after havthe machine 30 days, it does not
give perfect satisfaction, we will refund the $12, on return of machine,
less the Express charges, and take the risk of its being injured. All orders promptly filled on receipt of
Post Office order f ,r $12, or if $3 are sent with
your
order to us, tbe balance can be paid to the Express
Co., when you rece ve the machine. Terms to agents
liberal, but cash invariably for all machines when
received. If any doubt our honor or
responsibility,
we will cheerfully jive the best
city reference. Bring
or send sample of any goods with which to tost the
machine
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
26 West Broadway, N. Y. (After May 1st, 862 Broa’y.
mar 22
t4w

a

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

MONDAY MORNING,.MAR. IS, I87S.

Kidney Disease.

Indies, a certain cure
Consumption, Asthma,
child,
chitis, and General Debility, when his only
His child was cur-

FOR SALE!

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

C. M. & H. T.

Posters, Transparencies, &cJ

WANT

wonderfully because

Sewing Machinc-$12.

a

Hair

Glossy

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

HT’Wagon, Box and

to

Soft,

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Canvas Signs, Flags ant
I Awning Borders made and
Blettereu in the best mannor.

mariO

eodlyr

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME

Awnings, Verandahs

IF

and 50 Cents per bottle,

by constant

TENTS Alto FLAGS

Ji.nl

25

Beautiful,

Yacht & Moat Sails

tVTeaU

WARD BEECnSR’9 Pape
HENRY
with the largear cirenlation in tho world, grow J

ON 30 DAYS’ TRIAL !!

ple

on

UNQUESTIONABLY

ATTENTION

era.

street; fine neighborhood. Consists or
JKalLtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desiirn, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.

THE PRESS.

■

of manufacturers who have become disgusted with the
odors of Paraffine Oils and their ill etfects upon machinery, is invited to
IS- ft* Kellogg’s Sperm Engine Oil .©Sl^O^g^l
S*^?‘£ELLOGG*8 wPe**>M Spindle Oil.'a$1.151? gal
^.ELLoGG’8 Tallow Engine Oil.®^ 1,10gal
L. H. Kellogg’s Tallow
Spindle Oil.@ 1.05? gal
Manufactured only bv
EH. KELLOGG, No. 17
Cedar-st., New York.
mchl3d4wj

dl»-|

ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

fl'v

ESPECIAL

<j7J •fJlbMagaziuc for Yoangest BeadSend stamp for a samSuperbly Illustrate
number. NO W is the. time to subscribe.

House No. 24 Emery St., head ot
Cushman Street.

As the

no2#

manufacturer of

Covers, Canvass

I

sight

BANKERS, 22 Nassau-st., IV. Y.

mhl3

Breach-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c., bou. ht
or traded for. Goods sent by express C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.
mar?4t4w

CHEAP!
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder. WILL BE SOLD

Sent free
be

for ulceration and inflammation
accompanies each
box
PillB. Price of Pills and Lolion, $1.25 per
or 56.10 a half
dozen. Address all business let-

pox,

^'T

WADSWORTH & CO.,

mar22

gas;

BY

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Dmggists,
nov20
eodlyr

or can

Weeks* Potter’s, 176 Tremont St.,
BOSTON-.

DEALERS

Solo agents in Maine for the sale and shipment ol
Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamu:ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
iVilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessel h procured for the trauportation of coals from
any point
port of shipment
desired._tfapr27

with State Auditor. Interest
pon bonds
collected and
paid by State Treasu ers. They are
more secure tliau State
Bond*, for States may repudiate, while Municipalities cannot. Write for circulars and iuformation.
Any marketable securities
taken in exchange.

Agent* Wanted'. Send for circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., N. Y.

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
muscles, and lift the organ into its proper position,
and keep it there. They speedily cure Leueorlioea,
Dysmenorrhoea and Menorrhagia. They are a specific for Stangury, a diuretie iu Gravel They promote sleep, allay nervous excitability. Remove sterility, and all female weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiates and

lm

the

COUNSELOR

no

F. A.

179 Commercial Hi., Portland.

HENRY F. T.

two

by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

the general public.

STURDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL

0

r

STREET,

PORTLAND.

llOSS

readv f

MADAM HEALT’S LOTION,

WATER FIXTURES
J.

Healy’s Uterine Tonic Pills

All Uterine Diseases.

PORTLAND. ME.
janlO

—

of

THURSTON’S

ADIES,

have tried them will need
an invaluable remedy for

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

C.

tf

iuar24

and Rheumatism,
and cured In a few days,

tf

con

L. B. DENNETT,

~fT&

FOR

40

PROUT &

UPHOLSTERING DONE TO ORDER,

on

Counsellor

Real Estate.
Sale, or lease lor a term of years, the property belonging to the estate of Francis O. Libby,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, l
Anm r8‘
FRANK W. LIBBY,
)

__

personal attention.
large variety of Centers, Brackets, &c.,

•tmtlv

46, and over
44 Exchange St.,

No.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

All orders in the above line, and also for Whiten
lug, Whitewashing and Coloring, will receive promp
au

block of seven or nin genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier.
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.
mar28

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

42 &

—

WORKER

MASTIC

A

on

School!

catalogue,

THE
relieved in
MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, &c.

AND

the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet an^ is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a

excruciating pain of Gout

FURNITURE !

Plasterer, Stucco

_SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated

cent;

PER

10 PER CENT,

Farm iu Barpswell, 60 aores, 400 cords wood,
orehard in bearing, price. $3000
5000
1 Farm in Freeport, 100 acres, price.
3600
1 Farm in Brunswick, 10 > acres, price.
1 House with 3 acres land in Brunswick village, 1600
THOS. W. EATON,
Enquire of
mclil4d&wlmBRUNSWICK.

IN

For all of which nc
of the Skin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted U
mchl8dt
please. Call and examine for yourselves.

STREET,

04

Technology.

7

perfection*

—

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

FOR

For
recent entrance examination
papers, or further inf rmation, apply to Prof. SAMUEL KNEE LAND, Secretary, Boston, Mass.

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,

Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Rum brant, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this proc°ss wc
Get rid of Freckle*, Mole* and other im-

NO. 6 SOUTH

DESIRABLE residence at East Deering. A
two story dwelling House, addition and stable,
abundance of hard and soft water, together with
about three acres of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
ap2d3w
_93 Exchange street.

A

marl5dlm

STREET,

316 CONGRESS

For Sale.

Real Estate for Sale.

and 2.

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

HAINES.

who

lSh<3

County, Town, City, and School District Bonds of
Iowa, Illinois, and Kansas for sale below par. Cou-

THE

febl8dtf

public patronage.

House,
For particulars enquire of Geo. R. Barston, on tho
premises.
Also one House and lot at Point Village.
For particular enquire >n the premises of
JEDDIAH LOVIETT.

A

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO., Bankers,

STREET,

For Sale.
Elizabeth. House and land, from one to
INfiveCape
acres, to suit purchaser; situated on the ro?d
between the North Congregational Church and Town

The Buo.-cribcr offers for sale his Hotel
proj rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No. j
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
15^ Exchange street, March 3d, to be under j
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
liberal patronage.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant. ;
Enquire further of the owner,
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmemarl3dtf
Limerick, Me.
tic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms: the use
and adjistment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desire 1.
HOUSE AND EOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
Lot contains 34,000 feet of land, with fine init garnavigation will be worked out upon the black-board den, cold, grapery, etc. Applv to
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
W* H. FESSENDEN,
and the use and adjustme it of Instruments explainmar6tf
215 Commercial Street.
ed. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
For
Sale.
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
house on State Street, occupied by the unfebl9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
Mass. Institute of
ALLEN HAINES.
Entrance Examinations June 2 and 3, and Oct. 1
sepl9-ti
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

Navigation

to

5 Doors East of Temple St.,

PORTLAND,

jobbing

CHANCE

MISCELLANENOUS.

fc
g 4 From la ct».—Eight samples mailed free
for four dollars, to an
05 cts. that sell at
act
as
in
who
wul
agent.
Portland
person
RANDALL A CQ..7C. Uroatl’y, K. A
mar22t4w

A

PORTLAND, NIE.,

*dlm

marlS

Saco depot, on Jordan road, so called. Terms
$900 cash and balance on mortgage. Apply to MRS.
HANNAH JACKSON, on the premises, or GEO. R.
DAVIS & CO., Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
dtf
ap5
d3P*Argus c-’py.

EDUCATIONAL.

HENRY M. PAYSON,

Orders left at Loriug, Short & Harmon’s receivi
immediate attention. Residence,

YV. C.

and

septlldtf

T. W. EMERSON,
and Decoratire

tf

rooms

Parties desiring to invest in this choioe security
should make immediate application.
Interest 7 per cent, gold, payable April 1st and Oc-

No. 95 Exchange Street,

Plain

on

cor.

Only $100,000 remaining of the total issue of four
millions.

peach

xx

pleasant

connected furnished
with board at 119
Cumberland
of Frankdn Sts.
TWO
feb21tf

RAILROAD COMPANY’S

PORTLAND, ME.

.,

Farm for Sale

To Let.

NO. 83 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND,

To Let.
and desirable front rooms
Congress St., between High and Green Sts.
Terms reasonable. Apply at lb8 Fore Street,
very

TWO

,

Law

or

southwesterly part of
neighborhood, ten minutes walk
ture. in the

mar24tf

A. A. STROUT.

$1350 ! !

eight acres; 1£ story house,
barn 23x40, p ul ry-housa, piggery. &
A aud
apple,
trees and small fruits. One half mile

FOR

A centrally
two families.

OF THE

CORRESPONDENT.
febl7

Farm in Saco for

To Let.
DESIRABLE Brick House, with French roof,

To Let.

BUII.DING,

PORTLAND, MID.

marl2

To JLet.

TO LEi.—-One half of

STREET, PORTLAND,

John W.

ng Room and
Kitchen finished in hard wood, suite of Parlors and
Library finished in black walnut aud ash, highly polished (tw 1 marble mantles in Parlors), seven chambers, bath room finished in hard wood. House furni bed with Furnace, Gas, Sebago water and all
modern conveniences. Parlors, Library and Hall elegantly frescoed. All other rooms well painted. Title
perfect. $2500 can remain on mortg ge lor a term of
years. Apply to GEO. R. D YVIS & CO., Real Estate and Alorrgage Brokers, or to WM. DAVIS,
Ticket Agent, Grand Trunk Depot.
mch29dtm

pear
from

10

1

WANTED
taining six

STROUT dc HOLMES,

Attorneys

apr2

Exchange

PORTLAND.
S3r-Attends to all kinds of Patent business.
marlO

rooms

ANEW

CENT,

PER

and their wives and two or three
can be accomodated with pleasat No. 75 Free Street.
d2w*

gentlemen
TWO
single gentlemen
and board
ant

Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groceiies. Apply to S. A.
ANDEUSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
dlw then eodtf
mar26

WILLIAM UEJYRx CLIFFORD,

NO.

tt

Rooms to Let.

removed to

The 21 story House No. 103 Cumberland
situated within five minutes’
street,

pleasantly
IJLwalk of City Hail, containing Diu

aprleodtf_

No. 7 State Street, 10 rooms, rent $400 per
year. Inquire of Byron D. Verrill, or S. W.

tf

O’DONNELL,

'•!

To Let,

:

RARE

We will pay all Agents S40 per week <n
cash
will engage w.tn us at once.
6 r„n
and expenses paid. Address
mhl2tiw A. COULTER & CO.. Charlotte

Cumberland Street for
Sale.

011

GOOD FARM of

GOOD CHANCE-SI PER CORD.

order.

to

A

CHESLET’S,

16? MIDDLE STREET.

mc.h25dtf

tf

J.

FINE residence one-lialf milo from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office. go-*l Schools and Churches,
six miles fr m Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with uytrble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 00 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple aud pear trees, £ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

House

Wanted

PORTHA1T PAINTER.

sep24_11
iu the Town of Westbrook.

For Sale

mar21tf

portla nd. me.
Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
O. M & F. P. Brooks’, No. 333
CoDgress St.
i'9“All Order, promptly nit ndnl to.

ana

with loans.
GEO. B. BA VIS & CO„
Brokers.
Real Estate and Ittortgage

ted

at this

SITUATION to do general house work by a
Protestant Scotch girl haying good recomendation.
Enquire for Miss B. Brown Commercial
apr3*lw
House,

A

Mich

We are prepared to loan money in M1 m"
from $100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortages iu Portland Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous of building can also bcaccommodn

apr5-l\v

ATLANTIC

up stairs.

Jau25

Store Key Found.
have the same by calling

owner can

AGENTS!

Everything

BULLETIN.

aprodlw

Found.

INSURANCE.

JOST & KEILER,
Office 134 Middle

mailSdtf

tenement of 5 or 6 rooms,
Address with location and

or

MISCELLANEOUS.

_miscellaneous.

Geo. R. Davis & Co’s

Lost.
left at some place, a POCKET
BOOK.containdollars, a note for
signed by E.
y
W. GRA\ ES and in favor of W. 820.25,
H. Hail, (whi h all
persons are hereby cautioned
against
purchasing),
also a contract from the Portland Water
Co., which
is valuable. The finder
may keep the money bv returning the reBt to this ofllce.
apSdtf

PLANTIIBER

Publishing

FRESCO

SMALL HOUSE

tor

in advance

Year

a

REAL ESTATE.

Wanted.

A family of two.
PATENT AGENTS, price
BOX 1739.

Exchange St, Portland.

TEttas ss.uu BEK

_

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

& JORDAN,

1873.

APRIL 7,

_

PRESS.

Hattie Clayton, whose suicide, at Montreported by telegraph, did
not die, as stated, because she was unable to
find employment,but because,according to her
posthumous confession she was “too proud
to do housework.” Poor girl 1 It was sensitiveness that carried her off. Her rights had
been trampled upon by the iron heel of poverty. She had a soul above brooms. She
was proud.
She was unappreciated. We
shall miss her. And all that sort of thing.
gomery, has been

Since the introduction of the postal cards,
Calino daily sends off packets of them to the
provinces. One of his friends, yesterday,
said to him, “Why, my dear boy, if you go in
that way, you will certainly ruin yourself.’,
“Ruin myself? How so ? Don’t you know
that a letter sent to the provinces costs five
sous, whi’e a postal card costs only three
sous?” “To be sure I do.” “Well, then.
don t you see that I make two sous on every
postal card I send; so that the more I send,
the more I make.”
A jackal who had pursued a deer all day
with unflagging industry was about to si lze
him. when an earthquake, which was
doing a
little civil engineering in that part of the

country, opened a broad chasm between him
and his prey. “Now here,” said
he, “is a
distinct interference with the laws of nature.
if
But
we are to tolerate miracles there is an
end to all progress.” So
speaking he endeavored to cross the abyss at two
jumps. His
fate would serve the purpose of an
impressive
if
it
warning
might be clearly ascertained;
but the earth hav.ng immediat.ly pinched together again the research of the moral investigator is baffled.—Fables of Zambri, the Parsee.

One of the boldest of German materialists
to this country, last fall, and nas not

came

attracted the attention he

anticipated. A citation from one of his recent letters to the
Gartenlaube amusingly illustrates the
vapory
generalizations that, in some circles, now
pass current foi science. Speaking of an
eveuing party, at which he noticed that the
ladies in the round dances moved with a
more

gliding step than their sisters in Gerexplanat on of the

many, he finds a scientific

fact in those laws of race which
gave the Indian his crafty, silent,
footfall, as he stole on
the slumbering village in order to murder the

innocent inhabitants.
Knots

on

Plum Teees.—A correspond-

ent of the American In it itute Farmers’ Club
says that for removing knots from plum trees,
he ta ,es a paint brush, dips it in spirits of
tnrpentine, and thoroughly saturates the
kno beirg careful not to touch the tree except in the diseased parts. The turpentine
kills the excrescence, and the tree puts on
He burns all
healthy branches below it.
branches of diseased trees removed in prun-

ing.

T

The Levant Times,

HEPRE8S.

Constantinople
l^n^na^es
language "ivcs

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 7. 1873.

a

journal

in
an

account

pushed1

at
^

o*

d tor final decision to

S'ttrSSS-*'"*
Constantinople.
“«™l

decrease the amonnt of
der reserves. Since the

outstanding legal-tenpublication^ the last

monthly debt statement the

Secretary

SPECIAL

lias

withdrawn about balf a million
of them.

Cnpt Chas Sawyer has sold the schr Idaho, of Free-

NOTICES.

°va“«

BONDS !

•"« »•
BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
Private
interest and principal payable in the east.
Tbe
STATE
Debts very small
NEWS.
as well as public rea lied.
property
Stanley T. 1
Enam
had
vs.
been
therefore
and
Gill
Bey,
to
m proportion
easily paid.
and
property
CMC Carver
and bote
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
(or tlie last eight years and finally asBonos. L ws and Decisions of the courts upon such
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
character. It was a claim
securities and will find them very safe. Tnere is
cred ntials of every person claiming to represent our
sumed a diplomatic
There are twenty able-bodied men and wo- nothing better.
“buniJour al, as we have information that several
for a large sum of money arising out of cotmen in the jail at Auburn that the Journal
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
too
28 Exchange st., Portland.
mers” are seeking courtesies in the name of
febGsntf
thinks should be at work.
ton contracts. H. B. M. Government nominatPtU
oven
1*15 :
and wc have no disposition to be,
AROOSTOGK COUNTY.
ed Sir. riiilip Francis, Judge of the Supreme
BANK OF PORTLAND.
s wiy, a party to such fraud.
Presque Isle Correspondence.
Consular-Court, as arbitrator in behalf ot the
On, and after this date, the un ’ersigncd will carry
winter has been a hard one for lumThe
on
past
a
strictly
™a
Banking business, at the Banking
Englishmen and the Egyptian Government bermen. There will be but little lumber
.<
,lo not read anonymous Jotter,
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
cut,
of“°” appointed Signor
are
fortunate
in
that
to
be
but
those
ownMori
call.,.-. I he name and address
enough
Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
Guiseppe
undo, It alian
for publication
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
lumber will
ers of it will make money as the
all -erindtope ab e, n„< necessarily
Mr.
T.
Cousul-Judgc.
and
and
Nasmyth
make Discounts, in the regular courBo of the
Signor
faith.
command a good price in the market this
but is a guaranty of good
Banking Business.
Magnola conducted the case on the part of spring.
to return or ,re «vc comw cannot undertake
W. N. GOOLD.
useu.
the British Government, and a M. Daham
Much disappointment is felt here over the rePortland, June 24th, 1872.
muiiieationfi that are not
of the vote of Bangor on the question of
sult
tf
su
jim23newlt then
from Egypt appeared for Enani Bey. The arloaning its credit for building the Northern
bitrators not agreeing—M. Moriundo finding Aroostook railroad Bangor cannot afford to
state OF MAINE.
COAL!
CUMBERLAND
that Enani Bey owed nothing to Messrs. Car- lose the trade of thiB large section.
Our Provincial neighbors are
55V TSHJ OOVKBIYOR,
building a railver and Gill and Sir Philip Francis finding
road up the St. John river, and next summer
450 Tons nice Hampshire Cnmb.
of the iren horse will be
PROC Ir AMAT IO N. that the
A
firm
upwards
at
that
owed
Bey
Tobique, wh ch is
;
seventeen miles from
only
as
in
called
Isle.
was
Presque
Coal. Just arrived per Sell. II. II.
£30,000—Mr. Goodenow,
Trial Justice Cook of
Isle tried a
In humble rocognilinn of our dependence
Presque
his decision iu favor
has
he
and
given
upon
umnirc,
case, Trotting Park vs Trotting Park, on the
Fisk, and for sale by
within a few
Almighty God, who h s so graciously remembered us I of the
1st of April. The case is as follows:
plaintiffs, awarding them
C, V.
in the abundance of His loving kindness and tender
” hue owns a
J AMES & WILLIAMS,
amount
by
adjudged
majority of the shares of said
I hundred pounds of the
mercies, I do, with the advice of the Exocutive Coun.rark,aud is thus able to make himself President
i the British arbitrator. Though the name of the and control their
303
CO.V)IEKCIAIi STREET.
cil, appoint Thursday, tiie Seventeenth day of
affairs. At a recent meeting
some of the members made a raid
Government appeared in the case,
Aphid Next, ab a day of public
E
on
secthe
yptian
HumiliaFasting,
retary and possessed themselves of the hooks
i
of the arbitrators that no
tion and Prayer, and recommend its
Kff“This i3 a cargo of iresh mined Hampshire Cumapproptlate ob- ;t ivas the opinion
ot the
concern, to find out how the business berland Coal, a first class article for Steam or Forgo
and
no
servance by all the people of the State. Consecratthat
to
Government,
attached
blame
had been conducted by White.
The “rioters”
purposes.
ing tlie day to prayer and supplication, that we may
damages were awarded in respect of their were arrested by White, but they waived an exdlwsn
be strengthened in all
apr4
amination and were bound over to appear at
upright purposes and every conduct in connection with the matter.
nubia endeavor, and mindful of those whom misforHoulton next September.
BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
and
were
Mr.
reasonable
So
satisfactory
tune and sorrow have made deserving our kindly
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
sympathies, let us not forget those acts of charity and Gooderiow s conclusions in the matter he has
Miss Stetson has just closed one of the most
The ouly True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
gooil will which give to life its highest joy, and lift received the thanks of the British minister successful singing schools ever held in New and 1 nstautaneous; uodisappointmeni; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
Gloucester.
tlio thought* in holy communication with the Great
and of the representative of the Egyptian
bad dyes washes. Produces ImkemAtely a superb
Giver of all good.
A hawk measuring four feet across his wings
Government.
The
Black ok Natural Brows, and leaves tbe hair
cordial
which
he
respect
was caught in New Gloucester
“Is not this tho Fast that I have chosen ? to loose
CalMonday by
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed VV. A.
has attracted to himself in diplomatic circles vin True.
Batchelor. Sold by ail Druggists.
tho bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens,
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., A. Y.
The Bridgton News announces sap time and
and o let tho oppressed go free, and that yo break
by his judicious decision in this case, which
octld&w
lvra s
to tlie hunsays that the best farmers in that section are
was of very general jnterest from its imporevery yoke? Is it not to deal thy bread
manufacturers of that delicious sweetness.
that are cast out,
gry, and that thou bring the poor
FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
tant connections and surroundings, will do
J. Winslow Jones notifies the people of
to thy house?”
much to increase his standing and efficiency
Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improvBridgton and vicinity that Thursday, April
e.iven at tho Council Chamber, in Augusta, this
ed Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
as a representative of our g vernment.
10th, is pay day.
twenti -fifth day ol March, in the year of our
medicine.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Do id one housand eight hundred and seveutyJames Chute of Naples, writes to the
Capt.
of
(lie
the
United
of
Independence
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
threo’ aud
We have a letter from Bangor signed
Newa the following note, which is good: Some
mar22sn6in
everywhere.
States of America (he ninety-seventh.
SIDNEY VER1IAM.
“nincompoop” in your last week’s paper says
‘“Agent” in which the writer says that he is that
James Chute, the Naples juryman, is sick
SPRING- OF 1873.
Dy tho Governor.
t'le agent referred to in the “petty swindle”
with the small pox in Portland.
Now this is
Geobge G. Stacy, Secretary of State.
not
for I am all the James Chute there is
exposure. He says that he always explains iu so,
Naples, and I am not fit for juryman nor ROLLINS & BOND,
to women the restrictions in the accident
R3-Valuation of the City.
anything else! I am so deaf that 1 cannot hear
Have just returned from New York and Boston
that
it
and I am not very ambitious.
It is
and
ticket
them
contract
as
to
tnunder,
applied
There is unquestionably a general desire
with a
Janies Chcte of Casco that is referred to.
in the particular case cited by Mrs. Campbell,
on the part of property-holders and tax-payKENNEBEC COUNTY.
“had 'he writer of the article (letter) in quesCHOICE STOCK of WOOLENS.
ers for a re-valuation of the city of Portland.
Mr. B. B. Dyer of Portland, has numerous
As ten years or more have passed since such a tion deferred speaking until the transaction appointments to speak in Augusta.
For Gentlemens’ Wear,
Ex-Gov. A. P. Morrill, Judge Titcomb of
valuation as that term implies has been made, was quite concluded, instead ot just begun,
and Judge Baker of Hallowell, have
we propose to mako up in our usual
in
the
Which
Augusta,
she
have
knowledge
rejoiced
might
there is every reason, in view of the important
Dickinson to adjust
We been appointed by Judge
that
all
men are not petty swindlers.’’
have
taken
in
|
of
that
that
out
the
the
division
of
the
place
irae,
questions arising
changes
GOOD
STYLE
town of Waterville.
are, of course, very willing to give his sta'efor a thorough and systematic revision. But
of
Waterville
is
in
the
The
West
Musical
Association
worth,
way
perwhile all agree as to the importance of a re- ment, for what it
And to which wo iuvite your attention at
give a coucert Tuesday evening.
valuation, there will doubtless be a consider- sonal exoneration, although he does not give
The Tribune club in West Waterville numNO. 90 MIDDLE STREET
he
is.
who
not
certain
his
uame
and
are
we
able diversity of opinion as to the best policy
bers 73, ol which 61 are old line Democrats.
marlO
sneoatf
to be pursued to secure such an appraisement If he be the young gentleman who was enThe annual meeting of the Grand Lodge of
in
this
is
winter
State
to
held
in
at
last
Good
bo
business
in
that
Templars
Announcement.
Bangor
of property as shall be most equitable.
gaged
Augusta on Wednesday and Thursday, April
MB. 8AMDEL PORTER, is admitted as
One of the plans suggested is to secure the wo are confident he would not do intentional 23d and 24th.
a member of our firm, to date from March 24th, 1873.
KNOX COUNTY.
services of a competent commission selected
wrong.
ORIN HAWKES & CO..
apr4snlw_
(Press Correspondence.)
from other localities. At first, fhomrht this
J.3T one oi our commercial ciues no' many
wanted.
Rev.
H.
A.
of
the
Shorey,
pastor
Congregato
be
wiser
the
course as such
might appear
tionalist church at Camden, had resigned, the
An active intelligent man with ability for the busimonths since a wealthy merchant died and the
a commission would he supposed to be most
resignation to take effect the last Sunday of ness, wanted to take an agency for Pori land and
pastor ot his church paid him a glowing eulo- this month. Mr. Shorey has labored
of one of he most popular Life Insurance
vicinity,
influence
of
local
incesand
the
beyond
impartial
Cunpanies in this country. For Information, address
for four years in the church and commugy, portraying him in such saintly hues that
P. O. Box 739.
prejudice. On the other hand this system one was driven to the conclusion that the santly
apr3sn ;w
aud
his
nity,
going away will be deeply felt as
would be open to the vety serious objection
a loss to the place.
He has taken great interest
from
this
snatched
man
was
away
House tor Sale.
good
in education, tempera ce aud lectures,
that being wholly unacquainted with the relhaving
wicked world to preserve him from contamiAT GORHAM, ME., a large handsome two story
brought more talant into the place, by way of
ative value of property in different localities,
rooms
of
both stories of good size and height
and
than
house,
exchanges
lecturers,
auy former pasnation. The profane reader of the newspaon a fine lot having 27A rods front on South St., a
tor. Mr. Shorey will remain here during the
growing out of a score of circum-tances that
short
from
distance
to
learn
that
this
astonished
Church, Post-office and Depot.
Summer and rest, the use of the parsonage
pers was greatly
none but those who have. resided in the city
The Choice Mitnntioa in Gorham; besides
man unfortunately bore
haviug been kindly offered him.
numerous and fine shade trees, flower beds and
good
conspicuously
can properly understand, the commissioners
A ves el of six hundred tons is to be built
hedges, there are nearly a bundled fruit trees, apple,
the-same name that had long appeared In an
must rely upon the statements of property
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape vines,
the present season at Camden.
and a good garden containing many currant bushes,
suit as defendant, charged with makalleged
The Rockland and Belfast stages have been
holders or consult the present assessors a? to
gooseberry bushes, strawberry and asparagus beds
fraudulent custom house entries thereby
longer on runners the past winter than auy tine pieplant, ftc There are about 33 acres of laud,
relative values. In the former case the parly ing
season
for
Wheels
were
used
affording pasturage an many choice house lots.
a
cool
twenty years.
qukrter
defrauding the government of
who had the best advocate would he quite
Inquire of JOHN W. PERKINS. Portland, or Rev.
Thursday, the first time since a week before
Geo. A. Perkins, on the premises.
roarl2sntf
ot a million—a charge that was fully estab-' Christmas.
likely to get the best favorable valuation, while
LINCOLN COUNTY.
lished in court. It is a curious qpincidence.
To
Let.
in the second, if the assessors are to be con__.___i—-X
The following officers were elected the the
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
stantly consulted and their judgment ac31st ult. in Wiscasset: Moderator, Samuel E.
Commercial St.—immediate x»osfcssion given.
All the Republican papers of New York
J.
W.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Clerk,
Selectmen,
would
that
a
commisSmith;
Stimpsotr
Inquire of
cepted,it
appear
foieigu
No. 90 Commercial St.
Abner Baker Hiram L Greetileaf, Orrin Pottle;
express their deci Jed hostility to the charter
sion would be superfluous as well as expenOr
of
W.
W.
Canal National Bank.
THOMAS,
Treasurer, Joseph Tucker; Constables, John G.
for that city as passed by the Senate. Toe
sent 12«ntf
sive.
L.
S.
F.
Alfred
Hubbard,
McClintock,
Somes,
of
the
custom
the
move
Times says it is not
Call; Collector, Daniel Quinnam; S. S. ComAnother plau has been suggested and will,
DR.
HENDRICK’S
house or Tom Murphy to retain Hank Smith
mittee, B. F. Lancaster; Auditor, James
we undeistand, be submitted by Mayor WesTaylor. The town voted to decline to raise
& Co. who ate really the Republican memE-l-i-x-i-r of S-t-i-lT-i-n-g-i-a
cott to the city council as a basis for the conmoney for a tree high school, aud at a school
That paper says
bers of the Tweed ring.
meeting of district No. 1, held April 1st, the
sideration of the whole subject. Briefly statAND IRON,
this objectionable feature is the work of a district voted to raise $500 for that purpose.
ed, this proposition is to have a careful valuaand
voted
Both
Wiscasset
Newcastle
have
to
“well-known veteran,” evidently referring td
tion made by the city assessors. Iu connecissue bonds to pay the interest on the Kuoxand
The Best Blood Purifier Known.
Tliurio ,v Weed.
Lincoln Railroad bonds.
tion with it, and as a basis of operations, the
Now is the time to take it. Sold by
The Wiscasset Oracle calls the annual town
v;v .uv re ulaf attacks of the Press Is
wi!0 a curd certificate coantereipie 1 by
I'u’lou, Editor. All railway, steamboat

ftiTnJshci

' *

j

j pCnd’ing

j

j

j

THE

city engineer is to make a complete chart of
Our Portland (Me.) exchanges bring us a
the city in sections which, when completed,
lengthy and glowing account of the public
will comprise one hundred and fifty sheets,
reception tendered to Hon. John Lynch
about twenty inches square, so as to be easiRepresentative from that distr ct, on his reso hearty and spontaly referred to. In connection with this plan turn home. An ovation
neous must have been exceedingly gratTying
the assessors are to re-number the streets,
to the recipient, demonstriting as it did the
both the lots upon which there are buildings
high public estimation in which his Congressional services were held. Mr. Lynch’s rare
and those unoccupied,-giving each fiontage
practical sagacity, his wide information upon
of twenty feet on a street a number, as far
financial quescoinmer ial, industrial, and
as practicable, according to the existing orditions, his clearness and force as a speaker,
nance of the city.
In making the valuation and his indefatigable industry made him one
of the most useful members ot the House,
this proposition looks to a careful examinaboth on the floor and in the committee room.
tion into the value of the property in all parts
His Congressional career has throughout been
of the city with due allowance for location
eminently honorable and successful, and the
and other matters that should enter into a
hearty tribute just paid him by his constituents is a very appropriate testimonial to
correct and equitable valuation of the real esand fidelity with which he has
tate thereof. Several reasons are urged in I the ability
served them.—Washington Chronicle.
favor of the last proposition. Its advocates ]
say that it will be much less expensive,
and,
Sens and Other Items.
judgin'! from the valuation once niade by
The London Graphic is said to be growing
commissioners, more pquitable to property into one of the wealthiest journalistic properho ders, and cau be more carefully and thorties in the world.
It is now asserted that cerebro-spiual menoughly performed.
ingitis scarcely ever occurs except where bad
Aa Autocratic Mayor.
se werage exists.

It appears from the Portsmouth Chronicle
that that city is blessed with a mayor who not

only dares

take

responsibilities, but asmajorities, and if
allowed to go on is iu a fair way to ignore the
city charter. Not long since Mayor Marvin
while presiding over the Board of Aldermen,
refused to put a motion to proceed to elect
committees, claiming for himsell full power in
the matter. One bcfld alderman appealed
from the decision of the Mayor, and the vote
on the appeal stood two in favor of sustaining
the decision of the Mayor and four agiiust it,
hut ‘‘His Worship” declared three against
him and two in his favor, and then added his
sumes

own vole

ing

to

to revoke the will of

in favor of his own decision declar-

it sustaiued.

If this ruling c f Mayor Mar-

vin ol Portsmouth is to be hereafter acknowl-

edged

as a

precedent, and

so

quoted

we

are
on the eve ol a revolution the result of which
no one would dare to pred ct.
But we rather
think that this novel achievement will end
witu its not over

modest author s first year.
This action of Marvin reminds us ofa scene
that occurred once in the Senate of this Slate

parties
equally divided. The
President was a Democrat, and upon a motion being made for adjournment the vote
stood eight to eight, the President himself
constituting one ot the eight that voted for
adjournment. The vote being equal the negwhere the

were

atives had it, but the President said it was a
tie vote and he should vote in the affirmative,

which he did and declared the Senate adjourn,
ed. The Democratic members—among whom
was the late ex Gov. Dunlap, s iw the illegality of the vote and,upon a protest from Senator
Klugsberry, declined to leave their seats. After some fifteen or twenty minutes sparring
between the members another motion was offered by one of t ic opposition Stnaiors to a
joum. This motion the Piesident put, although he hud previously declared the Senate
adjourned, and it was adopted nem con. and
This occurred
the members left their sea's.
when the Legislature met in Portland in
1830.
As on a tic vote the negatives have it, the
first appeal made from the decision of the

President was sustained, the vote standing
eight to eight. Tiie next day another appeal
was made
from his decision, but the worthy

PresAent had got his
lesson, and instead of
pulling the question of
appeal in the parliatnen ary way,
“Shall the decision of the chair
stand as the judgment of
the Senate,” ho put
, .11 this original
way ..Is the dccisio,i of
the chair incorrect?” ti,:,
the question would placeafifiu

tLnlls^ihf

The very
heard from

“last of the Mohicans’ has been
as having died in Connecticut.
He
was a fisherman and a great hunter.
The Alabama Legislature has passed a bill,
by a vote of 4!) to 24, to provide for the annexation of West Florida.
The lower branch of the Massachusetts Legislature has rejected the bill to pension retired
judges, by a vote of 74 to 92.
Mr. Tilden denies having received two sums
of $10,900 from the Erie. He did reoeivc one
$19,000 fee as counsel in the case of a Cleveland railroad company, and that was all.
The Savannah Republican hails the courtsey
recently extended to General Gordcn by Vice
President Wilson as a millennial case of the
lion and the lamb lying down together.

politics in Cincinnati must be getting
frightful condition when the editors head

Local
into

a

their articles with such belligerent alliteration
as “Guns, Gallows, Guillotines, Garote.”
A young girl left Lowell, Mass., two years
ago with $500 in her pocket, and went to Kansas and turned farmpr.
She could sell out her

property this day for 860,000.
A gentleman wishing to go from Wichita to
Dodge City, Kau., applied to a friend for a let.
ter of introduction. He was handed a donblebarreied shot gun and a Colt’s revolver.
The March winds were strong out in Kansas.
One day last week a gust took up sixty feet of
plank sidewalk in Lawrence, with a lady walking upon it, aud carried them both bodily into
the middle of the street.
The Philadelphia Pr’SJ says of the Pennsylvania Legislature: “There is not an hour that
this body is in session in which a swindle is not
introduced in some guise or other. Let the people pray for an early adjournment.
Several old naval officers at Washington,
who are familiar with the scence of the disaster to the steamship Atlantic,state that from all
the accounts published they are satisfied it was
the result of gross carelessness.
The other night a st-auge scene was witnessed in a Boston theatre. A lady and her
esc rt getting into some sort of difficulty, she
drew and cocked a revolver, and threatened to
shout him. She was disarmed aud taken from
the theatre.
Judge Faucherhas denied the motion of
John Anderson to dissolve the Knickerbocker
Life Insurance Company. The judge says the
affidavits show that no room remains even for
a
against the solvency of the com-

suspicion

pany.
The Canadian Parliament has passed a resolution declaring it expedient to amend and consolidate the laws of the Dominion relative to
and measures, and to establish a uni-

weights

form system. The
ably be adopted.

imperial system

will

prob-

-course

“annual disturbance.”

Tbo Bangor Whig remarks that a lady wearing furs was seen in that city carryiug a parasol at the same time.
It was only a practical

illustration of the fact that winter lingers in
the lap of spring.
James Norris has been appointed Surveyor
General of Lumber at Bangor.
Col. W. S. Clark has resigned the office of
Municipal Judge at Bangor, after holding it for
five years, in order that he may attend more
ful y to his law practice, H. C. Goodenow will
probably succeed him.
The matter of building a bridge across tho
Penobscot at Treat’s Falls is again bcingagitated by Bangor capitalists.
The number of pensions paid at tho United
States Pension Agency in Bangor since March
4th, is 2,895, amounting to $77,971.20. The total number of censiouers on the books of the
Bangor agency is 3,191.
Friday, J. E. Gould of Milo, gave two checks
on the Eastern Bank to a neighbor, one T. H.
Palmer, to get cashed in Bangor. Palmer took
them to the bank, where, not having the cash,
they gave him a check on Boston for $2800,
that being the amount of the two checks.
Palmer then forged Gould’s uame on the check
and earned it to the Second National Bank
where it was cashed.
The forgery was soon
discovered and the matter is in the hands of tho

police.
Dr. Daniel McRuer of Bangor, aged 71, died
Saturday. His death was quite sudden, though
he has been in feeble heatlh for some lime. He
was a physician of great skill and eminence.
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The

type of inscarlet fever

A BOO& FOR EVER! MAJf.
“SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitaliy, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health aud happiness. It is thu cheapest and besl
medical work ever published, and ihe only one on
THE

this class of ills worth reading. 19Cth editiou, revised, much enlarged, Illustrated, bound in beautiful
Sent by mail, post
French cloth. Price only §1.
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch street. Boston,
Mass., or Du. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well
all diseases requiring skill and experience.
mar3 l&ncod&wly

STORE KENT!

Splendid Chamber room with water closet, Sebago
water and every convenience.

aud

mch20LUFKIN & CO.
ON THE BREAKFAST, LUNCHEON, DINNER
AND SUPPER TABLE,
LEA & PERRINS’ Worcestershire Sauce

where there is a predisposition to dys
neuralgia,
pepsia or bilious colic, or chills and fever, such variations of the weather are apt to superinduce a visitation of one or other of those complaints. By toning
and regulating the system with H >stetter’s Stomach
Bit!ere at tbit season, these evils may, however, be
warded off. The direct ettect of the Standard Vegetable Specific is to invigorate the body and renovate
tlie constitution, while it indirectly operates as a preventive of disease by purifying the animal flui s
from any acid particles the.y may contain, and regulating the functions upon which health mainly dethose of digestion, secretion and

WONDERFUL

over

the

Few Weeks.

Every invalid shou d see 1dm, no matter what their
complaint may bo,
20,000 Patients have been Treated by him. within the
last ten years, wi h Wonderful Success.
Read

the fellowbs Wonderful Cures in
Maine:

Dr. Urann, who has ma<!e so many wonderful cures
in this town and others, will remain in town but a
short t ime longer. He has had good success. The
ca<e of Mr. J. B. Redman. Attorney at Law in this
town, is truly a wonderful one, when Dr. Urann was
called fo see him a week ago F May, he was not able
to turn himself in bed; be is now able to walk the
street and is daily gaining strength.—[Ellsworth
American.
The above statement, so far as I am concerned, is
but the simple truth, and I cheorfully endorse it as
an act of Justice 10 Dr. Urann, and earnestly recommend all person-* afflicted with Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or other kindred complaints, whether ac ute or
chronic, to give him a call, being sanguine that he
will cure th*m.
JOHN B. REDMAN.
Ellsworth, Jan. 7, 1873.

certify

that I was troubled with Sciatic
Rheumatism aud suffered groat pain, was unable to
without
taking
morphine, could not walk. I
sleep
was carried to Dr. Urami’» office, at the DeWitt
one treatment was free from
after
and
House,
pain,
and have been able to work ever since
A. W. BAILEY.
This will

Lewiston, May 7,1869.
This will certify that I had lost the use of my lower
limbs ami was unable to walk or even stand, lia<l
several physicians who pronounced my case incurable. He ring of Dr. Urann’s Wonderful Cures, I
sent for him. In less than a week wa> able to walk
in ihe streets, and can now walk t w o m iPShSSK V
JA M ES F. BRADBURY.
Oct. 8, 1867.
To the Machias Republican.—Gents:—As Dr,
Urann, of Boston, is at>out visiting your place, and a
stranger in these parts, I kn w very well, like most
phvsioiaus traveling, he will be looked upon with susparticularly as liis cures look miraculous. I
picion,
had been obliged to walk on crutches for one year,
ami for nine months wa- not ab e to put my foot to
the floor. M V spine and arm were also so lame as to
not dresB or undress mynearly disable me. I could
self, or get oft the bed without help. He treated my
and in Jess than an hour
case last Friday morning,
after I was able to walk borne, a distance ol nearly
half a mile, up hill, without cruches, and have been
J- “•
gaining ever since.
formerly Deputy Sheriff.
mch26sutf
Ellsworth.

fokIiotii

Miss Gratia Moulton of Scarboro.
In Powual. by Rev. N. D. Center, Mr. George H.
Wilson and Miss Mattie A. Jordan, both of Powual.
In Sotigo Gore. March 16, Edw. P. Foster of Gray
and Clara H. Leighton ot S. G.

DIED.
city. April

o,

months.

services

patches, freckles

And TAN, use PERRY'S Moth anti Frecklo Lotion.
It is msutnii. and harmless
Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. mar22sn6m

air.

uosepo symonas, ageu

iv

Tuesday afternoon

at 2 o’clock,
street. Relatives
The Aged Broth-

at his laic residence, No. 12 Pine
an 1 friends are invited to attend.
erhood aro also invited.
In Arrowsic, March 29, Mrg. Lynia Snipe, aged 59
years 7 months.
in YVtecasset. March
years 5 months.

HOUSE,
a

TnCape Elizabeth, March 30, by Rev. Edwin A.
Harlow, George W. Doughty of Cape Elizabeth and

[Funeral

OF BOSTON,

And will Remain

eodsnly

MARRIED.

in tms

ITRANIK,

PREBLE

Agents for the United States.

If yon want a nice photograph or Tin
Type, go to A. M. McKonay’s, 161 Middle Street.
He warrants them as good as can bo made In Portland.
augSsueodtf

years 10

CURES !

Who lias made 60 many Wonderful Cures all
New England States, is at the

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New Work,

evac-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DR.

IS INDESPENSABLE.

octi«

Thoughtful Phys» clan

and

pends—notably

Enquire of

a severe

Does not regard spring as a healthy season. Its sudden transition of temperature, searching winds and
chilling rains are provocative of rheumatism and

uation.

Sollies 95.00

___»ntf

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Calais papers report
fluenza in that locality,
among the children.

Six

93.00

Price

Portl»“J-“ W S^JordanfonprL

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
LUBEC. April 2-SM, schs Powlona. Webber for
Boston; Harmony, Mitchell, and Enterprise, Mitcliell, tor Boston.
Messers Gilllse & Pike have purchased the schr
of Salem.
M Mortou lias

Torpedo,
Capt J

sold the schr Henry R to parties In Eastnort, and purchased schr Lookout, of
Portland.
Tite fishing schooners Water Witch and Daisy have
been -old to parties at Deer Island, NB.
Sch Louisa A Johnson is receiving new stern, bulwarks, Ac. at A I eightmi’s yard. The schr Jeddie
also, is having a thorough overhauling and will bo
ready for business about the lOtii.
The new schooners in McBride’s, and Langmadc's
yards are in frame, but the workmen in the latter
vard have quit work and struck for 32.50 per day.
Carpenters are scarce ami the builders will be compelled to submit to tbeir demands.
MEMORANDA.
Barque Tatay, Morse at Montevideo Jan 21 from
Portland, reports. Jan 10. lat 7 1 N, Ion 29 30 W. collided with a German barque, showing no light, and
lost jibboom, cur water, and sustained other. light
damage. The German barque sustained considerable damage to bulwarks.
Brig L Staples, Herriman, at Baltimore 3d from
Sagua, rejKirts, 29rh and 3Utb ult, oft Hatteras. encoumered a heavy irale from SE to WSW, and dam-

aged

cargo.

Sell Mary B Rcevos, betore reported in collision
with barque R A Allen, lost bowsprit, started forcastle deck, and sustained other damage. The barque
bad a hole stove iu her side, and received other damage.
Sch Julia Newell, Sheppard, from Rockport, Me,
for New York, put into Sionington 4th iust with loss
of bowsprit sind bead gear, having been in coll sion
with steamer Old Colony.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 29th, sch Jas Eaton, Poole,

St Mark.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 29th, ship Anna Camp,
from Liverpool; barque Annie Kimball, Stinson, £m
Bordeaux.
Ar at S W Pass 30th ult, ship Crescent City, Delano,
from Havre.
Sid 29th. sch

Nellie Chase.
FERNAND1NA—Cld 29th, schs Wiuner, Plummer,
Gen
Hall, Wade, aud Sabao, Dyer, for New
Boston;
York.
In port, schs Nellie Bell, Stahl; May Morn, Keen,
and J F Willey, Willey, ldg.
CHARLESTON—Cld 31st, sch F P Frye, Alexander, Baracoa, (and sailed.)
Cld 1st, sch Florence Rogers, Sheppard, New York.
GEORGETOWN. SC—Ar 28th, sch Joseph Fish,

Wilmington,
Hupper,
sch Annie
Cld

28tli.
Murchie, Hamlin. Duxburv.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 2d, schs Ada Ames, Adams. Rockland; Fannie Elder, Rich, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3*1. brig L Staples, Herriman,
Sagua; sch Anita, Small, Ponce.
Cld 3d, seb Senator Grimes, Pbilbrook, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, brig D U Stockwell,
Hording, Messina; sch S C Nasb, Crowley, Charleston.
Ar 4th, steamer Achilles, Colburn, Portland; sch
Clara Smith, Keen. Cardenas.
Cld 3d, brig Helen O Phinney, Bovd, Havana; schs
Sea Queen, Moon, Saco; Clara E Rogers, Rogers, for
Portland.
Sid fm Newcastle 4tb, schs Anna Bell, and C Heyer,
for Portland.
In port 4tb, sch Mollie Porter, for Portland.
Passed Newcastle 2d. brig Annie R Storer, lor Cardenas; 6cb Pyrola, for Rockland; 3d, barque Eva H
Fisk, for Cronstadt; sell Alzena. for Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, barque Sandy Hook, Barstow,
Cardonas lOdays; brigs C C Colson, Favson, Cienfuegos 13 davs; Lima. Hill, do; Ramirez."Bernard, Matanzas 8 days; schs Windward, Ellis, Ponce 16days;
Juliet, Nasb. Caibarien 8 days; Margie. McFaddcn,
Matanzas 7 days; Amirald, Hickey, Newport; W H
Rowe. Wbittemore, Nortbi*ort; H Prescott, Merriman, and Freddie Waller, Smith. Portland; Hattie
Coombs, Jameson, and Mary B Smith, Chadwick,
Rockland; Island Belle, Buckmaskr, Providence;
Mary Means. Parker, New Haven ; Frank Maria,
Wood. Fall River.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

commencing at tUe north end of Fourth street in Ligonia Village In said town, on the sout herly bank of
Long Creek, and extending across 8 tid CrO' k to the
panic <»n the north side, and on aline between the
State land and Mark Trickev's
of
ft HASKELL, 1 Selectmen
Elizabeth.
DYER, ) Cape
P
Cape Elizabeth, April 5,1873.

petttloifius

On the foregdng
ing be U:ul on MONDAY, the
of April 1S73 *'L9
o’clock A, M at the
end of Fourth street
I.igonia; and that a notice of the above petition
with this our order thereon be
given
catton in two of the dully papers printed in by pubHPortland
™
for seven days previous to the hearing

iltu
northerly

JACOB McLELLAN,

ALBERT

‘

JOSIAH

anver

spray, unauwicK,

A

and Thomaston.
Passed through Hell Gate 3d, schs Helen Thompson
from New York for Bath; Porto Rico, do lor Newburvnovt; Hudson, do for Salem; Geo Shattuck, do
Lizzie Raymond, Port Johnson for Profor
vidence; N Berry. Hoboken for Boston; Edw Everet.
Drinkwater. do for Portland; Duroc, Kendall, and
Wm Arthur, McDuffie, New York fordo; Nile, do

FALL RIVER—Ar 2d, sch Col Eddy, McBean,
New York.
Sid 3d. sch A’ice Oakes. Marson, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d, sch Ella Percy, Percy,
Newcastle, Del.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs Rival, Dunton, New York for Boston; Addle Rverson. Pike, tm
Elizabeth port for do: Iona, Kendall, Elizabethport
for Portland; Mary B Harris, Mitchell, Portland for
Savannah.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, barque R A Allen, T-irr. Mat anEld ridge, Miragoane; May
zas; schs Lucy
Queen, Crabtree. Sullivan; D Jones, Dunham, Winteiport; E A Elliott. Sproul. Belfast: Gen Washington, Haley. Kockland; Helen Mar, Duncan, do; J C
Roker. Taylor, do.
Cld 5tli, barque Envoy.Berry, Portland; sch Nellie, Mason, New York.
Ar 5tli, brig Lucy W Snow, Hall, Galveston; Ida
L Ray. Pressey, Hoboken: sells Maria Lunt. Kent,
Port Johnson; Torpedo. Fanning, Lubec; Neptune,
Robinson, Machias: Areola, Walliston, Batb.
Chi 5th. sch Laura, Foster, JPoitland.

29, Capt. Abner Foyc, aged

71

PASSENGERS.
In the Moravian, lor Liverpool—Hon Neal Dow. of
Pori land, C H Salemon, Miss King, Mr Irving, Mr
Glendoven. Mr Alexander. Mr Passmore, and 13 others in the steerage.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN NTEAiVl* •»«
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE
Mero Castle.New York.. Havana.A pi 8
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 9
Algena.New York..Liverpool.Apl 9
Olympia.New York. .Glasgow. Apl 9
Holsatia.New York.
10
City of Bristol.New York. Liverpool..Apl 10
V
.IIav&
Cruz
of
York.
10
Mexico.New
City
Apl
Sarmatian.Portland. ..Liverpool.Apl 12
Crescent City.New York. Havana.Apl 15
ity of Havana.New York. .Havana.Apl 17
Scandinavian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl 19
Villedu Havre.New York. .Havre.Apl 19
Portland. .Liverpool-Apl 26
Polynesian

GLOUCESTER—Ar 4th, barque Zephyrine, John-

8Ui, Turks Islands, tor orders.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 4th, schs Com Kearney,
Metcalf. Port Johnson; Delmont Locke, Hatch, from
Hoboken.

CALAIS—Ar 28th, sch Alligator, McGregor, Portland.
Ar 29th, sch Hattie Ellen, Ashford, Portland.
Cld 31st, sch Bob. Lindsey, Portland.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Melbourne Feb 8. barque Rebecca Goddard,
Mansou. Boston; 20th. Escort, Carver, do.
At Manila Feb 7, ship Richard Busteed, Johnson,

tor New York.
Shi fm Calcutta Feb—, ship Lydia Skolfield, Forsaith, for New York, (and loir Saugor 24th.)
Sid fm Sourabaya Jan 31, barque Reunion, Tucker,
Boston.
Ar at London 3d inst, ship Itaska, Rush, Iloilo.
Ar at Dundee 20th ult, ship Cora, Coombs, trom

Calcutta.
In Elsinore Sound, 14th ult, brig Hyperion, Clark,
from Philadelphia for Hango.
Ar at Oporto 20th ult, sch Paul Scavcy, Lowell,

New York.
At Baracoa 2Gth ult, schs Lizzie Lee, Smith, from
New York, ar 23d; O M Marrett. Reed, for do; I) B
Wobb, Gross, from do, ar 23th; Annie Harris, Harris,
trom Charleston, ar 23d.
At Ponce 18th ult, barque Andes, Davis, for Baltimore. ldg; brig Open Sea, Veazie, for do; sch Altoona, Fitzgerald, tor New Haven; and others.
Ar at Cienfuegos 25th ult, brig Ponvert, Allen, New
York; 26th. barque Neptune, Beal, Bostou.
Ar at Gibara 22d ult, sch Hermon Curtis, Curtis,

Jacksonville.
Sid 20tb, sch Helen J Holway, Bryaut. Sagua.
At Havana 29th ult, barquo Esther, Loring, for
New York; brigs Martha A Berry, Berry, for Portland; Ysiclora Rionda, Plummer, tor do: schs Nellie
J Dinsmore, Dinsmore; Congress, York, and Benj
Reed, Adams, for North of Hattcras; Lizzie Dewey,
Parker, New York.
Shi 27th, brig Josie C Hazeltlne. Hassel, New York;
sell Addie M Bird, Merrill. Sagua; 28tli. brig Moses
Day, Crosby, Cardenas; 29tb, Isaac Carver,Williams,
Matanzas; Shannon. Sawyer, do; sch Nellie J Dinsmore. Dinsmore. North of Hatteras.
Cld 29tb, barque Mary E Libby, Libby, Sagua; brig
Hermon. Hichbam, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 25th ult, brig Alice Starrett, Hooper, Port Spain; seb Isaac Oberton.Acborn, Cardeoas;

26th, brig Antelope, Rumball, Havana; 28th, barqne
Florence Peters, Mitchell, Cardenas; brig Abbie Clif-

"I

MARINE NEWS.
PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steamer Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John. NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Cygnus, Small. Caibarien via Newport, where
she put in to repair sails,—3DU hhds 25 tes molasses to
E Churchill «Sr Co.

Sch Fannie H Bucklin, Bucklin, Philadelphia—coal

to S Rounds «Ss Son.
Sch T S McLellan, Farr, New York—coal to James
& Williams.
Sch The Star. (Br) Clark, Boston.
Sch Dexter, Lord. Gloucester.
Sch Howard Holder. (Br) Holder, St John NB—
3840 box shooks to Geo S Hunt.
Sch Annie W. (Br) Branscomb, St John, NB —3237
box shooks, to Geo S Hunt.

Sch Eliza Frances, Hunt, St Andrews, NB—°1 000
sleepers to C Barrett.
CLEARED.

nviii’

ailUJ

IV

Feb 26, lat 31 37, Ion 16 01. barque Hornet, from
Messina for Philadelphia.
March 5. lat 33 40. Ion 28 20, brig Clarabello, from

Messina for New York.
March 31. lat 34 30, Ion 72
New York for Nassau, NP,

50, sch Harry Blu£t, from

MEETING of the Board of Tnde will be held
on MONDAY evening April 7. at 7J o’clock.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
apr7dtd

A

GRASS SEED.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
tf

l7c.

JOHNSON &

RESTAURANT
under tho New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term ^f five years, would now say to the public that
wei nta d to keep a first-class f>laco in every respect.
Our Bu. of Fare shall be in keeping wi'hthe Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

^SclrC^W May, Ltidson, Philadelphia—Charles H
C-Scl? Mary Fletcher, Higgins, New York—Charles

and

Merchants’

RESTAURANT,
CITY BUILDING-, Pine

Street,

LEWISTOJT, MAINE.
LEWIS

jan21

r.

JOHNSON,

JOSEPH

A.

WHOLE

Papers and Borders.
Of entirely

new

SUITINGS

—

some

of the Nobbiest Def igns
duced.

intro-

ever

In full confidence that he can Buit all t»«tes, and
all forma, he Bpreads tboso goods opt n to the Inspection of all.

style* and designs, consisting of

Goode will be made op in
atlfe and in a perfect manner.

lyThete

Gold

Leaf,

Bronze,

of

lm

a

TbVaSTON Is admitted
GKO.
with the undersigned from this date.
F.

LORING, SHORT HARMON,

DRESS

a

KOHLING,

W. H.

Panel and Plain Tints.

—or—

GOODS,

BILKS,

Under

Falmouth

a

partner

PATRON.

II. M.

April 2,

1873.

lw

Hotel,

H.M.PAYSON&CO',

MR. T. W. EMERSON, an experienced Paper
can be found at our Store.
mar28d2w

Hanger

Paisley, Cashmere and Ottoman

Bankers and Brokers,

COPARTNERSHIP.

OFFER FOR SALE
o’
Portland City
Bangor.6’
....

SHAWLS.

•!*

|

1UU

uuuriaKUCU UAB U11B >1U>

IWIIUIUW XX.

TURNER

BROS.

and

April 1st,
Wc shall open

DEALERS IN

tractive lines of goods, that we have ever

Embracing all the novelties

of the New York and Boston
and at

Markets,

reduced from what

prices greatly

Special attention is invited

we

have ever offered.

Pure Ice supplied for all purposes, and in any quan
ap3dtf
tit) at the lowest rates.

Cor.
aprl

Copartnership.

NOTICE

Hereby given thrt

firm of RAN-

the

DAL L, McALLISTER & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent.
JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY F. McALLISTER,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
Portland, March 27, 1873.

Inf intry.

and each
'must bo made according to sample at this office. A
right to accept, a part of any proposal is reserved.
The articles must be delivered when called for, but
none will be accepted unless approved by the Inspect-

General.

Envelopes containing proposals should

be marked
the outside, “Proposals tor furnishing Uniforms.”
and to be entitled to consideration must be received
on or before the fifteenth day of April next.

Copartnership

a

THE

copart-

RANDALL & McALISTER,
and will continue the business of dealers in

at

&

WOOD

Commercial
JOHN F.

St.

RANDALL,

F.

McALLISTER.
mar29dtf

request of many of our patrons we have
arrangements to « aundry Gent’s Collars and
Cutis. Every article will be finished in the some
sliape, and made to look precisely as when it was
first new. The prices are as follows:
3G Cents.
72 Cents.

As these prices are only about one half the usual
price of the poorest work, we shall only receive and
deliver them at our store, and no package will bo delivered until paid for
The name of the owner
must be in indelible ink on each article.
Citizens of Portland, we otter you the opportunity
to indulge in the luxury of always wearing a new ana
perfectly laundried collar, and at a price that must

commend itself.
CHABLES CFSTIS & CO.,
203 Congress Street.

mch20

FOB SALE BY

WHI. E.

FOR

6's
6’s
St. Louis
6’s
7’s
Elizabeth, N. J.,
Cleveland “
7’s
“
...
Toledo
8’s
Cook County, 111.,
7’s
•
Marion Connty, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
•
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
7’s
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-30’s
7’s
Chieago, Dan. & Vin. R. R. Gold

Bangor

NOTICE

BOUGHT BY

Copartnership Notice.

Swan
copart-

name

auus in

scniuc

11

icji ai<

hid

Office in the Morning will be attended to same

day;

if left late in

the day, they may not receive attention till next
Argus

day.

and Advertiser copy.

this day formed
under the stylo of
THFshipundersigned
have

Craig,

Jackson &

a

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
dtf

BANKERS,

Portland, March 19,1873.

*

vmauu,

12

BRACKETT.

HAMBCRGS !

—

Cheapest Book Stores

on hand.
Ja.,23I.U

COTTON

BONDS.

SEED

MEAL!

U

M

V

II

g>

Brooklyn City

2000 Rags Cotton Seed Meal
—FOB SALK

iel>7

KENDALL
City

&

BY—

WHITNEY,

ot Portland.

ft’s

Jersey City

7’r

Elisabeth

7>t

City

Canada Sonthern R. R„ Gold,
B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

dtf
i

street
notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the 7th day
of April next, at 7A o’clock P. M., at the Aldermen's
room In the
ity Building, a hearing will be had of
all parties interested in said petition.

mch22

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

7’s
7’g
7-80’

-FOR SALE BY-

sold, or exchanged, or loaned
day. Send three cents for cirwarned.
Agents
6
ALBERT COLBY & SONS,
11s exchange St, Portland, Mass.,
and 156 Baltimoro St., Baltimore, Md.
feb26d&wttw9

Refrigerators.

points ot excellence which I claim, are
1st, constant and thorough circulation of pure air:
2nd; rvness, no dampness raonld nor taint; 3rd; no
lute mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or scud for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts„ near
Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.s Ice House. Portland, Me.
jeSdtf

on

Wednesday.

lowest

price by
KENDAEE & WHITNEY.

e

for
iflli

BONDS.
Skdalia Water Bonds and other first class 10
Municipal Bonds for sale.

per cent.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

W8 COMMEBCIAI. STREET.
®P5

28 EXCHANGE STREET.
3t

mch29d3w

Removal.

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from onr
firm, and his iutcrest and responsibility ceases
trora tills date.
NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Mannfaetares.
Norton Mills and Island Pond Vt.
island Pond. Sept. 5,1872.
«7H

CHAS.

A Fine Business Opening
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation Is Inytteo
llt
V

FOR

Address Box 2015

Portland

Mo._1I

looking and bottor
tnisMen, Women and
obtain *” S™
to
wish
dren than you wear, and
classot goods, you have ouly to call at tlioebre
JH. **• PALMBB.
mchlTeodSw
YOU NEE hotter

KAA TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER

97

on

For Sale.
Carts. Apply
Jig/crs and Damn
BENJ. SliAW, Ag t for J. B. Brown.
£»o. 217 Commercial >3t.

to
SECOND-hand

A. BIRD,
Exchange St-

Clerk.

Parket Schooner II. H. FISK, Capt.
Nixon. For freight apply to

WHEN
fitting BOOTS

PLASTER^

R.

feb23

R0BIKS0N- City

J, NICKERSON,

Books bought,
ono cent per

bulk at the

Per order,
* X’

For Baltimore

IN THE UNITED STATES.

lo

ly

remove

received

or

Business the same as an Incor
porated Bank.
Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

COYELL & COMPARY.

City Cl* rr’s Office, March 21,1873.
of Siso & Nevens for

PHIBHBY,
HJg Commercial street,
Head of Merrill’s Wharf

sale in barrels

rWHTMUU, IVAinE.

the petition
permistheir stationary steam engine in
sion to
UPON
store No. 178 Fore street to store No. 178 Fore

WEBB A

tLFVFVF

ucij cuiupouuUH

l-2c, 20c, 25c, 50c.

mch20eodtm

Sanford’s Improved

levs turn

New York City

LOW CORN.

for
OLD
culars.

pi

the

15,000 BUSHELS PRIME YEL-

mar26d2w

aim at

GREAT BARGAINS AT

partner-

COBH!
Just

Exchange St.,

WE

jan2a__tf

NO. 20 PEEASANT STREET,
0formerly occupied bg Jennings & Son.)
All orders for Whitening, Whitewashing and Coloring will be promptly and faithfully executed. A liberal share of public patronage respectf lly solicited.
JOSEPH CRAIG,
CHARLES JACKSON,
SAMUEL H.

Wo. 40

shall open this day one of the largest and best
line of Edges and Insertion
ever opened in

Brackett,
on

codtt

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Samuel Rounds & Sons.

jau31dtf

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

Rarrett,

fob24_

HAMBURGS!
Orders for removal of obstruct*

A

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

of Rounds, Sarthe business of dealers
gent
Co.,
m Coal & Wood, at the old stand of Samuel Rounds.
& Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
Tbev will setti* all demands ol the late firm of

apr5

•

“

Atlantic & St. Lawrence B. B.
Stock and Dcf. Bent Scrip

SAMUEL ROUNDS,

GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

a

Exchange Pit

SALE,

City
“

Portland

heretofore existing under the firm name of Samuel Hounds & Sons, is this dav dissolved by rautua
consent.

NOTICE.

07

BONDS

did

day formed

WOOD, Ag’t,

§ept 7-dtfls

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

undersigned have this
THE&nership
under the firm
and will continue

B.

Script Bought.

o1

apldtf

GAS

Aldermen, 1

will hear all parties interested in the assessments
above referred to and will thereafterwards establish
the same.
H. I. RuBINSON, City Clerk.

the

Collars per dozen
Cuffs per dozen pairs

and

Portland.
City Clerk's Office, March 20,1873.
In pursuance of the foregoing order, I hereby give
n tice that on MONDAY, the seventh day of April
next, at seven and a half P. M., at the Aldermen’s
Room, in the City Building, the Mayor and Aide'men

THE FINEST LAUNDRY WORK.

AT

MayvR

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

City

They will settle all demands of the lato firm of
Randall, McAllister A Co.

HENRY,
Poortland, March 27th, 1873.

of

March 19, 1873.
J
That the City Clerk give notice by publication in two daily
papers, as required by law, to all
parries interested in Sidewalks constructed the past
year, that this Boa d, at sometime and place to be
fixed in said notice, will hear the parties aforesaid,
and will thereatterwards proceed te establish the assessments on said sidewalks, as follows, viz:
Bramball street, East side;
Lewis street, East side;
Brackett street. Southeast of Pine street;
Pine street and Western Promenade.
Read and passed.

Attost;

the old stand ot the late firm of

RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.,

00

Atlantic & St. Lawrence B.
Stock and Befered Bent

City of Portland.
In Board

BON_DS.

Ordered,

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

COAL

B. B. MURRAY, Jr.,
Acting Quartermaster General.

ap2dlw

dtl

...
6’s
Portland City
Rockland City.6’s
Bath City.6’s
6’s
angor City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
7’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
7’s
iVayne Connty, Illinois,
[owa Central, Gold, ■
7’s
7.80’s
(oledo, Ohio,
Northern Pacific Gold, •
7.80’s
(Test Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7’s

on

is

and Sold.

PORTLAND’

!

Artillery.
pairs Pants for Infantry.
pa tb Pants for Arti.lery.
Caps for Infantry.
Caps for Artillery.
Helmets for Light Artilery.
Overcoats, Lavalery style.
The price of each article must be stated,

or

Bank Stocks

ap2

SEALED

Uniform Coats for
Uniform Coats for

Bonds,
Bought

Exchange Street,
•

proposals, in writing, will be received ai
this office, for furnishing for use of the Militia oi
this State, the following named articl s, viz:

BROS.,

^_2w

Dissolution of

HIAINE.

Adjutant Gene raj/s Office, I
j
Augusta, Mar. 29, 1873.

500
100
500
100
500
100
100
600

Congress and Elm Sts,

OF

92

•-

“ONK PRICE OKU,”

1UBNER

Government
and Gold

to onr line

of BLACK SILKS, which exceed any that

7-30’s

—

33 EXCHANGE ST.,

STATE

they have been selling tn this market.

Gold.7’s
Northern Fa ifle R. R. Gold

AND

—

displayed.

CE,

ICE HOUSE, MARKET ST.,

abivc, the most at-

as

7’s
7’s
7’s
Chicago •
8’s
Columbus, Ohio
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmingtou R. R., guaranteed 6’s
Cortland & Rochester R. K.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. R.,

ap3dlw

2d.

and

A1.

St Louis County
Cook Connty

D. W. CLARK & CO.,

Wednesday,

T xx..!

XI

Business.
D. W. CLABK.

Portland, April 1, 1873.

Tuesday

U>

X C. CHAPLIN, partners in the Ice

—AT—

dlynowe3rn

I
ARRIVED.
1873, at five o’clock in the af ernoon.
Sch J L CotteT, (Br) Nutter, Matanzas 23d ult,—175
FREDERICK HENRY GERRISH, See’y.
hlids 110 boxes sugar, 13 hhds molasses to Geo S Hunt. |
ap4
Vessel to C H Chase & Co.

OP

ASSORTMENT OF

ap3

JOHNSON,

Portland Dispensary*
annual meeiing will be held at the Dispensary, 122 H ederal Street. on Monday, April 7th,

THE

WE ARE NOW RECEIVING A VERY FINE LINE

99 EXCHANGE STREET.

The three

Manufacturers’

HIS

purchasing early have the advantage
choicer selection, than those later in the season,

SON.,

—HAVING TAKEN THE—

can

Those

FOB SALE BY

Lowest C ash Price.

this Department, If anywhere, Kohling thinks he

SUIT EVERYBODY-

business in all its branches, and have taken the stand

2000 Bags Western Timothy Seed
“
“
*•
1500
Canada
44
“
lOOO
Red Top
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
“
“
200
Ohio
“
“
400
No. New York. “
“
“
“
100
Pea Vine,
41
44
44
150
Alsike
44
“
lOO
Millet
44
44
100
Hungarian Grass
44
“
lOO
Orchard

PAPERS:

OPENING

lor the purpose of carrying

mch2G

In

Plastering, Stncto and Mastic

—

H&A Allan.
Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, NS—John
Porteous.
Bark Zcpbynne, Johnson, Turks Islands, salt to
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Eva L Leonard, Googius, Caibarien—E Cbur-

Sawver.
Sell A returns, Nye, Shelter Island E Freeman.
Mundny, April 6.

jv.., uv,

PANT~GOODS.

dim

faultiest,

Board of Trade.

FOR SALE AT THE

Saturday, April 5.
ARRIVED.

Steamship Moravian, (Br) Graham, Liverpool

v

Of German. French and English
Manufacture, in Straights, Diagonals, Hair Lines, Basket
and Diamond Goods, Ac.

EXAMINE,

Embraces
Cheap,

UIRRIS ATWOOD fit CO.,

SPOKEN.

.Hamburg.Apl

Jlimature A lusannc. April 7.
Sunrises.5.32 1 Moon eels.3.35AM
Sun sets.6.33 I Iiigh water.7.15 A'*l

‘'“r*

COATINGS,

tnth« clwuinegt

DAVIS,
Exchange St.

ROOM

145 COMMERCIAL NT., PORTLAND.
dlw
apr7

ford, Clifford, Marseilles.
S11 27 h, schs J B Gilkey, Gilkcy. New York; M D
Haskell. Carter, Philadelphia; 28tb, Mary A Harmon, Davis, for Now York; 29tb, barque Carlton,
Trecartin, do; brig Wm H Bickmore, Bickmore. do;
sch H J McFarlanl, McFailand, Boston.
Ar at Cardenas 26th ult, barque Gertrude, Carlisle,
Shaw. Watts. Bath; David Ames, Ames. New Yoik;
27th, brig Adele McLoon, Monroe, Havana.
Sid 26tli, brigs Eva N Johnson. Johnson, Philade’pfcia; Amy A Lane, Carver,and James A Davis, Staples, for North of Hatteras; sehs C P Gerrish, Arm
strong, do; 27t.h, Quoddy, Fanning, do; Kate Carl
ton. Bowers, Philadelphia.
At Sagua 24th ult, barque Fannie, Willey, for New
York in a few days.
Cld at Halifax NS, 3d inst, sch Milo, McDougal, for
Portland.
Cld at St John. NB, 2d inst, sch Abbott Devereux,
Rich, Cardenas.
Ar 3d, sch Ida Ella, Berry, Thomaston.

THK ASSORTMENT INCLVDKN

LULLL. L.

—

Machias.

NEWPORT—Ar 3d, sch Alice Oakes, Marson. Providence tor New York
In port 3d, schs Abbott Lawrence, Griffin, Portland for Baltimore; Suliote, Soule, do for New York;
Sarnl Nash, Hart, fm Backport for do; Maggie Bell,
Gregory, do for do: Alpine. Marshall, Providence do;
Ella Frances, Bulger, Fall River fordo; R Leach.
Pendleton, Providence for New York; It S Hodgdon,
Hall, and Equal, Kcllar. Rockland for do; Henry
Castoff, Dumont, do for do; G W Rawley, Rawley,
Rockport foi Norfolk.

CALL -A-ND

STOCK

Ever yet Exhibited In thl. City by Him-

Wllii'Uw Ww

Sale.

PAIR of good work Horses for Sale
Weight 22U0. Enquire of

Bangor;

for Boston.
Passed do 4th, schs Lark, Guptill, New York for
Newburyport; Ned Sumpter, Pinkham. do for Boston; H Means. Dyer. Elizabetlmort for Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 3d, sch John L Tracey, Meservey. Jacksonville.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, sch Sinaloa, Sawyer, from

BEST

Decorations,
Satins, Ac.

Every variety in fact, from the best
made, »„ of Which

of 1873.

has exercised his usual excellent judgment, and
has selected the

Ie

pa,w

apr5

Goods
—

Spring & Summer

Hall

53

FOR THE

styles.

new

Fresco Borders,
New Patterns of

AG

Horses for

Style
—

Patent plain washable Tints,
of every shade,

WIFE.

NTS WANTED For this fearless hook.
It comprises the Adventures and Experience of
a woman—written by herself—Sot years the wife of a
Mormon Prophet—disclosing all that is mysterious,
wicked and startling. Full of thiilling adventure,
humori us and pathetic ‘cenes—the most fa-cinatiug
book extant. Portrait of the Authoress, and of leading Morm ns,—men and women,—Life and Scenes in
Utah, etc. For circnlars address Hartford Publishing Co., Hartford, Conn.
apr7tlw

New

Bronze,

er,

MORMON

HAS GOT HIS

stamped Gold,

ALLEN’S^WTFE’

uocKiana lor uien-

mond, Va.
Cld 4th. barques Shawmut. Small, Buenos Ayres:
S W Holbrook. Polleys, Matanzas; Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, Brunswick Ga; brigs Silas N Martin,
Brown. Demarara; Mattano. Jarvis, Curacoa; schs
Henry. Wass. Uumacoa; Sinbad, Terry, Portland

Also dally receiving all

IIAH wrote: a book,
in spite ot Josh’s determination not to spend a cent
to hire aiiy one to read it
$500,00 a monthcanbe madohysellingtbisbook.

THE

K0HL1NG

ROOM PAPERS

Com-

and wise agents will secure territory, which wo
will now arrange for. For circulars address AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.
t4w
apr7

STOCK t

1 'O BE FOUND IN THE CITY.

’jmisMoner,.

AGENTS TAKE NOTICE !
When wo brought out Mark Twain’s books we
promised you a harvest; wo now promise you anoth-

MISCELLANEOUS.

One ot tho largest
assortments of

Harbor

MARWICK,

C. H. FARLEY,

ap7d7t

IN

“oi

gejher

Cld 31. schs Union Flag, Frisbce. Charleston; Ellie
L Smith, Smith, Philadelphia; Pilot’s Bride, Brewster, Boston.
Ar4tli. steamer Dirigo, Johnson, Portland; sobs
Kelpie, Bryant. Machias; Nathan Clifford, Coombs,
ueuasi-

miscellaneous.

To the Commissioners for the Harbor of Portland.
undersigned desire permission to construct a
TIHEbridge across Long Creek stream in Cape Elizabeth, (a portion of the same to be made of earth)

Hoiroes,

XjORIIN'G-, Druggist.

TENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Auburn, May 7, I860.

A rnau residing near Sandy Hill holds a note
against
George Washington for $1500, givvote
Notwithstanding the objections made to tl •’ en for supplies furnished daring the
Revolution. There is au indorsement on
back handed way of putting the question
the
President insisted upon this style, and the note for about half the amount. The
throughout 'he session an appeal from'his de- balance has never been paid.
A woman at Pelham, N. H., lived to the age
cision was always put in that way.
60 “in maiden meditation fancy free,** but
some
strange dispensation she succeeded in
native
of
A Washington clerk, a
Maine,
Retting married then, and since that time has
in the Camden Untwoman
suffrage
opposes
tban four different husbands, aud
i'a
old. Has “Noel Byron” been beaten in i
m wait f°r another victim.
There l
competitive examination for promotion b■
hear
I?8,SSUr<> bein« brouKht t0
upon
some aspiring lady who has proved to be bet
^ th®
appointment
of
ter qualified that lie concludes that no womat
Cai(lwel1The chief object of
those
can be safely allowed to vote ?
seems to he to obtain
the
n" p,aCC
°°W
considerable.
Osborno wants’
a
The citation of authority on Easements bj
himself, and will not make any ai„w 8euator
a correspondentAoes not cover the case t(
A Washington special says that
tha
which he refers. We suggest that he lool
tary of the Treasury, notwithstanding the
seems
familiar
to
him
side pressure from Wall street,
further as the subject

negative, and of

meeting the

°f

General Agency Office of the Continental Life
Ina. Co., of N. V.. for the State of Maine, will
be removed April 3, f om 42$ Exchange St.. Portland,
to No. 2 PhcBnut Block, Anburn, Me. All remittance*
and communica'lon* should hereafter be addressed
to Auburn, as above.
D. E. IIALL, General Ae*t.
-eftw
apr5

THE

Lnmber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for
L.r»ni,iiTf Boiler., Iloriz ntnl Eogia,,,
Feed Pomp, nud Other M»rhiner,.
O. H. ANDREWS,
Addrc**,
178 Pearl St„ New York.

febhltf_

AS URE CURE FOR SOKE THROAT AND CHILBLAINS.

Grows'

Liniment!

Sold by all dealer* In medicine.

marl0eod2m

Death of

the peess

Respected Citixen.
the death of Mr.
Joseph Symonds, an old and respected resident
of this city, which occurred at his residence on
Pine street early on Sunday morning.
Mr. Symonds was a native of Denmark, in
the county of Oxford, but removed at an early
age to Raymond in this county, where he lived
till the year 1845, engaged in trade and farming,
and dealing somewhat extensively, in those
times, in lumber. In the. spring of 1845 he removed to Portland, where he has Bince resided.

*

W regret to
■

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 7, 187, >•
THE

PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fe
aeuden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brjnell & C<
Andrews, Wentwortu, Glendenniug Mo^es, Hende
*on, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run oqt
thecity.
At Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
At Saco of L,
Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News
Ageut.
At Bath, of J, O. Shaw.
At i.ewiston, of French Bros.
At Kcnnebunk, of C. E. MLler.

For several years he was engaged in business
here and was well-known in this community as
foi
an active and energetic business man, but
some ten or fifteen years past, and especially
Law
since the death of his oldest son, William
iu 186w a ter
Symonds, who died in New York
twenty-eight, and
a short illness, at the age of
himself an enviable
who had thus early won for
world by his ripe
reputation in the literary
and rare talents, ho has led a very

CITY AND VICINITY.
=

Ta-ISny.

Slew Advertisements

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

scholarship
life almost entirely withdrawn
quiet and retired

Music Hall—Bloodgood's Troupe.
I. A. K. A.—Tenth Annual Ball.

from active pursuits.
He was a member of the Free Will Baptist
denomination and always interested in its prosperity. He was an early member of the Free
Soil party—as well as of the
which aivo-

Music Hall—Black Crook.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Board of Trade—Meeting.
Horses for Sale—Harris, Atwood & Co.
To the Harbor Commissioners of Portland.

Cocoa—Walter Baker &

Snperjor
APRIL

Co._

has

TERM, SVMCIN'DS. J., PRESIDING.

Saturday.—John Atkinson vs. John Maley. As
sumpsit upon an account annexed for services, etc.
amounting to S 105.00. Verdict for the plaintiff fo
twenty-flve cents.
S. S. Brown for plff.
Bradbury & Bradbury for deft.
John Maley vb. John Atkinson.
Assumpsit upoi 1

stroke of
never

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Saturday.—John Foley.
Search and seizure
lined $50 and costs. Paid.
Patrick Oorznley. Search and seizure; fined $5e
and costs.

Paid.
Brief

Jotliufis.

The Payson Literary Society hold an entertainment at the Army & Navy library room
this evening, at which members and invited

guests may expect a good time.
There will be a temperance meeting at Allen
Mission Chapel to-night.
Addresses by Eev.
G. W. Bickuelland Sergeant Ambler.
There were several liquor seizures made by the

county deputies Saturday.
Two large flocks of wild geese, hound for the
Canadas, passed over this city Saturday.
Several youths and maidens were “lally-gag-

ging”

about the Park Saturday night, which
take to be n most nrnnonnrvwl hnr^inirap

we

The bar at the Maine General

Hospital

head-

quarters, under the Falmouth Housa, will, it is
to be hoped, become a popular place of resort
for those who which to treat

a

friend to

a

mod-

quencher.

est

The house built in connection with the new
at Steven’s Plains is nearly com-

trotting park
pleted.

The resolutions of the Committee of the
Cumberland Bar Association, relative to the
death of H. P. Deane, will be read in the Superior Court to-morrow morning.
The Congress street horse cars now run on
wheels.
The Boston & Maine railroad isextendiug its
double track towards the Walker Honsc.
Yesterday was Palm Sunday, and was duly
observed by the Catholic and Episcopal
churches.
The current of Spring travel has fully set in,
and robins are now lodging in some of our

principal trees. Sparrows
pearance yesterday.
“There is

our

Thespian Society:

also made

an

Haydn Society; there is
there

is

our

apour

Commercial

Club; there is ourNameless Club; there is our
Fair Association; but where! oh where are our
woolen, furniture, boot aud shoe factories,
grain elevators and flouring mills?”—Dallas
Texas News.
Boston papers assume that the Atlantic sur-

vivors

supposed

Faneuil Hall to be a church,
because they took off their hats when they entered,—from which we infer that Bostonians
wear their hats in all
buildings except the

churches.
Boys have begun

to

trundle

hoops

on

the

sidewalks.
The annual parish meeting of State street
church will be held this evening.
Mr. Nelson Leighton took occasion to remark

Saturday night

that the now police were worse
than th- devil. No man in the city is probably
better qualified to pass judgment ih the case.
The Sheriff and his deputios visited Wash-

ington street Saturday night, and made five

liquor

seizures in that locality.
Lev. Dr. Hill delivered the initial sermon of
his First Parish pastorate
yesterday.
The Y. M. C. A., are to open a Sunday school
in their mission building, Deering’s
bridge.
The last week, of course, didn’t pass with-

out an

accident

passengers
seriously hurt.
The Board of Manufactures organized Saturday#by the choice of C. P. Kimball for chairman, C. E. Jose for vice chairman, and W. W.
Thomas Jr., for secretary.
Messrs. Joseph Wescott & Son, of this city,
have been
tho contract for supplying
the granite for the Girard Aveuue bridge across

awar^gd

the Schuylkill at Philadelphia.
The granite is
to be quarried at Bluehill and Buck’s Harbor,
The estimated cost of the bridge is $1,500,000.
Green grass is showing itself in the Park.
Mr. W. C. Beckett, tho merchant tailor, is
making the new uniforms for the police.
One of our eitizens complains that the cusauthorities

lax about allowing the en
vessels. He says “there is great

toms

are

try of foreign
danger of contiguous diseases being introduced
among us.
The transfer station of the Boston and Maine
was broken into early Saturday morning and
some baueace stolen.
The third grand annual hall of the I. A. R.
A. comes off at City Hall the 11th inst.
An
exhibition drill will be given by tho Sheridau
Cadets.
There were 22 arrests for drunkenness be
tween Saturday and Sunday nights.

April squeezed

out

a

few tears

what the Incomprehensible
for no one seemed to know.
Two intoxicated individuals
police station last uight, and

yesterday,
weeping

but

was

strayed into the
weie promptly

taken in charge by Uncle Oliver.

A Generous

imploring

release, and said she didn’t
think a woman ought to be kept from her Monday’s washing just for biting off three or four
a

fingers.
Every cell at the station was filled Saturday
night, and one i nebriatc was consigned to the

lodging-room.
Officers Garland and Horr arrested a boy yesterday for assaulting his mother in-law.
A man was arrested by officers York and
Crowell on High street, for indulging his passion for the manly art at the expense of an•
other man’s nose.
A boy 17 years old, applied at the station
house for lodgings last uight, saying that he
came from Quebec Saturday, and that be was
anxious to go to sea. He was half dead with

hunger and cold.
A small and intoxicated individual had the
idiotic audacity to accost Deputy Bridges who
was dressed in citizens clothes, on Congress
street last night, and ask him if he wanted to
fight. Mr Bridges tucked him under one arm
as you might a small
boy, and brought him to
the station. The fellow had been insulting
people on the street, and will be arraigued before the Municipal Court this morning. He
wore a Palm Sunday sprig in his hat, and
apparently belongs to the church militant.
The marshal and his deputies made a descent

on

several liquor shops that

day.

were

open yester-

____

Past, Present

and

Future.—We

are

glad

to learn that the Hon. Charles P. Kimball of
this city has kindly consented to del.ver his
lecture entitled “Maine, past present and future,” on Thursday evening next in the India
street church. It is given at the request of the
Trustees of the church and many citizens of

Portland. An admission fee of 25
charged, the proceeds to be in aid
tower and

cents will be
of the new

hell._

It is rumored that the
Questionable.
wharves of the Grand Trunk will be used for
the Domiuion line of steamships after the expiration ot the contract with the Allan line,
also that
has been offered by Sir
—

$200,000

for the Frauklin wharf property,
slso that negotiations are in progress between Mr. St. John Smith and the Boston and Maine, for Smith’s wharf.

Hugh Allan
and refused;

______

Movements.—The Allan mail
steamship Moravian sailed for Liverpool at five
p. m., on Saturday, carrying eight cabin and
thirteen steerage passengers. The Sarmatian
is the Dext steamship of this line due here.
Among her cabin passengers was Gen. Neal
Steamer

How.

Ho intends to be absent about a year,
and will labor with his usual
ability in behalf
of the temperance cause. Tho General is in

circle. Tho number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and H. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.
F. O. Bailey & Co., close the sale of sporting and fancy goods this forenoon at store No.
51 Exchange street. Many of the fresh goods
remain and will be sold.
F. O. Bailey & Co. soli to-day, at 12 o’clock
p. m., at 18 Exchaugc street, a choice lot of

groceries,

packed Saturday night by a delightful audience, as it undoubtedly will be this and tomorrow evenings.
In addition to the mirthprovoking burlesques and character songs, La
Belle Celeste, the most daring of female gymnasts, will execute her “leap for life’’ on tbt
trapeze. Her dexterity and grace are wonderful.
__

The Growling Season.—There are chronic
growlers, the continuity of whose cioakings
season or condition breaks; but the
spring—
March and April—is the growlers’ season.
Then the elastic vigor that bracing cold weathno

brings, gives place to a listless, jaundiced,
bill ious state that is unhealthy and gives everything a sombre hue. Then the tax-payer looks
after the Street Commissioner; and if that official does not keep the gutters clear so that tho

er

melting snow will run away, he is inefficient
and allowing people’s property to be wasted. If
that official makes an effort to put the streets
in decent condition and expends labor in cut'
ting away mountains of ice, preventing injury
to life and limb and possible
expense to the
city, he has a solid growl about taxes. We
have been led to this remark by noticing a little item in the Advertiser, signed tax-payer,
who complains that the Street Commissioner
has made a vigorous attempt to free a shaded
part of Middle street from so great an accumulation of ice that it promised to defy dog-days,
besides rendering the street dangerous both to

ters

clear that there lias been no cause for com-

plaint.
Official Efficinct.—Our

Custom House

authorities, under direction Of the Deputy Collector in charge, acted with very commendable
promptness and efficiency in caring for the sur
vivors of the Atlantic disaster on their passage
through this city.
Surveyor True and Deputy Smith were on
the ground in person superintending the transfer from boat to cars and preventing any un-

necessary delays or hindrances from annoying
these unfortunate people. Mr. J. B. Coyle,

Jr., of flie New England and Nova Scotia
Steamship Company,was also active and attentive in facilitating the transfer.
To these gentlemen also, the newspaper men are much
indebted for the courtesy in affording means to
obtain information.
Everything in connection
with the wnole affair which came within the
province of any of our Portland officials, was
aumiraoiy and handsomely done. We are glad
to notice that all the journals
represented on
the occasion have recognized these facts.
Maine Hospital Fair.—The ladies’ general
committee on the Fair met at Rossini Hall at
3 p. m. Saturday. Reports wero received from
the ladies belonging to the different church

parishes showing that there is great interest
and enthusiasm awakened in the work. Several of the parish committees have organized
and are already vigorously at work, There was
very large attendance. The following ladies
added to the general committee: Mrs. A.
P. Fuller, Mrs. L. C. Wade, Mrs. John W.
Chase, Mrs. J. B. Donnell, Mrs. J. S. Cushman, Mrs. S. W. Larrabee, Mrs. John Anderson, Miss Harriet Noble, Mrs. George C. Hop-

kins, Mrs. Edwin Churchill, Miss Ernestine L
Libby, Miss Sarah Chaddock, Mrs. Chauncey
Barrett and Miss Hattie Little

Likewtse.—Our evening
contemporary says that a gentleman was invited Saturday forenoon by a party to “take a
Go Thou and do

smile,” to

which he replied, that instead of the
drinks he would agree to devote the amount it
would cost to the General
Hospital Fair, to
which the party consented and
immediately re-

paired to the headquarters of tie Executive
Committee and placed the sum—$1.G5, in the
hands of the Treasurer. The Executive Com-

mittee,

who were in sessiou, placed the amount
in a box to which they invite similar contributions. The box is labelled 11 o’clock contributions to Hospital Fair, and can be
headquarters of the Committee.

found at the

Board of Trade Meeting.—Among the
matters that will probably come before the
meeting this evening will be a proposition to
invite the Congressional Committee on Transportation to visit this city among other places
which the committee
propose to visit during the
vacation of Congress. Also the
subject of expending the recent appropriation for the irn.

provementof

our

harbor.

Sudden Death. Mr.
George Stevens, formerly of this city, was found dead in his bed at
Boston, Saturday moruiug. His wife, who is a

resident of Portland, started for
Boston to pay
him a visit only fifteen minutes
before the dispatch was received announcing his death. The
remains were brought to this
city

night for interment.

Saturday

Attention Ladies.—All ladies, or organizations, desiring to tako charge of tables during
the Hospital Fair, aro requested to scud their
names to the Ladies’ ex-Committee. No. 120
Middle street. It must he understood that, in
so doing, theft ladies will become responsible
for the furnishing of their own tables.

_Per order.
Gigantic

Minstrels.—Duprez

& Benedict’s

gigantio minstrels play at City Hall this evening. They have just returned from a highly
successful Southern tour, and do claim to be the
most powerful company in existence. Thoir
programme is a very attractive one, and running over with good things.

nuts, candies,

ex-

Job

Printing.—Every description of Jos
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowee.
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, IF
Wm. M.Marks.
Exchange St

Advertisers naturally seek the means for
rcachi:]e the largest number of readers, and

for
destination. The maf the men speak
disparagingly of the
and crew, and
complain that after beat sea their food was cut
days
tllre.e
ii'.”.,0
,°,r
snort.
Commissioners Lynch and Forrest and
tnetr entire staff were
present nearly all day
ana lett
nothing undone to make the unfortunates comfortable.

thelF

J aj. n

Various Matters.
the condemned murderer, is now reported to be improving.
Since Jan. 1st the New York District Attorney has obtained 372 convictions for crime. Two
hundred anc seven rascals were sent to the
State Prison, and 150 others were sent to the

Nixon,

Penitentiary.

The reveune cutter Bronx struck a sunken
rock between Little Gull Island and Plum Island, Long Island Sound, yesterday, and sunk
in twelve feet of water. All hands saved.
Pier No. 7, Easf river, fell into the river last
with difevening carrying three men, who were
ficult rescued. A large quantity of pig lead
was lost.
1TT
It is believed that the story of Jas. W. Knox,
a prisoner in Brooklyn Jail, that l e knows the
murderer of Goodrich, is a ruse to obtain his

liberty.

It is reported that the President of Bull’s
Bead Bank has been indicted by the Grand
as accessory to tho loss of funds to that
institution. The old Directors have been reed
and a new board chosen.
jec
The bankrupt Staten Island Ferry Company
propose to reorganize immediately, the stockholders each agreeing to pay his
proportionate
share of the deficiency of the losses incurred
through the Westfield disaster.
The Wall street money conspirators are to bo
prosected under the statute forbidding a combination of two or more persons to
injure trade

Jury

or

commerce.

The Assembly Committee is to
investigate
the affairs of the Mutual Life Insurance Company to-day, including the imprisoumeut of
editor Stepheu English in the Ludlow street

jail.

THE ATLANTIC.

third officer (Brady) as he wished to have tli 6
by tlie ship from one p. m. to ink
night. Brady was at the time on his rounds t f
the ship. The captaiu afterwards came on tli e
bridge and told me ho placed the ship fot 1
distance run

miles south of Sainbro Light I then went bt
\
low. The captain’s orders were to keep a goo 1
lookout for loose ice, and in the event of seein <
the light, to get it two points in the oort boi r
and call bim immediately, and under any cii
cumstances to call him'not later than thrc
o’clock. These orders I conveyed to the secon j
officer. The lead was not thrown over at all
The lead was ready on the
bridge. The [Th 8
rest has been frequently
repeated.]
It was, in my opinion, impossible to liav
launched the boat spoken of by Mr Allen
1
was carried away about
daylight,' I have ha
about twenty-seven years experience at se 1
with a great many masters, and 1
foundcaptai
Williams all that could be expected of one ii
his position. I have been a shipmaster mvsell
»
largely engaged iu the Indian trade.
Tiier 2
couid not have been auy attemps to keep tli
steerage passengers below, as the companio:
I cannot give any opinion a
ways were open.
to the quantity of coal she had or whether i l
was enough or not.
I joined the steamer in tli
morning and left a few hours later. Besides, [
might have been told that there was 900 tonso
coal on board, but that would not
prove it.
Too often a short quality of coal is
put in. ]
considered that there was not the slightest risl :
when I went to bed at twelve oVlock.
In th >
morning the ship was kept in her course fo
three hours longer. The course was intended b >
take us about five miles east of Satnbro Light
The point on which she struck is, I learn, abini ;
seven miles west of the light.
I can aceoun ;
for the disaster in no other way than that then
was a strong curreut
setting to the north am
west which we did not know of.
The lead wa:
hove regularly every two hours.
On two o
three days during the passage when we had n<
observations our lead reckoning was found cor
rect.
The chief steward had reported a shor
supply of provisions that night, because we tool
on board
more passengers
than we expected
This completed the chief officers statement ami
the court then adjourned till tou o’clock Mon-

J

..

day.
Halifax, April G.—Fourteen bodies were re
covered yesterday, all by
grappling. To-day.
the weather being very
favorable, the divers
worked for the purpose of finding bodies and
27, all apparently steerage passengers were
recovered. Many of them had considerable

Examination or Capt. Williams.

Halifax, N. S., April 5.—The inquiry ordered by the Dominion government into the Atlantic disaster, commenced to-day, in the Custom
House buildiug, before the Collector, E. M. McDonald. Captain McKenzie, a shipmaster, sat
as associate with McDonald. Hon. S. L. Channen, Q. C., and H. Blanchard, Q. C., appeared
for the captain.
Captain Jam's A. Williams was called,
sworn, and read a statment.
In reply to questions of his counsel he added,
“I was on the bridge up to twenty minutes past
twelve. Up to midnight it was brilliant starlight; after that, occasional sight of the stars.
When I left the bridge I went into the chart
_
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A land slide on the Rutland
Pittsford station, Vt., threw
baggage car of the Montreal train off
before daylight Saturday morning.

CITY

t

morning, aged

those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.

of money. A few packages of goods
brought up. The divers’ crew numbers
65 men. The only bodies now remaining uncoffined on shore are those found to-day, all
the others having been buried or coffined ready
for burial. Those recognized by prayer books
as Romau Catholics was taken
to Terrance
Bay, a few miles distant, aud buried in the
Catholic cemetery. The remainder have been
bnried iu the Episcobal cemete’-y at Prospect.
Some of the bodies brought up to-day show
that they died by suffocation, not by drowning.
As the bodies are brought up by the divers
they
were placed iu a boat under the
charge of Geo.
Longard, a justice of the peace, aud conveyed
to the hill side on Ryan’s
Islaud, where Edward Ryrn, another magistrate, receives them
and takes from them al 1 money and
valuables,
noting all in a book, with such marks of identification as can be found. The bodies of Mrs.
Davidson and her daughter were found withiu
short time of each other.

t}m I°a<?1

injured.
The report of

steamer being ashore at
Spc-v

smuggle

Steel Knives and every description of Table
Ware Plated, or Replated in the very best manner at short notice and at a reasonable price, at
Atwood’s New Booms, 27 Market Square.
feb25-eodtf
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Ltveb Oil
is Hazard & Caswell’s, made on the sea shore,
from fresh selected livers, by Caswell, Hazard
& Co., New York.
It is absolutely pure and

!

sweet. Patients who have once taken it prefer
it to all others. Physicians have decided it su-

perior to any of the other oils in market.
mar21-4w t
Subdue the first symptoms of a cough, cold,
attack of influenza, or any other affection of
the lungs, the wind-pipe or the bronchial pas-

sages,with Uale’i Honey of Horelinwd and Tar.
The relief is certain and immediate.
Sold by
all

druggists.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in 1

minute

apr4-eodlw&wlt
Satisfactory results always accrue from
the use of Duponco’s Golden Pill.

apr2-eod3t&wlt

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Fire

in Richmond.

Bath, April 5.—The dwelling house of Eeuben McFadden, in Bichmond, occupied by Geo.
Gilpatrick, was totally destroyed by tiro yesterday afternoon. Loss $600; insured for $300.—
Fire supposed to have caught from a passing
locomotive.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Arrival of the Atlantic Survivors.
hundred and twelve
steerage passengers from the wrecked Atlantic
arrived at Boston this morning by the Eastern
railroad. They were received by several citizens and an escort of police and conducted to
Faneuil Hall, where a bountiful feast awaited
them. The following gentlemen are in attendance upon them as a relief committee, and to
receive contributions of money and clothing,
acting by request of the mayor: Alexander H.
Bice, Thomas Bussell, Fred’k W. Lincoln,
Sam’l C. Cobb, Joseph H. Chadwick, Aidermen Cut er and Clark and Colonel E. O. Shep-

Boston, April 5.—Three

ard.
They

were briefly addressed by Hon. A. H.
Bice on behalf of the committee of relief,
whoso imprompter services contributed much
A large porto the comfort of the strangers.
tion of the sufferers were provided with clothat
the
Charity Bureau, $800 having been
ing
raised for that purpose in about three hours after their arrival. The little hero, J no. Hindley,
received $250 from sympathizing visitors to the
ball, and bis autograph was in great demand.—
The money has been placed in responsible
hands for his benefit. The party proceeded to
the Old Colony depot through the burnt district at 4.30 p. m. under guard of police, those
who wore lame being provided with carriages.
Cabin passage has been provided for all on the
steamer New York, of the Fall Eiver line for
New York, and a supper will be served on
board. Three cheers were given by the men
for their entertainers as the train moved from
the station.

iciuscu

NEW YORK.
Financial Policy of the Government—
President Grant’s ITlovcments.
New York, April 0.—Gov. Jewell in an interview last cveniug, stated that he knew that
the appointment of Judgo Richardson as Secretary of the Treasury was a permanent one,
and that the policy of the late Secretary (Boutwell) would be adhered to. He also stated that
the President had said that speculators and
brokers would obtain no information from him
financial policy of the government.
as to the
The President will visit New Haven the 16th
tbe anniversary of the Army of
to
attend
inst.,
the Potomac, visit Gov. Jewell at Hartford,
and about the 18th make a trip to St. Louis.
It is stated that President Grartheld protracted interviews yesterday with the Republican leaders here, regardidg the city charter and
other party questions.
Tbe San Domingo Speculation’
The Sainana Bay Company has purchased a
It is proposnew steamer for Samana waters.
ed to construct thirteen wharves one mile long
aud 700 feet wide, capable of accommodating in
the basin thus formed, twenty large steamers.
A number of warehouses will be also erected.
The City Charter.
Thurlow Wood has written a letter favoring
the retention in office of the existing capable
heads, aud that the general power of appointment be given to the Mayor, subject to the approval of the Board of Aldermen. Weed also
favors a Metropolitan Police Commissioner to
be appointed by the Governor.
An Unpleasant Transfer.
W. S. Andrews, after delivering a lecture to
the Youug Men's Christian Association last
night, was arrested. He was taken to the Ludlow street-jail on charge of contempt of Court
in retaining some 831)00 he had been ordered to
case.
pay a woman in a bankrupt
Banquet to the President.
Tbe entertainment given to President Grant
and family at Delmonico’s last evening by Henuntil two o’clock this
ry Clews did not break up
morning. Gen. Artnur, Collector of the port,
Postmaster James, Col. Howe. Hons. William
M. Flass, A. H. Laflin, A. B. Cornell and some
sixty others participated in the banquet.
Strike.
Five hundred Italians were engaged to defend the Manhattan Gas Co. During the middle of the afternoon an equal number of strikin'* workmen attacked them with stones and
other missiles. A large force went to the scene
of the riot and reserves are ordered out to-night.
Threats of violence were made by tbe strikers
against the Italian street-workers. -A general
strike ef gas men are anticipated on Monday.
Deception of the Survivor*.
New York, April 6.—Three hundred and five
of the survivors of the Atlantic arrived a 7
o’clock this morning by steamer Newport.—
Anxious crowds gathered around the pier and
the wildest excitement prevailed. The commissioners of emigration had the tug Thomas
Fletcher chartered and took the unfortunate
passengers on board and steamed down to Castle Garden, where the scene baffles description.
T ouiandsoj men, women and chddren, almost
every of nation, were gathered, and it was with
the greatest difficulty
they could bo kept from
forcing their way tl,tQUgh the gates. The poor
fellows looked starved, wretched and
miserably
clad aud seemed very
much di=couia<*ed
On
their arrival at Castle Gatdeu
were registhey
tered as usual, after which
who
were wamuj* jn the
information room
n
the. names o? those whom
they
as a
sought
wife, child, a sister or a brother reloonlzad one
of the unfortunate men whom they demn w
the scene was heartrending. The meu cava
way entirely and the women either

™eir Yriendl
sinT

swooned or

ninotuuiuun,

a

utjver

saw

miu

uiiuia

anything stronger than lemonade. It was daylight before the passengers commenced to land.
I do not know whether the steerage passengers
were prevented from
coming on deck or not. I
have no reason to suppose they were.
J. Spencer Jones’ Testimony.
J. Spencer Jones, a cabin passenger testified:
I was up till after 11 o’clock on Monday
night, and then went to bod. I was aroused by

the shock of the vessel striking. I went on
deck and found everything ia confusion.
J have had much experience with ships,
being
connected with the shipping house in Liverpool. The discipline of the Atlantic was excellent. The conduct of the captain and officers towards the passengers was all that could
be desired. They were gentlemen in
every
sense of the word.
They were always attentive to their duty. I know of nothing that
could have beeu done to save more lives thau
were saved.
Nicholas Brandt’s Testimony.
I have been to sea a great deal. This was
sixth
voyage in the White Star line. The
my
conduct of the officers, and the discipline of
the crew was very good. The officers were always energetic in the performance of their duties. Nothing could beeu done to save life after the ship struck beyond what was done. The
steerage hatches were open; there was also a
passage from the steerage to the cabin. When
I was on the wheel-house the time was 18 or 19
minutes past 3 o’cluck; the ship had theu keeled over. Captain Williams stood on the side
of the vessel below me encouraging the passengers to keep moving about, and for six hours
remained getting passengers into the boats.
Charles IV. Allen’s Statement.
Charles W. Allen testified I was a cabin
passenger aud the first one on deck; my experience was much the same as that of others: I
was saved by the ropes and the rock; It was
my opinion that a good many more lives would
have beeu saved if the ship had been mauued
by efficient seamen. The captain could not
get any number of men to do duty efficiently.
One boat remained sound as much as three
hours after the ship struck. That wa3 number
one boat.
My impressiou from the beginning
of the voyage was that the ship was not well
manned. There may have been a large enough
crew but they were not efficient meu.
The captain and officers, atter the vessel struck,seemed
to exert themselves as much as they could.
I
considered the captain and the officers compeI noticed that one
tent to perform their duty.
of the rules was to exercise the crew at the
boats once a week; ihat was not done.
I believe that all steamers have that rule, but few
There would have been difficulty
obey it.
in getting the boat into the water, but 1 believe
I heard of
been accomplished.
have
it could
acts of insubordination among the crew the
socond day after, but do not know of any.
The Chief Officer’s Statement.
John Wm. Firths, chief officer ol the Atlantic, testified—At 12 o’clock noon, Monday, |the
captain and 1 took observations by separate
chronometers aud agreed very closely; the longitude was 63:65, latitude 41:39; a consultation
of the officers was held as to the propriety of
turning round to Halifax for coal, aud we
unanimously agreed to do so as beiug the safest
proceeding. At one o’clock the ship was headed for Halifax, the course being north 24 east;
the speed was then about nine knots; I then
went below. At four o'clock I returned to the
deck; my watch was from four to six; no alteration was made in the course; I was below
from six to eight; at eight there had been a
change of weather aud several showers of rain;
This course
I remained on deck till twelve.
hud not been chauged; there had been dark
cluuds but they hart passed aud it was then
about half past eleven tl;e quartermaster
told me tl;e speed’was 12 knots.
At ten minutes to twelve the captain came on
the bridge where I was aud enquired for the

ejear;
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Pacific Mail.57:
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated.... 101

road securities:
Central Pacific

bonds.102}
Pacific do.’ $5

Union
Pacific land grants.74g
Union Pacific income bonds.73
Bank Statement.
New York, April 5.—The following is the weekly
bank statement:
Decrease in loans.$ 814 700
Decrease in Specie.
514*700
Decrease in legal tenders. 3,789,300
decrease in de[K>sits. 5,821 700
Decrease in circulation.
80,*100
The statement is regarded as very bad; the above
figures show that the banks lose in their reserve S3,100,000.
DomeMtic iVlarkeiM.

York, April

9—5 P. M.—Ashes qniet at 8 50
for pots. Cotton }c higher with little better demand;
sales 1223 bales at 19}c for Middling uplands. Flour
dull aud heavy with a limited jobbing
business; receipts 8940 bbls; sales 6500 bbls at 6 15 @ 6 65 for supertiue Western and State; G 90 @ 7 60 for common
to good extra Western and State; 7 65 @ 8 35 for
good
to choice do; 8 50 @ 10 50for common to choice white
Wheat Western extra; 7 20 @ 10 50 for common to
good extra Ohio; 7 50 @ 12 75 for common to choice
extra St. Louis; market closing quiet.
Southern
Flour quiet and without material change; sales 400
bbls at 6 10 @ 8 15 for common to fair extra; 8 40 @
12 75 for good to choice do. Rye Flour in fair demand;
sales 380 bbls at 4 10 @ 6 00 for inferior line to very
choice superfine.
Corn Meal is steady; sales 350
bbls; Yellow Western 3 00 @ 3 40, chiefly at 3 25.—
Whiskey lower; sales 150 bbls at 91. Grain—receipts
of Wheat 4740 bush; Wheat very duil and nominally unchanged, shippers and millers operating sparingly; bids generally 1 @ 2c below asking pikes;
sales 3800 bush; No 2 Western 1 62; 1 45 @ 1 52 for
rejected Spring; 1 85 for Red Western; No 2 Milwaukee ;uotedatl65 afloat; No2 Chicago Spring
at 1 72} @ 1 77} in store and afloat; Winter Red Western at 170 @ 1 87}; Amber Western 1 80 @ 1 97}.
Rye dull and nominally unchanged.
Barley quiet;
sales 6000 bush; ordinary Western 1 10 delivered;
Barley Malt quiet; sales 5000 bush Canada at 1 30 on
time. Seed—Clover Seed firm at 8}c for prime; Timothy quoted 3 50 @ 3 75. Corn—receipts 12,000 bush;
Corn dull ami heavy; sales 34,000 bush at 63 @ 65}c
for new Mixed Western; 65}c for old do afloat; 63 @
63 }c for do iu store. Oats—receipts 12,075 bush; Oats
firmer and in moderate demand; sales 38,000 bush at
51 @ 54c for new Mixed Western, the latter for choice;
52 @56cfor new White do; 50 @ 52} tor Black Western.
Eggs dull and in buyers’ favor at 20 @ 20}c for
Jersey; 19 @ 20c for Western State ami Pennsylvania. Hay quiet and weak; $1 for North river; 1 20 @
1 50 for retail lots. Hops dull and nomiual; 1872
quoted at 40 @ 55c; California 50 @ GOc. Coal easy at
ton •}> cargo.
5 00 @ 6 00 for Anthracite
Leather
in moderate request and sternly; Hemlock sole, Buenos Ayres and Rio Grande light middle and heavy
weights at 28 @ 31c; California do 274 @ 2S}c; Orinoco
do 27 @ 28}c. Wool in fair demand and sligiily In
buyers favor; California quoted at 22 @27c; Texas
21 @ 23c; No 1 pulled 44c; domestic fleece 54 @ 59c.
Coftee dull; Rio quoted at 16} @ 19c in Gold. Sugar
in good demand and steady; sales 1000 hhds at 7} @
at G7 @
10}. Molasses firm; New Orleans
75c. Rice more active and firmer; sales 80 tes at 8 @
Petroleum firmer at 9}c for crude and 19}c for
refined and 19} last half April. Provisions—Pork is
a shade firmer; sales 300 bbls at 17 12} @ 17 25 for
15 75 @ 16 00 for
new mess, 13 75 for extra prime;
prime mess; also 500 bbls mess April at 17 75. Beef
firm and quiet at 9 00 @ 11 75 for plain mess; 12 00
@ 13 00 for extra do. Beef Hams quiet; 6ales at 30 00
@ 3.3 00; Tierce Beef dull; sales at 20 00 @ 22 00 for
prime mess; 23 00 @ 25 00 tor India do. Cut Meats in
moderate request; sales 100 boxes shoulders at 6c.—
Pickled hams, 15 lbs average, at 12}c; middles firm;
sales 1200 boxes long clear at 9@ 9 1-lGc; 200 boxes
short clear at 9c; 200 do do May 9}c. Lard firmer;
sales 450 tierces at 8|e for Western steam; 9} @ 93-16
for kettle rendered; also sales of 750 tes for May at
9}; 2500 do June at 9 5-16 @ 9|c. Butter firm at 18 @
31c for Western; 32 @ 48c for State; 37 @ 45c for
new.
Cheese is quiet and steady at 12 @ 17c for
common to prime. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine
ami ana nominal at doc; Kosin auii ana Heavy at
112$ for No 2. Tallow is steady; sales 175,000 lbs at

Tennessee Civilization.

the death of John Newell at the hands of R.
W.Coleman, his brother-in-law. E. T. Keel, a
wealthy merchant, was threatened by Newell
that if he did not give him $1000 by noon yesterday lie would shoot him. Last night, Keel,
accompanied by his son Daniel, and Coleman
found Newell opposite tlieir house, when the
latter drew a repeater and shot him a number
of times. Newell in his dying declaration admitted having threatened the life of Keel, but
Coleman
says Coleman was hired to kill him.
has not been arrested but Keel offers to surrender him if the authorities will aocept $50,000
bond.
Last Thursday, two men employed in Keen’s
nursery, four miles east of this city, had an altercation which resulted in one of them, Morris
J. Bowers, shooting the other James Patterson,
who had been discharged from the nursery, and
accused Bowers of having been the cause, attacking him with a pruning knife.

STORM.

Seven Persons Killed.
Burlington, Iowa, April 5.—The most terrible rain, hail and wind storm ever known here,
came up at a minutes notice this afternoon
creating fearful havoc and causing a loss of
life, the most horrible part of the catasrophe
was the destruction of a butter and egg, depot,
and the death of seven persons. A house was
blown down and twenty-five persons buried beneath the ruins.

8jjc.

Thoughtful Chicago.
Chicago, April 5.—A committee who are soliciting subscriptions in aid of the survivors of
the Atlantic disaster report over a thousand

8$ @ 8$c.
Freights

Liverpool quiet.
Chicago, April 3.—Wheat unsettled and dull; sales
No 2 Spring at 115 @115$ regular; strictly fresh
1 18; No 3 Spring 1 07$ @ 1 08: rejected 93 @ 92$c.—

dollars collected. The money will be forwarded to an agent of the line to bo distributed according to his judgment.

to

Corn dull and nominal; No 2 Mixed 30$c for cash; 33c
Oats steady: No 2
for strictly fresh; rejected 28$c.
at 23$ @ 24 for regular; rejected 22 @ 22$c.
dull and drooping; regular 74c; frosh at 80c. Pork
Lard held at
in good demand at 15 60 @ 15 75 cash.
Mams in
8 35 @ 8 37$ on spot and 8 50 seller May.
pickle sold at 104 @ 13c; dry salted meats dull; shoulders at 6 @ G£c for loose: 6$ @ 6$c for boxed. Bacon
quiet and steady; sales shoulders at 7$c; clear rib
sides at 9c; clear sides 9$c. Beef is quotable at 9 @

see

probabilities for

the next
hopes.

twenty-foor

War Pep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April G. (1 A.
and
Eastern
For the Middle
States,
in
winds veering the southwest
easterly
and
weather
with
generally cloudy
Virginia
for the lower lakes, cluudy weather
rain;
light
vvith light rain.

9$c.

Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 30,-

000 bush corn, 24,000 bush oats, 2,000 bust rye, 6,000
bush barley, 00,000 hogs.
Shipments—11,000 ODls flour, 34,000 bush wheat, 14,000 busli corn, 20.000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 12,000
bash barley, 0300 hogs.

April 5.—Flour Is quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat steady; sales No 3 White Wabash at 176;
Amber Michigan on spot 1 G3$; seller May at 1 63$.
Corn advancing; high Mixed on spotat39$c; seller
July 44c; low Slixea 31$c. Oats quiet and unchanged;
xolsdo,

__

EOKE1GN.

No 2

The War in Spaiu.
Bayonne, April 5.—Late advices from the
north of Spain report that the railway between
Zumorroga, in the Province of Guipure, Eva
and Vittoria in the Province of Alava, was cut
by the Carlists. There was a sharp fight on
Thursday in Richall Igne mountains between
the Carlists, numbering 950, under Dorreger,
Ray and OUa, and 500 Republicans. The result
of the engagement is not known. The author-

CflAS.

bush

2000 bush

at 86c.

Charleston, Ai>ril5.— Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 18$ @ 18$c.
Savanna ft, April 5.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 18$c.
Mobile. April 5.—Cotton quiet and firmer; Middling uplands 18$c.
New Orleans, April 5.—Cotton in moderate demand ; Middling uplands 19 @ 10$c.

with treason, and attributes disaster to that
alone. It also confirms the statement tha
tho Carlists ba.vonetted sixty-seven prisoners.
Fresh cases of insubordination among Capt
Gen. Conlreras’ troops at Barcelona are reported.
Capture of Mauaanilla.
New York, April 6.—News from Havana
through Spanish sources, confirm the reported
capture of the fortified city and seaport of
Mansanilla, and sajs that an immense amount
of booty in money and munitions of war fell into the hands of the Cubans, who sacked the

European Markets.

London, April 5—11.30.—Consols opened
and for

money

at 93

for

account.

^SS,r,£J?

do 1867, 93$;
way at 50$.

town. The attack was made at night in the
absence of the Spanish troops in the field.
Captain General Ceballos has 'elegraplied to
Madrid that a large body of troops are imperatively wanted in Havana as a revolution may
break out among the Spanish troops at any momc't. The slaves are also reported to be meditating a revolt.
A Steamer Reported Ashore.

securities—U. S. 5-20’s 18G5, old. at 94;
do 10-40s, 89; new 58,90$. Erie Rail-

London, April 5-2.00 P. M.—Consols closed

for money and account.
American securities—U.

at

92$

S. 5-20s, 1865, old, 94$; do
1867,93$; U. S. 10-40s, 89$: new 5s 90$. Erie Railway

For Sale.

A

apr4_(\2w*
For

city.

Sale.

HEAVY EXPRESS

more of the Victims.
The funeral of Metcalf, tho second officer of
the Atlantic, took place
to-day from St. Paul’s
Episcopal church. The body of Mrs. Davidson, cabin passenger, was picked up to-day.—
The divers have commenced work.
The body
of Miss Davidson has since been found and
with that of her mother was brought hero to-

—

FOR BALE

WAGON,(Blew)

CHEAP

—

T1IOS. LAIJGflLIN & SON,
mar2G:i_BS5 Commercial Street.

Announcement.
L. FOGG is admitted
MR. JAMES
firm from this dav.

as a

member of

our

Portland, April 1,

_

Judge Wright of Washington, charged with
frauds in connection with bounties to Indians

1873.

J, B. MATHEWS & CO.
tf

BastneSiUna.

TMNE Schooner J, W. MAY, all under deck.

*'*•

1

r

For

freight ari’ly 10
CHA*. H. CHASE & CO.
ap2dtf

BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.

_dO_

Manufacturers’ Sale
*

°

BAI1-tiV*~tO., Auctioneer*.

and

Italian

Burlesque

of

BEAUTIFUL

Marble

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

on

—

Statuary.
Auctioueer.s,

WILL SELL OS

—

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday

GENERAL
FAIR,

HOSPITAL

April 9th, lOtfa 11th an<l 19th,

Commencing at 10 1-9 A. n.

ler the supervision of the Executivo
Committee.
A pleasing and attractive bill will he
presented on
this occasion.

nn

Salesroom,

tSed?y

—

Exchange Street,

22

importation of magnificent

recent

a

Tuesday Evening last performance,
when the Prices will be as usual.
al'7

AT

—

Ticket* T® Cents; Reserved Menu
91.00;
! ,or fal° at tbo ,!ox °“ce

during

at our
t
sba.l sell to

wo

Rich Vases, Alabaster Groups & Figures
RECiCNTI.Y IMPORTED.

this occasion for the bonellt of the

MAINE

street,

Attractive Sale

RARE AND

COMPANY
volunteer their services

8,h’ at 2i p- M

auction

ENTIRE

and

™

,i“*cofa"Se

a

Large

Harry Bloodgood’s
Minstrel

Crockery

"are to the Trade by Anction.

1873.

APRIL 7,

of

C, Itoctingl.am and v.u”
Paris White.
and gowis on
Catalogue*
I ready
exhlbittonTi
nu™
mchko
Monday, April 7tlY.
----—
did

MOSDAYTvENIIfG,

!

Said House contains
rooms,
in cellar. Fine property for
Terras at sale.

__aP«

c

STATUARY,

It

by Corrello Benzie. Figures of Pure Marble and Alabaster, elaborately carved.

VAbES of great variety
deluding the Tuscan, Bom an,
«vSiJt^ianv.(lebigu’
Hebe, Gothic, Egypt lau, Florentine, Grecian, Ac.
Elegant Card Receiver
Mantel O.namentp, and
for decorating Parlors, Drawing

DIRWAUGER^

Second Annual Exhibition. ^“^cho^ceaitkles
I shall open mv Green House
foot of Dow, to the public from

S3T“4xiis elegant

m.

many of which have
State.

on

exhibition

on

n»cn29drd

A. S. BAILEY dr COn

11th, inclusive,

for the exhibition of my stock of beautiful and

stock will be

uesday afternoon and evening previous to sale.

Congress street,

on

Monday, April 7th, until Friday, April

Commission Merchants,

rare

uv V>

—AND—

heretofore been unknown in this

AUCTIONEERS

ADTII^IOX 35 CENTS,
which will entitle the holder of each ticket to a Premium valued irom 25 cent< to $1.0
aP3cllw
J A. DIRWANGER.

NO. 38 EXCHANGE HTREfcf,

aitisiciiXiVl,

Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
OEO. W. PARKER.
References—Messrs. H. J. Libby & lo., and Hon
Charles P.Klmb.il i'..i'bn l. Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AFR. II, & 12.

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

For Two Nights aula Grand matinee.

Co.

(TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF

Inside line between
Portland and Bnngor. Hi. Denari

Langrishe & Carle’s
Great Original New York

The Steamer

CITY

COMBINATION !
Newly organized, remodelled and ir.larged for our
Return Tour, and presented with all ouriormer care-

fui regard to
Scenic
Display,
Georgeous Costume,
Grand Ballet, Enchanting Nfusie,

Thrilling Tableaux,

and

BRILLIANT TRANSFORMATION
SCALE OF PRICES: Orchestra chairs, $1.00; Parquet, 75 cents; Gallery, 50 cents. Seats can be secured at the Box Office one day in advance.
tyLADIES’ GRAND MATINEE, SATURDAY
AFTERNOON, APRIL 12TH.
W. H. WHITENET. Qen’l Agent.
apr.ldGt

I.

and

IHaebiai.

BLACK CROOK,

A.._R.

Tenth Grand Annual Ball.
THE

OF

RICHMOND,
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

I

Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
Will leave

■

evening,

at

10

o’clock, commencing Wednesday,

April 9.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Llncolnvlllo, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,

Winterport and Hampdeu.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

5 o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every THURSDAY
Evening, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiaaport every
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
1 inaing. For further particulars inquire of Roes A
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

Monday

C If BUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Ag’t.
Portland, April 5, 1873.
apr3-tf

Irish American Relief Association
WILL On*E TILE LB

Tenth

Annual
AT

—

Allan_Line.

Ball

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

—

UNDER

ON

—

Also a GRAND CONCERT (one
hour previous to dancing) by the Portland
Brass Band and

an

Exhibition Drill

(at 10 o’clock) by the Sheridan Cadets.
IVlusic for Dancing by Chandler’s

Dancing

com-

Floor Director—EDW. J, S-SK.
Aids—Maxime Paquet, R H. Parker, P. J. Connellan, James Dunphy, J. H. Larkin, J. E. Breslin,
Peter Deehan, Wm. Curran.
Floor Tickets $1.00; Gallery Tickets, for Gents 50
cents; for Ladies 25 Cents. For sale by the members
ol the Association and at the door. Members can
procure their tickets from Mr. B. O’Rielly.
Re fresh men is furnished by Webster in the Senate
Chamber. Clothing checked free.
AI embers will appear in Regalia on the Grand
March.Per order Managing Committee.

The Steamshio

Capt. Wylie.
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

SATURDAY, April 19th,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of ih
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (accord! ug to accommodations).$70 to $80
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and to*
on England for small amounts apply to
Drafts
Sight
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
nov2tftf
Portland. Nov. 19th, 1872.

Bleaching

Thursday Eve., Apr.

A

_

Come and

Shapes

we

xvliat

«ee

have

a

variety ol

(or the

season.

We are now prepared to remodel
old Hats and Bonnets in the highest style of the art at

FARWELL & AMES’ HALL,
ROCKLAND.
24.

Small Bills and Cards of Ad-

Sweetser’s

Bleachery,

342 Congress Street.

J. A. LORI KG, ot Portland,
General Agent for Cumberland County.
kr

Campaign

FOR 1873.

Presentation Concert.

see

London-

to

S ABM ATI AN9

Grand

For particulars
mission.

OF THB

Return r.Fiolcets»
granted at Reduced Rates.

Full Quadrille Rand.
at 8$ o’clock.

mences

CARRYINO

THE

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

—

Monday Evening, April 14, 1873.

A

FOR

CONTRACT

Canadian and United States Mails.

CITY

aucio win w

EiMurBiiui

uc&ei*

ibmibu

eod3w

»p2

ESTABLISHED 1821.

iruiu

Portland for the accomodation or those wishing to atend the concert. Fare for the round trip, $3.50.
mar27
eodt-f

Byron Greenough & Co.,
140 Ifliddle Street,

Gentlemen’s Garments

PORTLAND. ME.

CLEANSED,
—

OR

—

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black
and Blue,

Military,
]
Grand Army, I
Wa*y,
Kaaanic,
J

(Firemen’.,

BBC! J B..«e Ball,

A

”1s»cbaal,
\Clab.

HATS, CAPS

AND PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.
No Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE,
mar21TT&Stt24 Union St.

CHAPEAUS,

AND

HADE TO ORDER,

It has otten been a common remark with tboro
who have usod Dr. Morse’s Inhalations that 1.is Inhaling Remedies should be kept by every family in
New England, to prevent and cure co ds, to remove
hoarseness, spitting of blood, catanha affections,
asthma, bronchial trouble, difficult breathing, to expand the lungs and chest, and ward off a.l disposition to pulmonary ditease.
The attention of thousands of sufferers may also
be called to Dr. Morse’s ‘Uterine Tonic,” an invaluable remedy, that never fails to do gor*d and fully
satisfy those who avail themselves of its benefit**.
All wno are suffering from weakness or iri ego Unities
can have just ilie remedy they need by
sending tor
this “Tonic.”

€. MORSE, M. D.,
W Free Street, Portland, Me.

»y At the Lowest Prinea. n
Samples sent on application, and all orders tilled at
short no
aprltf

Ice._

CROASDALE’S

GENUINE

SUPERPHOSPHATE
S3P"*Bichcr in Ammonia nnd Phosphoric
Acids than Any Other Fertiliser in the
market.

mch158NlawS3m

Dissolution

of

CONANT & BAND,

Copartnership.

AGENTS FOR MAIIs E.
hereby given that the firm of B. & E.
N. Ureoly, Is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Unsettled accounts will be adjusted by either

NOTICE

Is

member of the firm.

R.
E.

Portland, April 1,

1873.

OYSTER

NEW

HOUSE.

subscriber would respectfully announce that
he is already organized in another Mill and
ready to fill all orders lor Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the fire.

THE

B. C. JORDAN.

FRANKLIN FOX retires from the Ann of
FLETCHER & O. this day.
The undersigned will continue the business under

Mr.

heretofore.

April 1, 1873._3w
Dissolution of Partnership!
partnership heretofore oxlstlng under the
& Trefethen, of Portland
name of Dellrw
County of Cumberland, ..ealers in Fish, la this dav
J
~

THE

dissolved by mutual consent.

Trefethen &TnWiUbeCOn'inUCdUnd6rlte
Portland, March 22, 1873.

of

mart4eod3w»

TO BE

LET,
S1® O^n^dtlTtr^ 1^r1?e£f‘1Ww’0U,'h
194 Foro street.

T |\I U Vi fOPTHWARK CO’S English Writing,
writes Black and never fades. Sole
A-i-l AAO
«.

03

A*™ »tor U. S.—Schkkck Tao Co
Boekman St., N. Y.
marfdSm
Tj„.

.A.

THE

JAMttP. HAWKE8.
Recording Secretary.

Per order,
aprldtd

THE

Maine State Agricultural
id its
11TB, EXHIBITION AT

Society

will h

BANGOR,
& 19,

17,18

September^
StlOOO, premiums
in

®yOver

aro

offered

mart3___d«m_
I

Timbe^and

<«?„*, lar8^ta?(1

Oak

-Precn^and^u

Knees.

be,t *,ock 01 Ship Knees
W“**

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White

J H FLETCHER.
EDWARD TOMLINSON.

nam«

L.

Annual Meeting of the Mercantile Library
Association, for the election *.f officers and the
annual reports of committees, will be held at the
rooms of the Associati »n, corner of Congress and
Temple streets, on Tuesday evening, April 8, 1873, at
71 o'clock p. m. Polls open at 8 p. m.

Ship

v38dtf

same name as

ap3da&w3wH

M.

N. GREELY.
•
aprBilw

OUT OF THE FIRE.

the

153 Commercial Street. Portland.

GREELY,

T. S. HATCH
Respectfully informs bis friends and the public that
lie has leased and fitted up Id goo
shape store No.
n©* Congre*» Street, nearly opposite Brown
street. A full supply ot fresh Oysters, cooked in
every style, and for sale by the quart or gallon constantly on hand. Hatch’s celebrated Ice Cieam supplied to parties op call.mcb5tf

———-

FCT Philadelphia.

gave
serving in the war against the rebellion,
bonds in St. Louis, Saturday, th *'“**■“ Ior

F. O.

frTor T.?1'thl*
1,arUcu-

as usno

Copartnership Notice.
TRIMMING and Fancy Goods Storo, with a
smalt well selected Stock, with steady increasing trade, in one of the best locations in the city.
Address “BUSINESS,” THIS OFFICE.

Adams street.

tailing aqueduct

investment.

TO-XIOIIT. O
the salesrofm^is’lCxw
;ra.le iar„e

EXTRA

50$.

Halifax, April 5.—The steamer Unicorn in
coming up this evening from the wreck of the
Atlantic,passed a schooner which reported that
a lr rge vessel, apparently a steamer, is ashore
at Sprig Harbor, 35 miles east of Halifax. No

wc

never

wheat, 1000

corn.

steady

cause

trial,

flour,

Cincinnati, April 5.—Provisions quiet and steady.
Pork nominally unchanged. Lard very strong; $te'im
Bulk Meats quiet
at 8$@8$c; kettle at 8$@8$c.
and steady: shoulders at 6$c; clear rib sides at 8$c;
clear stdes 8$c. Bacon quiet but firm; shoulders 6$c;
clear rib sides 9c; sides at 9$c. Whiskey quiet and

Madrid, April G. The official report of tho
surrender of Berga changes tho Oommander

night,

bbls

8tli, at 12* o’clock P. M.,
ON TUESDAY.Ai.nl
shall t»ell the l! story wooden House and Lot
9

No. 24

Music Hall, formerly Deeriug Hall

Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 10,000
bush corn, 3,000 bush oats.

Shipments—1000

DUPRKZ,

H.

dtd

Real Estate at Auction.

»Pr-_d6t

at 3Gc.

sence.

reached this

33c.

Receipt—1,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 9,000
bush com, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 7,000
bush com, 0,000 bush oats.
Detroit, April 5.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheai is dull and declining; extra White at 1 92; No
1 White at 1 85; Amber Michigan at 1 64$. Corn is
steady; No 1 42 @ 42$c. Oats quiet and unchanged

ities of Guipure have forbidden the ringing of
church bells in that province because they are
Famiused to convey signals to the Carlists.
lies whose sons have joined the insurrectionists
have been fined 20 reals a day during tlieir ab-

particulars nave

at

nt=h26__

CHAS. H. KEESHIN, General Agent

Barley

heteobolooigal

Measures, Ac.
T O. Builey & Co., Auctioneers.

cases,

BENEDICT’S

troupe have been unlvcnal
Programmes. Admission

mou-

quoted

A Orem Swindle.
North IIaven, Conn., Apr. 5.—At a meeting of the creditors from E. S. Scranton, held
in this city to-day, S. E. Merwin, trustee under
an assignment in bankruptcy, stated as the result of an investigation, that there was charged to profit and loss account since Jan. 1st,
1873, losses amounting to $478,000 which must
be added almost worthless; real estate amounting to $152,000; over drafts iu keeping with
real estate amounting to $113,000; cash items
little or no value to the amount of $70,000;
making a grand total of $813,000. The liab lities to the creditors amounting over $600,000.
The feeling against the firm is very strong as
it< doubtful whether anything whatever can be
realized for the creditors.

Competition.

nni|

,‘T„S.ucce8“-

Erie..
Erie preferred..
Union Pacific stock., 34
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

Memphis, April 5.—About ten o’clock last
night a shooting affray occurred in Chelsea,
the northern part of this city, which resulted iu

&

government

United States 5-2»»’s 1867..Ugl
United States 5-2U’s 1868.
.!. .1174
United Slates 5V
new.113]
United States 10-40’s.,coupons.1123
Currency G’s
.113
The following were the opening quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 84

New

Riva,,

Minstrels.
Crowned wRh Rrtn.?P™EltS T0UR-

were

*116
1804.k.1.’nei

Union

all

powcrf^",IMal

iars

Huukauuun

0*J,M.?'iI?AY>

Now o» *l.eir
au
The largest and most
T®»r.
egce. Everywhere
pronounced
by*? vistas the superiors of the
lnense success attending the nerfo.m.3*®- The im-

HALIFAX. NS. StearaerfCarlotta—1295 bbls flour,
275 do oatmeal, 25 do barley, 15 pks butter, 600 bush
malt, 650 do oats, tot md-e.

standing $358,682,468.

TERRIBE

fucS

“-

securities:
United States coupon G*s, 1881.
ion
United States 5-20’s 1S62.
United States 5-20’s
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.lib
United States 5-20*8 1865, new.
116J

Washington, April 5.—Two brothers, John
and Michal Kane, having quarrelled on the 2Gth
of March, Michael stabbed John with a butcher
knife. The latter died last night from his
would. Michael fled aud nothing has been
heard of him.
Pleasaut Joke of Jlcdical Students.
Early this morning the head of a man was
found in the vicinity of the Capitol
grounds and
taken to the station-house where intense excitement is created, many supposed that another murder was committed.
AH the bones of
the face auJ skull have been taken out in a
scientific manuer, leaving only the scalp, which
The beard and rich
was, however, entire.
brown hair is unsoiled. Drs. Patterson aud
Hartigan were summoned to hold an inquest,
but after an examination declined to do so, as
they are of the opinion that it is the work of
some mischievous medical students.
Guiltv of murder.
The jury in the case of the negro Tom Wright
on trial for the m urder of Samuel
Regerst, a
pedlar, on the 22d of December, brought in a
verdict of guilty of murder iu the first degree.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today: Currency $2,305,003; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption certificates of deposit $24,635,000; coin including $23,420,500;
coin certificates $70,423,590; legal tenders out-
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hay.

Foreign Imports.
CAIBARIEN. Sch Cygnua—350 hhds, 25 tes molasses to E Churchill & Co.
ST JOHN NB. Schr Annie W—3237 l>ox shocks to
Geo S Hunt.
Sch II Holden—3840 box shocks to Geo S Hunt.
ST. ANDREWS, NB.
Schr Eliza Francis-3102
cedar sleepers to Chancy Barrett.
MATANZAS. Sch J L Cotter—175 hhds, 110 boxes
sugar, 13 hhds molasses to Geo S Hunt.
TURK’S ISLAND. Bark Zephyrine—Salt to Ryan
& Kelsey.

Ai'ril 7th. at 2J o’clock P. M., wo
shall sell at office,
Confectionery, Coffee, Tea,
sugar, Spic a, Pickles, Hard Bread, Cream Tartar,
saleratna, Sage. TapInca, Canary Seeo, Sauce and
Canned (.owls, Starch, Tubs,
Pails, Brooms, Washboards, C othc« Pius, Fancy Gowis, Scales, Show-

n°Ulrn of the
World-Renowned

UUPREZ

Utentnboat*
Receipt* by Railroad* nad
2d(
Grand Trunk Railway-8 cars smidries,
l at
for Boston & Maine, 1 do horses, 1 do cattle,
loi
do
waste, 1 do starch, 5 do for Boston, 1 do coni,.»
St. John. NB, 14 do for Halifax, 25 do for Allan Line
38 do lumber, 1 do vegetables, 5 do for U. 1. K 2 at

strong. The specie shipment to
Europe to-day consists of $516,000 in silver bars. The
imports for the week amount to $7,576,073.

Fratricide.

rcc.liuj

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

the second call

WASHINGTON.

•

them into New York.

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamship Moravian—2800 bush
peas, 2840 do wheat, 2500 do barley, 12,000 lbs i>earlash, 140,700 do potash, 1200 do tallow, 1828 uo beeswax, 1400 do tongues, 481,800 do bacon, 40,400 do beef,
P,rk> *L233 do leather, 66,700 do butter,
f&?2Jdo
600 bbls potatoes, 700 do
oatmeal, 1100 do flour, 1202
^apples,10,720 gals ex bark, 100 lbs bladders, 186,30J do lard, 20,000 do
6914 do grease, 26 pkgs
tobacco,
mdse, 138 sewing machines.
CARIBARIEN. Sch Eva L Leonard—710 sliooks
and heads, 180 empty casks.
HALIFAX, NS. Schr Maggie—1000 bbls flour, 10
tons feed.

Ciroct i-ius anti Store Fixtures at
Auction.

HALL,

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

Island is discredited.
The custom officials at Halifax havo fount
silks in crates of crockery ware, showing an in
tention to

AUCTION SALES.

MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 7th.

1 rson

England to-day.
The opening rates for Money were quoted at J per
cent, and interest, and at 1 p. m. was stringent at J
@ 4 per cent.
Gold opened J per cent, lower—118$—on tho more
favorable aspect of European monetery att'iirs, but
the clique soon ran the price up a 'ain to 119. At 1 p.
M. the quotation was at 118J. Sterling
Exchange is
steady to-day at yesterday’s quotations. At lp.m
stocks depressed and weak.
Government, bonds opened firm, and at 1 p. m. on

nnnn«

within easy sail of the officer of the deck
I got up at two o’clock, looked into the whee
house and then lay down for an alarm.
In making calculations, I estimated her speei [
to be eleven knots; she had increased gradually
frjm seven and a half to twelve knots; till
third officer reported that she had run 122 mile
at twelve o’clock; that agreed with my calcula
tion; 1 expected the ship at three o’clock woulc
bo eighteen or twenty miles south of Sambro
and to lay by till daylight, I had not m;
clothes off at all. I had every reason to pu
confidence in the second officer: he had made
two voyages in the ship; I always found him :
steady, sober man
Cross-examined by Mr. Blanchard—I had thi
latitude by observation an 1 by ebronometei
when I bore up for Halifax. The charts havi
all been lost. The ship increased her s 63
after I bore up for Halifax, because we wen
The speei
not then anxiou9 to economize coal.
I
at twelve o’clock was about twelve knots.
reckoned theu we were for j-eight miles fron
1 did nol
Sambro, then bea ing due east.
slack the speed. 1 did not shift tnc course. 1
considered we would pass five miles east 01
Sambro Led-e. I had never before hroughi
ships into Halifax, or been on this coast. The
third officer had been in the harbor twice. None
of the other officers had ever been here. I die
not use the lead at all.
I did not sound because the night was clear,
and Sambro Light should be seen twenty-one
miles in clear weatherand in moderate weathei
fifteen miles. I knew I was approaching the
shore; the clearness of the night and the certainty of seeing the light were my only reasons
for not sounding; I am now satisfied that when
I went into the chart room I was mistaken in
the locality of the ship; she must have been tur
ther northward and westward than I thought;
I knew the coast was an iron-bound and dangerous one, though I had never been on it.
I should have ;o stop the ship if I had beer
sounding regularly from twelve o’clock to three
o’clock; I would have been on deck and the
ship w ould have gone ashore. It was my second voyage to America on chat ship; when the
ship struck there was considerable swell on
there was no sort of a warning; she was going
betweou nine and ten knots at the time; in
some of the statements in the press it is said
that I left the ship when about fifteen persons
had been taken off the rigging; what I said
was that when I left all but about fifteen bad
left; when I left I was so benumbed and cold,
that I could be of no assistance; I had had my
leg broken a year before and was woait; I was
asleep when the ship struck.
Cross-examined by the commissioner—1 left
word to be called at three; had I been called at
sharp three, I think I would have seen the land
in time to have averted the calamity; from the
state of the weather when I came on deck 1
think the white snow line of the shore would be
visible at a dist-uce of from two to three miles.
The officers on duty, had they been energetic,
might, I think, have seen that there was something ahead, and if the orders had been given
to reverse the engines, the calamity might have
been averted. I have always made it a rule tc
make all my officers participate in the navigation of the ship, so that each ao4 all are equally couversaut with myself in the position of the
ship and the deviation of the courses steered by
com pass.
The White Star steamers are supplied with
printed orders for the guidance of commanders:
those orders were that we are to take all possible precautions against fire, collisions and
wreck; there are no special instructions as to
precautionary steps in approaching the shore
that is left entirely to the judgment of the commanders; the officers in charge have full power to change the course or stop the ship if necessary, without consulting the captain; tliert
are no special instructions as to souudinga.
This ended the captain’s evidence.
Once
during his statement he was much affected.
The court adjourned for one hour.
Testimony of Daniel Kinnre.
Daniel Kinarc, a cabin passenger, next testified. The main facts of the loss of the Atlantic have been many times repeated. Of the
captain and officers be says:
The captain and officers were attentive to
their duty. One of the cabin
passengers spoke
to me about the captain’s temperate habits. He

"tt.'!6. a"!i
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a
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New York Slock ami NSoucj iTInrket.
New York. April. 5- Mornina.—The Stock market opoi.ed steady, and prices of miscellaneous securities gradually advanced on the non-confirm at ion of
the anticipated advance in discounts by the bank of

jr

deck,

«8.d

ISomIou Stock JList.

sums

gation.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

^

(.Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 5.|
Laconia Manufacturing Co .535
Boston & Maine Railroad.120
Sales at Auction.
Bates Manufacturing Co.103*
Eastern Railroad.106*
Bangor City 6s, 1874. 96
Augusta City 6’s. 89J

were

The Government Investi-

tejleoramh.

whin “tB&tTSaiftK?"* of Alaba.
Marion,
Ala., Saturday

A,

ma

-*■*»«

pedestrians and carriages. We think we can
assure Mr. Payson, the efficient Street Commissioner, that the business men and the live taxpayers of the city will heartily endorse him in
the vigorous policy he has instituted.
There

soaps, oranges,

tracts, &c.

knowledged by

was

plentifully,and
PI™-a sumptuous dinner was served.—
at 7 o’clock on
to-night
tlie°Eri«°Mno
a.

Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to tho parlor

The following correspondence explains itself:
Portland, Me, April 5th, 1873.
7b the Executive Committee of Maine General
Hospital Fair.
Gentlemen,—Knowledge coming to me since
my a:rival in this city, of the proposed fair iu
aid of the*faine General Hospital, we would
ask the favor of you as the Executive Committee to allow us to be first in the field in
giving
our aid; and we do volunteer our
services and
invite you to name either Monday or Tuesday
evenings, April 7th or 8th, for the entertainment. An early
will favor
reply
Your obt. servant,
Habry Bloodgood.
Headquarters Executive Committee, Maine
General Hospital Fair, Portland, April 5th,
1873.
Harry Bloodgood,—Dear Sir: Your note of
this date just received. We accept with many
thanks the generous offer on behalf of the Maine
General Hospital Fair and would name Monday
evening, April 7th, as the date of the pro nosed
ueneut.
xours very respectfully.
A. W. H. Clapp,
C. H. Haskell,
C. E. Jose,
S. Cr Gordon,
S. H. Tewksbury,
H. F. Furbish,
F. H. Gerrish,
James E. Carter,
Ex. Committee.
Bloodgood is the whitest man on the Minstrel
boards, tho’ he doesn’t look so on the stage.—
His offer is a geuerous one, and will be duly acthe appreciative public of Portland. Hi troupe is the best Minstrel troupe
that has ever been in this city. Music Hall

screamed from joy. Even outside the gates the
meu aud ivoraen who were
gathered there in
groups, sobbed and cried bitterly.
After a
short time :« splendid breakfast was
laid of
Which the starving men
partook

Harper’s

Offer.

were

was

land.

Cracked Cocoa is made of only the best
quality of Cocoa, and retains all the freshness,
fiue aroma, and nutritious properties of the
fruit. The most eminent physicians recommend its use. Your grocer will furnish yon the
best if you ask for that put up by Walter Bak
er & Co., of Boston.

__

a

Police Notes.—Officers Staples and Jones
arrested a woman for drunkenness and disturbance in Poplar street yesterday.
The woman
badly hit one of Jones’ fingers. Last night she

that Mr. Bloodgood may see that this generous
is fully appreciated by the citizens of Port-

act

Bov wanted in a drug store. Must come well
recommended. Apply to A. S. Hinds, apothecary. Preble House,

the

en

were

only

ni8CELLANEOr8 NOTICES.

paralysis. Since that time he
wholly recovered, though he has sev-

never has been so bad a time in the
the Grand Trunk.
This
spring as
time it occurred at Norton’s Mill, and was a i the present; and a month ago poople feared
collision between a passenger and a freight
that the melting snow would flood the streets
train. One passenger car was telescoped, but
but so thoroughly has Mr. Payson kept the gut.
no

selected especially -foi
and the entertainment
to gratify the mosl
this occasion, cannot fail
fastidious. Let there be a crowded home, nol
for the benefit of the Hospital Fair, bul

Ask your Clothier for the Portland Shirt.

A man of rare gentleness and kindly nature,
he has gone down to his fathers in the fullness
of years undisturbed by any of the animosities
whicli so often attend ns here, and leaving the
memory of a pure and upright life as a rich
heritage to his surviving family. He leaves a
widow and four children, three daughters and
one son, the present Judge of the Superior

annexed for board of defendant and hi
wife, amounting to $25.
E. S. Brown for deft.
Bradburys for plff.

municipal Court.

Hail.'

days

eral times rallied so far as to be out
upon
street moving slowly and feebly.

account

an

Mr. Bloodgood is st
itable objects
this evening at Music
noted, will take place
This minstrel combination is unrivalled
for which

ccted the prohibitory liquor laws of the
state.
He retained his usual
vigor of body and mind
until about three years
since, when a slight fall
which he received was followed in a few

by a

Court.

Bloodgood’s Benefit.—It will be seen bi
correspondence between the Executive
Committee of the Maine General Hospital Fail
another o1
and Mr. Harry Bloodgood, that
benefits for char
those liberal acts of tendering
tile

much better health than when he made his last
European visit, and the cause has made great
progress within ten years.

party

Dancy’s Announcements—2.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Boy Wanted—A. S. Hinds.
Cracked

a

announce

Oak Timber and Plauk

the lowest cash prices,
L. TAVI.OB
Portland. Dec. 30,18T2.
__
at

Notice.

hpower of attornev heretofore given my
H. Cole, to manage the Lumber baslnens. aeojm
First JiatlonM
the
from
and
draw
money
Drafts,
Bank In my name, is hereby
OOLS.

THE

_Portland,

March 28, 1873.

withdrawn^
_apgdrw

Co
To Owners of Jersey
eut-criber offer. h W

THE
X for the use of Cows during
Woodford's

tl

Corner,

•

W^J««yBnU
*joHN

April 3.1S73.

both

ap»lla«_

printing neatly executed
office.

*

a*

tM*

LA-VV^S

sixty-six,

UNITED STATES
PASSED AT

SESSION OF

one

OF h
of tivcn.y instalments, in coin, per
ox
bepieu.be. thirtieth, eighteen
iamth article treaty
hie ihousauu uonais.
au.i ufty-leur,
oi
.werny
instalments, in goods,
For ninetee.u
nous.horn mini.lire,
per lourth
ot
bepteuioor
ariide t.eaty
thi.uetu, eigateeu huudreii ana ..ity-1 .ui, eight thousaua uoihus
Fui nineteenth oi Lweuty uis.aimeuts, fir agricultural implements, aud cuttle, carpenters, ana other
tools, aua eiul..iug uiaiu.iiils, per fourth a tide treaty ut
llftyfour, tiucu ihjubauu dollar.-.
uf twenty
for

tiibes, for tlie year ending

ant] seventy-four,

Mf

and

uu.ieookihg-uieUBi.B,

■

purposes.
efr.nrrBe it enacted by the Senate aud
in
A*”
se,natives of the United States ef
^ all,|
flh>w*n«
the tscal
yr ss assembled, That the
‘.s
hundred aud
they ate
; , I mu*
ju
|ljc
year ending June thirtletn,
nioncji
oat
tor tlir
seventy-four,

S>n-

Willem

hereby,,

treasury

of put

»se

purp

tire

h,

Ocp.uiiiuertuiiiieih,uighteuuhundredaud

nnti°s„luua^eiltl1

n*

contingent

ex-

department, and tuiiiliiug treaty
Indian tribes, and
fnffut ons with heofvarious
the service require it, goods
where tbs exigencies

supplies for the Indian service for the Ureal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-tour, may ho pmchaaed and transported during
the currem fiscal year:
For pay of eight superintendent 8 of Indi in affairs,
namely: Two superintendents for the tribes east of
the Becky mountains; one for Oreg n: one for the
T- rri ory of VYaaMngton; one tor the Territory of
New .Mexico; one fur California; one for the Territory’ of Arizona; aud one for the Territory of Montana,
nineteen thousam one hundred dollars.
01 Beveuty"ouc
&8eutH of Indian affairs,
and

namely*^
Five

fj the tribes in Oregon, namely:
Springs, lvlamath, Granue Hondo, Silctz, and
tilla
agencies;

liiiioiojunin of twenty mstaliuents,
aruc c
smiths' shop.*, per second and xatn
port
nunured anu
treaty ol be;... inner inu’txeth, e.ghteen and nieuty

hf.y-lour,
seveutn

agency.

Seven for the tribos in
Arizona, namelv: Papago,
Colorado Kiver, Pima and
Maricopa, Chiricahui,
Camp V erde, Caiup Apache, aud Mociuis Puebla
agencies, one huudre-1 aud six thousand five hundred
doilirs- Provided, That it shall be the dutv of the
*-

for the
math agency,

v_„

thirty-nine
dollars, as follows: Seven

dollars.

sixth of ten instalment, for the support of a
accordance with third article treaty of
nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
one thousand two hundred ;ollars.
For sixth of ten instalments, for the purchase of
necessary medicines, in accordance with third article
treaty of March nineteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-seven, three hu die 1 dollars.
For transporta ion and ne.essaiy cost of delivery
of annuuii ies and provisions for the Chippewas of tbe
Mississippi, in accordance with sixth article treaty of
March nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
three thousand dollars.
xu

Red

Cloud,

5jTSi> C?Tnne

each.
One for tiie tribes in
Wyoming, namely: Shoshone
and Banonck agency, at five hundred
dollars.
One for the tribes in
Utah, at five hundred dollars
annum.
per
annum

P^oi

>

tribes
t;’f’theMexico

in New Mexico, namely: one
superintendency, two for the
and one each for the
Albiquin, Cim^esc.a ero Apache, Southern Apaclie, and
.New

agencies, at five hundred dollars per

annum

for the tribes in
Colorado, namely: Los
Pinos md White River agencies, and Denver
special
agency, at five hundred dollars per annum each.
Seven for the tribes in Nebraska,
Two
namely:
for the Great Nemaha
agency, and one each for the
Winnebago, Omaha, Pawner, Otoe, and Santee agenfour hundred dollars per annum each.
Three for the iribes in Kansas, namely: Pottawatomie, Kaw. or Kansas, and Kick a poo agencies, at
four hundred dollars per annum each.
Eleven for the tribes in Indian
Territory, namely:
Two for the Upper Arkansas
agenev, one each for
the Kiowa*. S c and Fox.
Quapaw, Neosho, Wichita,
Cherokee, Crock, Choctaw, and Seminole agencies,
b
at tour hundred dollars each.
INvo .nr the tribes in
Green
Wisconsin,
namely:
nuj L:i rotate agencies, at four hundred
dollars
each.
«.»ur for the tribes in
Minnesota, namely: Chippewa agency, at four hundred dollars
each.
Five tor the iribes in
Michigan,
namely: Mackinac
agency, at four hundred dollars each.
One for the New York
Indians, namely: New
York agency, four hundred dollars.
One tor the tribes in
Iowa,
namely: Sac and Fox
agency, four hundred dollars.
Sever for the tribes iu Arizona, namelyPapago, Colorado River, Pima and Maricopa, Moquis L ueblo ageu ie3. and Camp
Grant, Camp Verde, and
Gamp Attache special agencies, at five hundred dollars eacb.
r nr buildings at
agencies and repairs of same, ten
thousand dollars.
For vaccine matter and vaccination of
five
iiaee

..!’.to

thousand

dottars.

and

agents,

and provisions for Indians, ten
sunerintnndents

fifty thousand dol-

fifty-five,

CHIPPEWAS OF RED LAKE AND PEMBINA
TRIBE OF CHIPPEWAS.
For this amount, as annuity to be paid per
capita

expended under the teuth article treaty of October
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixtv-seveu, concluded at Medicine Lodge
Greek, iu Kansas, with the
Kinwas and Lomanchcs, and under the third
ariiclc
treaty ol same date with the Apaches, thirty
thouJ
sand dollars.
For purchase of clotl.ing, as provided in same
...vi.k.-MA

to the Rc l Lake band of Chlpnewas,
during the pleasure of the President, per third article
treaty of October s cond eighteen hundred and
sixty
three, and
second arlcle
treaty ot April twelfth,
eighteen bundled and sixty-four, ten thousand dol-

suplpementary

tuuUBilUHUUliarB.

1

TREES,

dollars per capita per

phy

thousand’nine

hundred dollars.
For tenth of fifteen instalments, for the
purchase
Of iron ami steel, ami other articles, for blacksutithing purposes, per same treaty as above, one thousand
hve hundred dollars.
For tenth of fifteen
to be expended
for carpentering, ami instalments,
oilier purposes
nor
skim,
1
Cr
8ame
treaty, one thousand dollars.

For tenth of fifteen instalments, to defrav
of a board of visitors, to consist of
three persons, to attend the
annuity
of
the said Chippewa Indians, each
of
board to be paid not more than five dollars per
for not more than twenty days’ service and ten
cents per mile for not more than three hundred
milts’ travel, three hundred and ninety dol ars.
For transportation of annuity goods and provisions. and iron and steel for blacksmiths, for the Chippewas of Red Lake aud Pembina t. ibe, two thousand
os

pa^nu
th?
d?v

membi™

dollars.

CHOCTAWS.
For permanent annuity, per second article treaty
of November sixteenth, eighteen hundred and five,
an 1 thirteenth article treaty of June
twenty-second
eig teen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dol-

ASSINABOINES.
amount,

to tie expenuod in
such g>ods,
provisions, and other articles as the President may
from time to time determine, including transportation thereof, In instructing in agricultural aud mechanical pursuits, in providing employees,
educating
children, procuring medicine aud medical atteudamc’
care for and support of the
aged, sick, and
lor the helpless rphars of said
Indians, and in any
other respect to promote their
comfort, civilization
and Improvement. hivt.v thonsan dollars.

lars.

permanent annuity, for support of light horse111 n. per thirteenth article
treaty of October eighteenth, eighteen hundred and twenty, and thirteenth
article treaty of June twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, six hundred dollars.
For (termaneut annuity, for supportof
blacksmith,
per sixth article treaty of October eighteenth, eighteen hundred and twenty, ninth article
treaty ot January twentieth, eighteen httnd ed and twenty-five,
an 1 thirteenth article treaty of June
twenty-second
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, six hundred dollars!
For Itermament annuity for education, per second
article treaty of January twentieth, eighteen hundred and twenty-five,and thirteenth article
treaty of
June twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-live,
stx thousand dollars.
permanent annuity for iron and
steel, per
e
For

infirm!

BLACKFEET, BLOODS, AND PIEGANS.

F.'l* Ibis illinium, to b exp„uucu iu s
til goods
aud other articles as the
P.esidem may
from time to drac deieiraine, including transoor.-.
tion thereof,in ms. rucl ingin agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providng employees, educaiin
chihlren, procuring medicine, and meuical attendance"
care tor and support of the aged, sick, and Infirm
for the helpless orphans of said Indians, aud in every
oth r respec t to pr raoie their civilization, comfort
and improvemenl, fifty thousand uollars.
CALAPOOIAS, MOLALLAS, AND CLACKAMAS
OF WILLAMETTE VALLEY.

provisions,

of

Ja““ary twentieth, eighteen
? p?l|tlc Jrc;,ly
article
r? Ot t'“«« -twe”ty-flTe. and thirteenth
hundred and
Hft?
lifty-five, three hundred and eltfiteendollars.

toi interest on three hundredtwenty
ami
two hundred and
e nts, at hve per centum
per annum, for
support of the government, ami other beneficial
poses, under the direction of the general
he 01, cktaws, in
conformity wit?, the provWms
contained ill the ninth and thirteenth articles
■f January twemie
h,eighteen hundred and twentvtive, and treaty ot June twenty-second, eighteen
hunnineteen thousand five hundred
and twelve dollars aud
eighty-nine cents.

fifty-^eTdoCm"iSd Sinety^wo

For fourth of five instalments of the fourth series
of
for beneficial objects, five thousand live

educatioL
mi?!
coun.dimf

annuity,

hundred dollars.
CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
For sixth of thirty instalments provided to bo cxpende under teuih anielo treaty of October twentyeighth. eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, tweut\

treat?

.'1

clothing

pay of carpenter, fitnnor. blacksmith, rnilier.
and engineer, as per same
article, five thousand twv
bundl ed dollars.
For transportation of goods for the Chovennes
ana
Arapalio.s, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
CHICK ASA tVS.
annalty ia K001'5- t^ee thousand
.r

doUar,P*manCnt

BOISE FOOT BAND OF
CHIPPEWAS.

nnVbhn

aud’support
article,^u^ctSt^v
tr«3 y u^Awn*.ev niV
h

of
ksmlt'a
and steel, and other
sntit hstiop, as per third article
eight© n hundred and

sixty-sixf

one
0
tlw
tUousaiui
five hundred d-llare.
For eighth of tweuty instalments, lor the B,1PD,r,
of one school-teacher, and fur t ue necessary books at*!
stationery, ns per third article treaty of April seventh
ei-jhtecu hundred aud bixt-six, tight hundreu
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments, for the instruction of InJians in finning, and purchase <f seeurtools, and so forth, a*per third ariicle treaty of April
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, eight hundred dolla s.
For eighth of twenty Instalments of
annuity, in
money, to be ;>a»d per capita, as per third article
of April seventh, elghieen hundred and
treaty
sixtysix, ,threo thousand five hundred dollars.

For tenth of fifteen instalments, for the
purpose of
supplying the Red Lake band of Chlppewas with gilling-lwine, cotton matter, calico, linsey, blankets

April

annum.

thousand dollars
For purchase of
as per same
article, fourteen thousand five hundred dollars.
For pay nf pliysiciar and teacher, as
per thirteenth
a-o-ie same treaty, two thousand five
hundred dolJar#.

amount, to the Pembina band of Cblppeduring the pleasure of the President, per tame
rreaty, five thousand dollars.

and for
such otbe- useful articles and for such other useful
purposes as may be deemed for their best interests
per third article supplementary treaty of
twelfth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, eight thousand dollars.
For tenth of fifteen instalments, for
pav of one
ieian, who shall furnish mediblacksmith, one
cine for the Hick, one miller, and one farmer
per
fmrth article of same treaty, throe

ARAPAHOES, CHEYENNES, APACHES, KIOWAS, < 'OMaNoUES, AND WICHITAS.
For subsistence of the Arapalioes, Cheyennes, ApxKi
>was, and Comanche Indians, ano Wicliiia
clic,
In -iaus, (ind transportation of the same,) who have
been collect d upon the rcservat onsstfapari for their
use an t occupati m, two hundred thousand dollars:
Provided, That the amount so expended shall noL exceed one hundred dollars per capita per annum.
For this

For this

was.

sheeting, flannels, provisions, farming-tools,

DANS.
For this amount, to be expended in such
goods
provisions, and other articles as the President mav
from time to time, determine
including
transportation thereof, iu instructing in agricuiturii and mechanical puisuits, in providing
employees, educating
children, procuringmediciue audmedical attendance
care for and support «.f the
aged, sick, and infirm, for
the helpless orphans of said
Indians, and in any other reaoeet to proiuo.e their
civilization, comfort, and
improvement, seventy-five thonsaud dollars,
APACHES.
For this amount to subsist and proporly care for
the Apache Indians in Arizona and New Mexico,
who have been or may be collected on reservation* in
New Mexico and Arizona, two hundred and
fifty
thousand dollars: Provided, That this appropriation
shall be expended only in behalf of those Indians who
go anti reuiani upon said reservation# and refrain
from hostilities, and shall n it exceed one hundred

fi?y-five,

CONFEDERATED TRIBES AND BANDS OF INDIANS IN

1

annuity for iron and steel for shop,
pei eighth article treaty of
January tweniv-fourtn,
eighteen huudred an 1 twenty-six, and fifth article
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred and
*w° hundred aud seventy dollars.
*or permanent
annuity for pav of a wlieelwrigfit.
per eighth article treaty of January twcntv-fourtft,
eighteen hundred and twemy-iix» ***d fifth
seventh, eighteen hundred and nftj
treaty of
August

^F^liacksmith ^assistant, shop and tools, eight
bFodrrin,naaid0.r^UoUArUoP, three hundred and
maker, six hundred dollars.
eUFordwigon
thousand dollars.
For education,

sev-

Fur assistance in

SaFor<flve'per

centum Interest on two hundred thousand dollars, for purposes of educano i, per sixth article of trea'y August seventh, eighteen hundred
and fifty-six, ten thousand dollars.
For interest on six hundred aud seventy-five thousand one hundred anil sixty-eight dollars, at the rate
of five per centum per annum, to be expended under
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior under
provisions of third article treaty of June fourteenth

eighteen hundred and sixti -six, thirty-three thousand seven hundred and fifty-eight dollars
and fortv
J

cents.

CROWS.

instalments, to supply male per-

number, over fourteen veara of
good, substantiaT woolen cShcoat’
bat’ pantaloons, flannel shirt,
s
°,f as per
and woolen socks,
ninth article of treaty of
May seventh, eighteen hundred aud sixty-eight
eight
*
B
g
th

uisand tour Hundred dollars.
fifth

°1 thi,r,y

instalments,

to

supp’y each fe-

*n number, over twelve
years
a flannel
shirt, or the
necessary to
make the same, a pair of woolen goods
twelve vards
hose,
of calico, anil twelve
yards of cott. n domestic, as
per same article, eight thousand four hundred dol-

lars.
For fifth of thirty Instalments, to
supply three hundred and titty boys and three hundred and
fifty girls,
under the ages named, such flannel and cotton goods
as may be needed to make each a suit as
aforesaid,
together with a pair of woolen hose for each, per
same article, five thousand nine hundred aud
twenty-

three dollars.
For fifth of ten instalments, to be used
by the
Seer©' ary of the Interior in the purchase of such articles as from time to time the c mdition and necessities may indicate to be
proper, the sum of ten
dollars for each Indian
roaming, as per same article,
a sum not excee ling ten thousand dollars.
of a Physician, one thousand four hundred dollars.
For fourth of twenty
instalments, for pay of teacher aud furnishing
necessary books and stationery,
under seventh article, same treaty, throe thousand

dollars.

For pay of second blacksmith, and iron and steel,
as per eighth article of the same treaty, two thousand dollars.
For fourth of ten instalments, to he used by the
Secretary of the Interior in the purchase of such articles as from time to time the condition and necessities of the Indians may indicate to be proper, the
sum of twenty dollars for each Indian engaged in
agriculture, as per ninth article of the same treaty,
a sum not exceeding twenty thousand dollars.
For last of four instalments, to furnish said Indians with flour and meat, as per ninth article treaty
of May seventh, eigiiteen hundred and sixty-eight,
one hundred and thirty-one thousand four hundred
dollars.
Fcr pay of carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer,
and blacksmith, as per fifteenth article of the same
treaty, five thonsar d two hundred dollars.
For transportation of goads, seven thousand dol-

lars.

For interest on
ouo hundred
and fortv-three dollars and thirty-one cents, at five
per centum, being the value in part, of tliirty-six
sections of land set apart by treaty of eighteen hundred and twenty-nine for education, pe> Senate resoluti >11 of June thirteenth, eighteen hundred and
thirty-nine, and fifth article treaty of May sixth,
eighteen hundred and fif:y-iour,-one thousand eight
hundred and fifty-seven dohars and seventeen cents.

D’WAMISH AND OTHER ALLIED TRIBES IN
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
For fourteenth instalment on one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, under the direction of the President, per sixth articlo treaty of January twentysecond, eighteen hundred aud filty-five, six thousand

dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the establishment and support of an agricultural and industrial school, aud to provide said school with a
suitable instructor or instructors, per fourteenth article treaty of .January twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dollais.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for tho
supof a smith and carpenter shop, and
furnishing
It with necessay toolB, five hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the employment of a blact smith, carpenter, farmer, and
physician, who shall furnish medicines for the sick,
per fourteenth article treaty of January twentysecond, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four thousand six hundred dollars.

port

FLATHEADS AND

MIDDLE OREGON

tienefidafobj aefs, *pcr
For fourteenth of fifteen
instalments, for
and
subsistence of one farmer, one blacksmith pay
and one
wagon and plow maker, per f urth article t.reatvoi
June twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and ftftv-tf»»
three thousand five hundred dollars.
For fmrtcenth of twenty
instalments, for pay and
subsistence of one physician, one sawyer, one niillcr
one superintendent of
farming ojterations, a d one
stbool-tearher, per fourth article treaty of June
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five
-honsand six hundred dollars.

For

CREEKS.

'roa"I"i'nA?Bi?sTe'eivm-ih
tj, and tiftt,

•tgtdeet,

m™ey' Pcr fourth ar iseventeen hundred at d
of August seventh,
fty-slx, one thousand five

hundredaid nnt**?

dollars.
permanent anrmitv
le treaty ot .iune
eixtecnVb
two
and fifth article
tuatv
hundred
For

igliteon

lars.

and

W second arti„t M»n b““dred and
seven b.
* UUf*®
thousand d.l-

ftlty-,5-“^August

For permanent annuity in
money, PM ronnh ^

twenty instalments, for

the

em-

ployment ot two farmer’s, two millers, one blacksmith, one tinner, ouo gunsmith, one carpenter, and
one wagon and plow maker,
per fifth article treaty of
July sixteenth, eighteen hundred anil fifty-five
seven thousand four hundred dollars.
For fourteenth ot twenty instalments, for keeping
iu repair saw and flouring mills, and for
furnishing

lar*.

sand dollars.

GROS VENTRES.
For this amount, to bo expended in such
goods,
and
other
articles as ihe Presiden: may
provisions,
trout time to time determine, including
transportation thereof, in Instructing in agiicultural and mechanical
pursuits, in providing employees, educating

children,

procuring medicine and medical attendance, care for and support of the aged, sick and infirm, or the helpless orphans of said Indians, and
in any other respect to promote their
civilization,
comfort, and improvement, thirty-five thousand dol-

lars.

IOWAS.
For interest, in lieu of investment on fifty-seven
thousaud five hundred dollars, balance of one hundred
and fifty-seven thousand five hundred
dollars, to
July first, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, at
beneficial purposes, under the direction of the Pres-

ident, per ninth ariicle treaty of May seventeenth,
eighteen hundred ana lifty-four, two thousand eight
hundred and seventy-live dollars.
KANSAS.
For interest in lieu < f investment on two hundred
thousand dollars, at five per centum per annum, per
second article treaty of January
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and forty-six, ten thousand dollars.
KICKAPOOS.
For twentieth instalment of interest on one hunlre 1 thousand dollars, at five per centum per annum
for educational and other beneficial purposes, per
treaty of May eighteenth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, five thousand dollars.
For twentieth and last instalment on two hundred
thousand dollars, to be paid in eighteen hundred and
seventy-four, per second article treaty of May eighteenth, eighteen hundred and lifty-four, five thousand

dollars.
For this amount, to enable the President of the
United States to carry out the provisions of the third
■article of tii* treatv made wiih the Kickapo -> In-

dians, dated June twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred

Mai. -4,wo, to oc
paiu uuuer such rules as tueSecor the Interior may prescribe, to twelve Kickapoo Indians who have become citizens of the United
States, the same being their proportion of the sum of
one hundred thousaud dollars
provided for said tribe
for education and other beneficial
uumoses tier front v

retary

aud^X fSuV
llve''centn!

May eighteenth, eighteen lmnhred
Mty-four dollars an
KLAMATH AND MODOC INDIANS.
For third of five instalments, to he applied under
direction of the President, as per second article
treaty of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, live thousand dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments, for
keeping In
repair one saw-mill, one flouring mill, buildiugs for
the blacksmith, carpenter, and wagon and piowmaker, the manual-labor school, and hospital, as per
fourth article treaty of October fourteenth, eighteen
Hundred and sixty-four, one thousand five hundred
dollars.
*• or eighth of
twenty instalments, for the purchase
of tools and material tor saw and Hour mills, carpenter, blacksmith, wagon and plow-makers’ shops, and
books and stationery for the manual-labor school,
as per fourth article treaty of October fourteenth,
•i-iVeen hundred and sixty-four, oue thousand five
hundred dollars.
jl’ or eightu ox
fifteen instalments, for pay and subsistence of one superintendent of farming, one farone
mer,
blacksmith, me sawyer, one carpenter, and
one wa on and plow maker, as per fifth ariicle tieaty
of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, six thousand dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments, to pay salary
and subsistence of one physician, one miller, and
t.wo school-teaohers, as par liftb article treaty ot October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
three thousand sixnundred dollars.
MAKAH TRIBE.

*/

four thousand nnd

For fourth of ten instalments of thirty thousand
dollars, (being the tilth series,) under direction of
the P esidcut, as per fifth article treaty of Januaiy
thirty-first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one
thousand dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for suppo t
of a smith and carpenter’s shop, aud to provide tie
necessary tools therefor, per eleventh article treaty of
January thirty-first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
live hundred dollars.
....
Fort* urteenth of twenty instalments for the support of an agricul.ural and industrial school, and
five hundred dollars.
oay of teachers, two thousand
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the em*
of
carpenter,
farmer, and
blacksmith,
ployment
medicine for the sica,
physician, who shall furnish
dollars.
hundred
tour thousand six
..

MENOMONEES.
For eighth of fifteen instalments of annuity upon
hundred and forty-two thousand six hundred
fourth
wd eighty-tix dollars, for session of lands, per
and
urticle treaty of May twelfth, eighteen hundred
sixifty-four, and the Senate amendment thereto,
dollars
een thousand one hundred and seventy-nine
;wo

uid six cents.

seven, four hundred dollars.

qtjapaws.
For education, during the
pleasure of the8 Presilent, one thousand dollars.
Fyr blacksmith and assistants ami t aaI*. i-a™

five hundred dollars.
In goods or otherwise, per
Kor permanent annuity,
eighteen
articles of treaty ot August tweuty-tlrst.
and hfty dollars.
two
hundred
and
five,
hundred
For permanent annuity, in gnodB or
per
third and separate articles treaty of September thirtieth. eighteen handled and nine, three hundred aud
fifty dollars.
dred and

ninety-five,

MIAMIES OF KANSAS.
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, and iron and steel for shop, per fifth arti•le treaty of October sixth, eighteen hundred and
:ighteen, and fourth articlo treaty of June fifth,
:igliteen hundred and fifty-four, nine hundred and
orty dollars.
For permanent provision for miller, in lieu of gunsmith, per fifth article tieaty of October sixth, eigbtarticle treaty of
>en hundred and eighteen, fifth
). tuber twenty-third, eighteen hundred and thlrtvof June fifth, eigbtarticle
treaty
and
fourth
our,
;en hundred and fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
For interest on fifty thousand dollars, at five pe
tl ird
:entum, for educational purposes, per
arjicl
.reatv of June fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
;wo thousand five hundred dollars.

black8milh,“

iouiri1

^“P.ote’thoulSId’^iuty

otherwise,

QUINAIELT AND QUILLEHUTE INDIANS.

For fourth of five instalments on twenty-five thousand dollars, (being the first series,) for beneficial objects, under the direction of the President, per fourth
irtic.e of July first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five
me thousand dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the support of an agricultural and industrial school, ami tor
pay of suitable instructors, per tenth article treaty
jl July first, eightceu hundred and fifty-five, two
thousand five hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for support
if smith and carpenter shop, and to provide the necsssaiy t >ols therefor, per tenth article treaty of July
tirst, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
lo liars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments for the emand farmer,
ployment of a blacksmith, carpenter,
and a phisician, who shall furnish medicines for the
sick, per' tenth article treaty of July tirst, eighteen
tiundr d and fifty-five, four thousand one hundred
dollars.
RIVER CROWS.
For this amount to be expended for such goods,
provisions, and other articles as the President from
time t time may determine, including transportation
thereof, in instructing in agricultural and mechanical
pursuits, in providing employees, educating children,
piocuiing medical at endance, care for and support
of the aged, si k, and infirm, for the helpless orphans
of said Indians, and in any other respect to promote
their civilization, comfort, and improvement, thirty
thousand dollars.
ROGUE RIVERS.
For fourth of five instalments, in blankets, clothing, farming-utensils, and stock, per third article
treaty of September tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-three, three thousand dollars.
SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
For permanent annuity, in goods or othejwiae, per
third article treaty ol November thi;d, eighteen hundred and four, one thousand dollars.
For interest on two hundred thousand dollars, at
five pei centum, per second article treaty of October
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, ten
thousand dollars.
For interest on eight hundred thousand dollars, at
five per centum, pe^ second article treaty of Oct ber
eleventh, eighteen hundred and forty-two, forty
thousand dollars.
For last of five instalments, for support of a physician and purchase of medicines, one thousand five
hundred dollars.
For last of five instalments, for supplying said
tribes with tobacco and salt, thiee hundred and fifty

MIAMIES OF INDIANA.
For Interest on two hundred and twenty-one thousand two hundred and Utiy-sereu dollars and eightysix cents, uninvested at five per
centum, per Senate
amendment to fourth ariic e treaty of June
fifth
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
aud sixty-two dollars and
eiglity-niue cents.

eleven TousSld

pay of teachers of manual-labor schools, for
"
matenala
aud for the subsist„?^ar-v
cnee ot
the pupils, threetherefor,
thousand dollars.
MIXED SAOSHONES, BANNOCKS, AND SHEEP
EATERS.
For this amount, to be expended in snch
goods,
provisions, and other articles as the President may,
irorn time to time determine, ineluding
transporta-

ai

tion

thereof, instructing in agricultural

and mechan-

ical pursuits, in providing employees, educating chil-

dren, procuring

medicine and medical

attendance,

for and support of the aged, sick, and infirm,
the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in any
other respect to promote their civilization, comfort,
comfort, aud implement, twenty-five thousand
dollars.
NAVAJOES.
For fifth of ten instalments, of such articles of
or
raw
material in lieu thereof, for eight
clothing,
thousand Navajo Indians, not exceeding five dollars
per In ian, as per eighth article treaty of June first,
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, forty thousand
dollars.
For fourth of ten instalments, to be used by the
Commissioner of Indian Aliairs in the purchase ot
snch articles as from time to time the condition and
necessities of the Innians indicate to be proper, the

care

for

of ten dollars to each person who engages in
farming or mechanical pursuits, (sav one thousand

sum

four hundred families, fourteen thousand dollars.
For pay of teachers, two thousand dollars.
For transportation of goods, ten thousand dollars.
NEZ PERCE INDIANS.
For fourth of five instalments, of third series, for
beneficial objects at the diser ti m of the President,
per fourth article treaty of Juue eleventh, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the support ot two schools, one of which to bo an agricultural and industrial school, keeping in repsir schoolbuildings, and for providing suitable furniture,
books, and stationery, per fifth article treaty of June
eleventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hun-

dred dollars.
For for fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the
employment of one superintendent of teaching and
two teachers, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
two hundred dollars.
For fourteen of twenty instalments, for the employment of one superintendent of farming, and two
farmers, two millers, two blacksmiths, one tinner,
one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one wagon and
plow maker, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh. eighteen hundred and fifty-five, ten thousand

dollars.

SACS AND FOXES OF MISSOURI.
For interest in one hundred and fttty-seven thou-

sand four hundred dollars, at five per centum, under
the direction of the President, per second article of
treaty of October twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
thirt.v-sevpn Reven thousand eight hundred and

seventy dollars.

SEMINOLES.
five per centum interest on two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity, per
eighth article treaty of August seventh, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, twelve thousand live hundred
dollars.
For interest on two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, at five per centum, to be paid as annuity,
(they having joined their brethren west,) per eighth
article treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred
and fifty-six, t welve thousand five hundred dollars.
For

dollais.

urteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of a
For
physician, per fiftharticle treaty of June eleventh,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand four

hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
in repair the buildings for tlio various employees and
and for providing the necessary furniture therefor
h
article
treaty of June eleventh, eighteen
per fif
hundred an 1 tifty-five, three hundred dollars.0
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the salary of such person as the tribe may select to be their
head chief, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
For salary of two subordinate chiefs, as per fifth
article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred anti
sixty-three, one thousand dollars.
For eighth of sixteen instalments, for boarding
and clothing the children who shall attend the s liools,
providing the schools and boarding-houses with nec-

For Interest on fifty thousand dollar-*, at the rate
of five per centum per annum, “to be
annually
for the support of schools,” as per third article treaty
of March twenty-fiist, eighteen hundred and sixtysix, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on twenty thousand dollars, at the
rate of five
per centum per annum, “to be paid annually,” for the support of the Seminole government,
as per third article treaty of March
eighteen hundred and sixt v-six, one thousand dollars.

paid

dollars!

DELAWARES.
thirty-seven thousand

For fourteenth of

For permanent

MOLELS.

agricultural operations, two thou-

For fifth of thirty
sons, six hundred m
age, with a suit of

POTTAWATOMIES OF HURON.
annuity, in money or otherwise,
/}*?•and
tJ‘eat>' November seventeenth,
hundred
ughteen :hnrf

For fourteenth of twont.v Instalments upon two
hun Ire 1 thoux tn 1 doll irs, per third article treaty of
June fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, seven
thousand live hundred dollars.
MIAMIES—EEL RIVER.
or otherwise, per
For permanent annuity, in goods seventeen
hunfourth article treaty of August third,

For

on

For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the
pay
of each of the head chiefs of the Flarheads, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d’Oreilles tribes, tier fifth article treaty July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfive, one tbou-and five hundred dollars.
For transportation of annuity goods and
provisions to said Indians, per fifth article treaty of
July
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thou-

For nineteenth of twenty instalments, for
purposes of education, i»er third article treaty of
February
tweuty-secon eighteen hundred aud
three
thousand dollars.

APACHES, KIOWAS, AND C01IANCHES.
For sixth of thirty instalments, as
provided to be

muuwvu,

fo?Ly dollars

CHIPPEWAS. PILLAGER, AND LAKE WINNEBAGOSHISH BANDS.
For nineteenth of thirty instalments of annuity, in
money, per third article treaty ot February twentysecond. eighteen hundred and fifty-five, t n thousand
six hundred and -ixtv-six dollars and sixty-six cents.
For nineteenth of thirty instalments of annuity, in
go ds, per third article treaty of February twenty-

dollars.

For pay nf carpenter, farmer,
blacksmith, miller,
and engineer, live thousand two hundred dollars
fni pay of physician aud
teaeher, two thousand
live hundred dollars.
For transportation of goods, five thousand
dollars.
ARICKAREES, GRO^ V^v
AND MAN-

treaty of August sevouih,
fifty‘6ix' ei«ht hundred and

the necessary tools and flxtrues therefor, tier fifth
article treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
in repair the hospital, and providing the
necessary
medicines and furniture therefor, per fifth article
treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfive. three hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of a
physician, per fifth article treaty of July sixteenth,
eighteen hundred aud fifty-five, one thousand four
hundred dollars.
Foi fourteenth of twenty instalments, for
keepiug
in repair the buildings required for the various employees, and furnishiug the necessary furniture
iherefor, per fifth article treaty of July sixteenth
»ighteen hundred and fifty-flvo, three hundred dol-

K.vnmi 'd'rbteen hundred ana fifty-five,
eight thousand dollars.
For nineteenth of thirty Instalments, for
pnrposes
of utility, per third article treaty of Februar
twentysecond, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four thousand

c.M.wuuOe*, including travelling, incidental,
current, and
cnnttaennt exn"n«es of
and of their offices,

ttitu
an‘|lred

hundred dollars, and two blacksmiths, one thousand
eight hundred dollars; four farm-laborers, two thousand four hundred dollars; one physician, one thousand two hundred dolla s; and medicine for the sick,
live hundred dollars, per fifth article treaty ol May
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, seven
thousand seven hundred dollars.
For H is rmnun*. to he applied toward the eiiTwvwt
of a saw-mill, to be built for the common use of the
Chippewas of the is.'issippi ana uie lied Lake an
Pembina bands of Chippewas, as per sixth article
treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, one thousand dollars.
For pay of services and travelling expenses of a
board of visitors, to consist of not more than three
persons, to attend tbe annuity payments to the Indiaus, and to inspect the fields,
mills, and
other improvements, as
in the seventh article treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, not exceeding any one year more than
twenty days’ service, at five dollars per day, or more
than three hundred miles’ travel, at ten cents per
mils- f iu" hundred and eighty dollars.
For pay of female teachers employed on the reservation to Instruct. Indian girls in domestic economy,
one thousand dollars.

building-i,
stipulated

Indians,

thousand dollars.

for blacksmith

OTHER CONFEDERATED
TRIBES.
For last of five instalments on one hundred and
twenty thousand dollars, being the third series for
beneficial ooject., at the discretion of the President
article treaty of Jul sixteenth, eighteeu
per fourthand
hundred
fifty-five, four thousand dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the
supof
an
port
ag icultural and industrial sell .ol, keeping in repair tho buildings, and providing suitable
t
an
furniture, books,
stationery, per fifth article
CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI, PILLAGtreaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred andttttyfive, three hundred dollars.
ER. AND LAKE Wl NEBAGOSHISH
For fomteenth of twenty
BANDS OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
instalments, for providing suitable instructors therefor, per fifth article
For last of ten instalments, to furnish said Indians
treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fiftywith ten yoke of good work-oxen, twenty log-chains,
five, one thousand eight hun red dollars.
two hnndred grubbidg hoes, ten plows, ten grindFor fourteenth f twenty
instalments, for keeping
stones. one hm.iked axes, (haudled.) twenty spades, !
in repair blacksmiths', tin and
and other faimin
gunsmiths’, carpenper lifih article trea^-implements,
ters’ aud wagon and plow makers’
seventh
of
shops, and proeighteen hundred and sixty-four,
ty
May
viding nect SB ry tools he-ef.>r, per fifth article treaty
one thousand five hundred dollars.
of July sixteeuih, eighteen hundred and
For the pay of two carpenters, one thousand
fifty-five
eight
five hundred dollars.
March

Whetstone, Yankton, Ponca, Upper Missouri, Gran
Berthold, Sisfeeton, and
Rl7er* atFor‘four
Devils Lake agencies,
hundred dol.urs per
*

for lire

r

physician, in

hundred dollars eich.

Dakota, namely:

rhohs-

y-four,

Orogon, namely: two for the Klaand one each ior tbe Grande Rondc,
Siletz, Umatilla, Warm Spring, and Alesea sub agency, at live huudied dollars per annum each.
Nine interpreters for the tribes in Washington Territory, namely: one each for the Yakarna, Tulalip,
Makah, S’Klallam, Quinaieit, and Quillehute agencies, and one each tor the Fort Colville. Chohalis.
Olympia, an 1 Puyallup reservations, at five hundred
dollars per annum.
Two tor the tribes In Idaho,
namely: Nez Perce
and Fort Hall agencies, at live hundred dollars
per
annum each.
Turee tor the tribes in Nevada,
namely: Pi-Ute,
Walker River, and Pyramid Lake
agencies, at five
hun tied dollars eacb.
Four for the tribes in Montana,
namely:
Flatheads,
Black foet. Grow, and Milk River
agencies, at four
Ten lor the tribes in

tifty-.iur,

one

For seveuth of ten instalments of the second series, for the support of two smiths* shops, ino uding
ihe pay of two smiths and assistants, and
furnishing
ir n and s eel, per fourth article treaty of Octoberlounn, eiguteeu nuuureu and forty-two, and eight
article treaty of Siopiember thirtieth, eighteen hundred audtif
and third article treaty of May
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, six hundred and sixty-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents.
For seventh o ten instalments of the second series,
for pay of two farmers, per third article treaty of
May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, three
hundred and thirty-three dollars and thirty-three
cents.
For nineteenth of twenty instalments of annuity,
in money, per third art.cle treaty of February tweut' -.second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, twenty
thousand dollars.
For uix.il m ten instalments, for the support of a
school or schools upon said reservation, in accoi dance
with third article treaty of March nineteenth, eightteen hundred and sixty-seven, four thousand dollars.
For sixth of ten instalments, to bo expended in
promoting the progress of the people in agriculture
and assisiing tliem to become self-sustaining, in accordance with third article ti eaty of March nineteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, six thousand

■

seven humlied
trioes in

treaty of Septemoer

ana

sixty-seven cents.

dian agents am superintendents herein mentioned
as may be
practicable; an where it is practicable lie
shall require the saiuc person to perform tbe duties
of two agencies or superintendencn s tor one
salary.
For pay of special agent for the
GoBliip Western
an< 1 Northwestern ban is of
Shoshones, in Weston*
Utah and Eastern Nevada, one thousand fUc hundred dollars.
For three sub-agents, one for the tribes in
Oregon,
namely: Alesea sub-agency; and two for ihe tribes
in Washington Territory, namely:
1'ulalip and
Quinaieit sub-agencies, three thousand dollars.
For pay f clora to superintendent for California
one thousand eight hundred dollars.
For temporary clerks to superintendents, six thousand two hundred dollars.
For pay of eighty-nine interpreters,

thousand

smile

la^or

Oue for the tribes in Iowa, namelv: Sac and Fox
of iowa agency; ami it shall be the duty of said agent
to resi le at or near where said tribes are located,
g ving all n eessary time to their education and in instructing them in agriculture and mechanic arts.
Two for the tribes in Wisconsin,
namely: Green
Bay and La Puinte agencies;
One for the trioes in Michigan, uame-y: Mackinac
agency;
One for the New York Indians, uamely: New York

thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity

hana.eu

transportation, aud necessary cost of delivery
of annuity and provisions lor Chippewas of Lake buperior, thrve tnoubaud uollais.
CHlPPi^WAS OF 'HHE MISSISSIPPI.
P’or seventh of ton Instalmente of the second series
in money, per lourth articie tieaty of October fourth!
eighteen bundled and iorty-two, and eighth article
treaty oi September thirtieth, eighteen bundled and
iiftv-tour, aua tnird artici tieaty of May seveuth,
eighteen Hundred anu sixty-iour, four thousand one
hunare and sixty-.*ix uoliars and
sixty-seven cents.
her seventh oi ten instalments oi tne second
series,
fur ti.e pay ol two
carpenters, per fourth article treaty ot ol Octob r fourth, eighteen hundred and fortyand
two,
eighth article treaty of September tinrtietu,
eighteen buuoreu and fifty-four, auu third article
treaty of Alay seveuth, eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, four hunured dollars.
For seventh of tun instalments of the second
series,
in goods, pea fourth aiticie
treaty of October lourth,
eignteen hundied and f.rty-two, aud eighth article
tieaty oi oeptember thirtieth, eighteen hundred aud
fifty-lour, aud third articie treaty of May seventh,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four., three thousand live
hundred dollars.
u ot sov eiuii x/f ten instalments of the second series,
for support of schools, per fourth article
treaty of
uctobcx fourth, eighteen hundred aud forty-two, and
eighth article treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen
hundieu and titty-four, and third article treaty of
May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-foui’, six
hundied and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven cenis.
For seventh ot ten instalments of second series,
f>-»r the purchase of provisions and tobacco, per fourth
aiticie treaty of October fourth,eighteen hundred and
forty-two, and eighth article tieaty of September
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third
ar ticie treaty of Alay seventh, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, six hundred and sixty-seven dollars and

namelv:

_•

three

“UF JJUsur.“tyofsmith'
the

.Minnesota,namely: Chippewa

*l.

theusauu

aud shop, during the pleasure
nveilth articles
xhefliaoiic, as per seventh ana
of
seventh,
eignteen buuureu and sixtytremy ef April
kix
SIX ilUUdiOd uoi.ai'8.
during the pleasure of
t’or support of two runners,article
treaty oi Septemhe Presiueui, as per twelfth
hundred and tony
ihit
four, aud
ber
uetu, eighteen
oi April seventh, eighteen hunfc.tjv. uiu article treaty
ui ed and sixty-six, one taousand two bundled dul-

Warm
Uma-

Ten for die trioes in the Indian Territory, namely:
Sac and Fox, Quapaw, Neosho, Kiovra and Comanche,
Upper Arkansas, Wichita, Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw
and Chickasaw, and Seminole agencies;
One for the tribes in

!*1.

one

thTrttdh,%u^utuuUdr

Groat Nemaha, Omaha, Winnebago, Pawnee, Otoe, aud Santee agencies;
Three lor the tribes In Kansas, namely: Pottawatomie, Kaw or Kaunas, and Kickauoo agencies;

ri 5

anu

oi six

Tlirec for the tribes in California, namely: lloopa
Valley, Bound Valley, and Tide Kiver agencies;
Two for tlj© tribes in
Nevada, nauiciy: li-Utc,
and Walker River, and Pyramid Lake
agencies;
Iw > for the tribes in Idaho, namely: Nez Perce
and Fort Hall
agencies;
Four for the tribes in Montana, namely: Flatheads, £>laekf< et, Crow, ana Miik River agencies;
Ten for the trioes in Dakota, namely: Bed Cloud,
Whetstone, Yankton. Ponca, Upper Missouri, Grand
River, Cheyenne ltiver, Fort Berthold, Sissotou, ana
De’il’s Lake agoncies;
CKrt_vlrt__
One for the tribes in Wyoming. namely: Sn. shone
aud Bannock agencies;
One for the tribes in l/tah, namely: L intan Valley
agency
Six for the tribes in New Mexico, namely: Alibiquin, Navajo, Cimmaron, Mescalero Apache, Southern Ap iChe, aud Pueblo agencies;
Two for the tril*es in Colorado, namely: Los Pinos

1

oi

I'or

cKs

agency;

moral

bepiembei thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hfty-tour, live inousand an., funy dollars.for1
treaty

Three for the tribes in
Washington Territory,
V:
Bav» Yakama, and Skokomhh ngen-

and White River agencie-;
Six for the tribes in Nebraska,

instalments,

tlu'ctJ lionoredaellars of
chid, to ho path to me 'jiau.i
Foliage hand ytariy,
to enable lUoin to
maiuutiu a sehoul at their village,
i*u lourth article treaty of
September thirt*e.u,
eighteen huuured anu liny-four,* three thousand doliai a,
six
.bur nineteenth of
twenty instalments, for
smiths and assistants, per beeoua and nfrii ai tides

auproprlatud,

current and

1

tug

nineteenth

timlareo
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AN ACT mahiug a propriatious for tlio current anrl
««<*
contingent expenses of the Indian department,
for IniiUHng treaty stipulations wit” var*“,“f, ,,
Juno
hundred

ice* sifpvnTOR
.KB
bUlFKlOK.

CtUFPFVVAS

For

eighteen

in

^dollars.
ty^j^^anvih’a^r
thousand u

FORTY-SECOND

CONGRESS.

illan

anuaitv.

cle treaty of January twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred ana twenty-aix, ami fifth article treaty of August seventh, eighteen bundled and fifiy*six, twenty

and assist*
toUWJg J**g"g*
SP’.Siii'Ja
a,D<1,t0°1?* l*r eighth article treaty
of
sixty-six, six
January twenty-fourth,
eighteen hundred and

gootis alia
huhor
April seventh, elgh.eeurlox
liiousaua uve nuu.jrea
•COrt of delivery
mxe*
and
For irausponatioU
6lxlb ai title Uea.
of annuity goors au.i x».
Imnxrea and sixty-six,

TUE

TUE

ax

one

aiguth

For

THIRD

A nil seventh, eighteen
thoasaua aoliars.
oX twenty
Other arueies, as. per

tide treaty

THE

OF

in

oarrtij

mo

luimiuic,

jiim/uai-o

ui

iictcssai Y

twenty-first,

SENECAS.

sand dollars.
For salary of two matrons to take charge of the
boavding-schools, two assistant teachers, odo farmer
one carpenter, and two millers, seven thousand six
hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
in repair the hospital, and providing the
necessary
medicines, and the furniture therefor, three hundred

article

of

February, twenty-third, eighteen
one thousand aud sixty

h-’n-iredtreaty
and sixty-seven,
dollars.
a'ui

dollars.
For repairs of houses, mills, and tools, and necessary materials, three thousand five hundred dollars.

miller, during

the

six huudred dolars.

pleasure of the President,

SENECAS OF NEW YORK.
For permanent annuity, in lieu of interest on stock,
act
of
per
February nineteenth, eighteen hundred
AND BANDS OF INDIANS.
and thirty-one, six thousand dollars.
For interest, iu lieu of investment, on seventy-five
For nineteenth instalment, in part payment for relinquishment of title to lands to be applied to bene- thousand dollars, at five per centum, per act of June
ficial objects, per fourth article treaty of December
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and forty-six,
twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
For interest, at live per centum, on forty-three
thousand dollars.
thousand and fifty dollars, transferred from the OnFor nineteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of
tario
Bank to the United States treasury, per act of
instructors, smith, carp nter, farmer, and physician,
iweuty-seventh, eighteen hundred and forty•who shall furnish medicine to the sick, per tenth ar- June
six.
two
thousand one hundred and fifty-two dollars
ticle treaty of December twenty-sixth, eighteen hunand fifty cents.
dred and fifty-tour, six thousand seven hundred dollars.
SENECAS AND SHAWNEES.
For nineteenth of twenty instalments, for the supFor permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth artiport of an agricultural and industrial school, and
cle
treaty of September seventeenth, eighteen hunsupport of smiih and carpenter shop, and providing
dred and eighteen, one thousand dollars.
the necessary toils therefor, in conformity with
For blacksmith aud assistant, 6hop and tools, iron
tenth article of treaty of December twenty-sixth,
and steel, one thousand and sixty dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand five
SENECAS.MIXED SENECAS AND SHAWNEES,
hundred dollars.
QUAPAWS, CONFEDERATED PEORIA, KASNORTHERN CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
KASPIAS, WE AS, AND PIANKESHAWS, OTTA WAS OF BL A a CA HRD’3 F RK AND ROCHE
For fifth of
thirty instalments, for purchase of, DE
BCEUF AND CERTAIN WYANDOT IS.
clothing, as per sixth article treaty of May tenth,
•d^'-een hundred and sixty-eight, fifteen thousand
For last of five instalments, for blacksmith and asdollars.
sistant, shop and tools, iron and steel for shop, for
u or uftb of ten
instalments, to be expended by the Shawnees, five hundred dollars.
For fifth of six instalments, for pay of blacksmith
Secretary of the Interior, ten dollars f »r each Indian
roamiug, (say one thousand ei'ht hundred souls,) in and for necessary iron and steel t ols, for Peorias,
the purchase of such articles as from time to time
Kast<askias, Weas, and Pi xnkeshaws, one thoueand
tha condition and necessities of the Indians may inone huudred and twentj’-three dollars and twentydicate to be nroper, as per same treaty, eighteen
nine cents.
thousand dollars.
SHAWNEES.
For transportation of goods, five thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity for educational purposes,
OMAHAS.
per fourth article treaty of August third, seventeen
For sixth of fifteen instalments of this amount,
hundred and ninety-five, and third article treaty of
being third series, in money or otherwise, per fourth
May tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one
article treaty of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred
thousand dollars.
and
For permanent annuity, in specie, for educational
twenty thousand dollars.
fifty-four,
For eighth of ten instalments, for keeping in repurposes, per fourth article treaty of September
pair i» grist and saw mill, and support of blacksmith
twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and seve teen, and
third article treaty of May tenth, eighteen hundred
shop, per eighth article treaty of March sixteenth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third ar.icle and fifty-four, two thousand dollars.
For interest, at five per centum, on forty thousand
treaty of March six h. eighteen hundred and sixtyfive, three hundred dollars.
dollars, for educational purposes, per third article
For eighth of ten instalments, for pay of one entreaty ol May entli, eighteen hundred and fiftygineer, one thousand two hundred dollars.
four, two thousand dollars.
For eighth of ten instalments, for
pay of one milSHOSHONES.
ler, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.

NISQUALLY, PUYALLUP, AND OTHER TRIBES

_

For eighth of ten instalments, for pay of one farmer, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.
For eighth of ten instalments, for pay of blacksmith, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.
For sixth of ten instalments, lor support of blacksmith-shon. and supplying tools for tne same, three

EASTERN BAND8.
For tenth of twenty instalments, to be expended
under the direction ot the President, in the purchase of such articles as he may deem suitable t o
their wants, either as hunters or herdsmen, per fifth
article treaty of July second, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, ten thousand dollars.

hundred dollars.

OSAGES.

WESTERN BANDS.

For interest on sixty-nine thousand ono hundred
and twenty dollars, at five per centum per annum,
being value of fifty-four sections of land set apart by
treaty of June second, eighteen hundred and twentylive for educational purposes, per Senate resolution of
January ninth, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight,
three thousand four hundred and fifty- ir dollars.
For interest on three hundred thousand dollars at
five per centum per annum, to be paid semi-annually, in money or such articles as the Secretary of
the Interior*may direct, as per first article
treaty
of September twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-flue, fifteen thousand dollars.

For tenth of twenty instalments, under the direc-

tion of the President, in the purcliaso ol such articles as he may deem suitable to their wants, either
as huntsmen or herdsmen, per seventh article
treaty
of October first,
hundred aud sixty-three,
m
five tbonsand dollars.

eightym

NORTHWESTERN BANDS.
For tenth of twenty instalments, nnder the direction of the Pi esident, in the purchase of such articles as ho may deem suitablo to their wants, either
as hunters or herdsmen, per third article of
treaty
of July thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,

OTOES AND MISSOURIAS.

five thousand dollars.

For sixth of fifteeE instalments, being the third series, in money or otherwise, per fourth article treaty
of March fifteenth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four,
nine thousand dollars.

OOSHIP

PAWNEES.
For perpetual annuity, at least one-half of which is
to be in goods and such articles as may be deemed
necessary for them, per second article treaty of September twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred aud
fiftyseven, thirty-thousand dollars.
For support of two-manual-labor schools, per third I
arsicle treaty of Septcmbor twenty-fourth, eighteen
linTiiJrayl

nn<l

4am 4l.A..nn«.l

For pay of two

farmers,

apprentices, one miller
teachers, live thousand
dollars.

two
and

seven

J.11_

two
two

hundred aud eighty

For pay of

physician and purchase of medicine,
thousand two hundred dollars.
For the purchase of iron and steel and other necessaries for the shops, five hundred dollars.
For the purchase of farming utensils and stock, one
thousand two hundred dollars.
For repair of grist and saw mills, three hundred
one

dollars.
For transportation and necessary cost of

delivery

of annuities for the- Pawnees, two thousand doll irs.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, for the employment of one matron, three
teachers, and two assistant teachers, and providing
the schools with fuel, books, and stationery, forty-

hundred dollars.
PONCAS.
For last of ten instalments, (second series,) to be
paid to them or expended for their benefit, ten thouseven

sand dollars.
For this amount to be expended during the pleasure of the President, in furnishing such aid and assistance in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, including the working ot the mill, as provided by second article treaty of March twelfth, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, as the Secretary of the Interior
may consider advantageous and necessary, seven
thousand live hundred dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to be used at the discretion ol the President, to carry on the work of aiding and instructing
the Poncas in the arts of civilization, with a vie a to
their self-support, and for subsistence and
clothing,
ten thousand dollars.
POTT AW ATOMIES.
For permanent annuity, in silver, per fourth article
treaty of August third, seventeen lmndred and
^

uine?
8uve^y-eigh?dollars

cents?

and
ninety
For permanent annuity, in silver, per third arti^iA
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
nine, one hundred and eighty-nine dollars and lortv
*
six cents.
For permanent annuity, in silver, per third article
treaty of October second, eighteen hundred and
eighteen, nine hundred and forty-seven dollars and

twenty-five cents.
For permanent annuity, in money, per second article treaty of September twentieth, eighteen hundred
aud twenty-eight, seven hundred and fifty-seven dollars aud seventy-nine cents.
For permaneut aunuity, in specie, prr second article treaty of July twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred
and twenty nine, six thousand and sixty-two dollars
and thirty-eight ce its.

For educational purposes, five thousand dollars.
For permanent proVidon for
payment of money in
lieu of tobacco, iron, and steel, per second art;cle
treaty of September twentieth, eighteen hundred and
twenty-eight, and tenth article treaties of June fifth
and seventeenth, eighteen hundred and forty-six, one
hundred and thirteen dollars and
sixjy-sevon cents.
For permanent provi. ions for three blacksmiths
aua
for
iron
and
s
eel for shops, per
,aB°i8.Lant8>
a.nthird arucle treaty of October
sixteenth, eigh.een
hundred and twenty-s x. second article
treaty of September twentieth, eighteen hundred and twentyeight, and second article treaty of July twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, one thousand
dollars and forty-nine cents.
anji
For permanent provision for
fifty barrels of salt,
per second article t eaty of July twenty-ninth eighteenhundred and Lweniy-uine, ono hundred and sixty-five do.lars and seventy-seven ceuts.
For interest on two hundred and
forty-three thousand fix hundred forty-two dollars and eleven ceuts
at five per centum, in conformity with
provisions of
article seventh of treaties of June fifth and seventeenth, eighteen hundred and forty-sir, twelve thousand one hundred aud eighty-one dollars and sixtvJ

cents.
For this amount, in coin, to enable tne
Secretary of
the Interior to carry out the provisions of
the third
article of the treaty with Pottawatomies of November rtftoenlh eigUtean ‘.uarireJ anJ
as
mortified by the treaty of March twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, by paying (o those’
members of the tribe who are entiilert thereto under said
treaty provisions, a nro-rato share of their tribal
fan ib, fifteen thousand seven hundred aud seventy
nine dollars and eighty-two cents, provided that the
sunt of fifteen thousand sevon hundred and seventynine dollars, and eiglity-two cents, in curreucv Included in the appropriation of fifty-four thousand
atni ninety-nine dollars, and thirteen cenis, made for
said Indians by the act of May twenty-ninth, eightshall be covered into
een hundred and seventy-two,
of the interior is
the treasury. And the Secretary
sell
eiglity-sii twenty-one liunhereby authorized to
of the several classes of
parts
ilrod-and-eigbtieth
bv him in trust for and belonging to the Pottawatomie Indians, and pay the proceeds thereof without
any deduction, in compliance with the provisions of
said treaties, it being the share of said eighty-six persona in the bonds
to said Indians.
one

slxty-ono,

belonging

BAND.

For tenth of twenty instalments, to be expended
under the direction of the President, in the purchase of such articles, inc uding cattle for herding or
other purposes, as he shall deem suitable to their
wants and condition as hunters or herdsmen, one

thousand dollars.
SHOSHONES AND BANNOCKS.
SHOSHONES.

For fourth of thirty instalments, to purchase eight
hundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen
,'V/ain

blacksmiths, and
apprentice, and

«>*

acv,

nuv

uuuik.1, uuov,

an.d resiJe n|»on their reservation, per
nineteenth, eighteen
Mn°i fl*!veajyK0tx.Apil1thouian(ldollars.

JSk

hundred

°f

doiC.

g0°0UB

MILK RIVER RESERVATION
For this amount, to be expended in
such .roods'
provisions, and other useful articles as the
may, Irom time to time deter,uiuo, including umn’jmrtatiou, In lustructl ,u in agricultural and m«hanlea pursuits, in providing
employees,
ehildieu, procuring me-iieiites and medical attend?
ante, eare for and support 01 the aged, sick, a.,d inarm, for the helpless orphans of sai l Indians an 1
in any respect to promote their
clvilizatioh, comfort *
and improvement, one hundred thousand dollars.
WALL-PAH-PEE TRIBE OF SNAKE INDIANS.
For second of ten instalments, to be expended uuder the direction of the President, as per seventh
article treaiy of August twelfth, eighteen hundred
aud sixty-five, one thousand two hundred dollars.
SKALLAMS.
For fourth of five instalments on sixty thousand
dollars, (beiug the fifth series,) under the direction of
the President, per fifth article treaty of January
twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two
thousand tour hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the support of an agricultural and industrial school, and
for pay for suitable teachors, per eleventh article
reatv of January twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred
and dfty-live, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the employment of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and a
physician, who shall furnish medicine for the sick,
per treaty of Jauuary twenty-sixth, eightoen hundred aud fifty-five, four thousand, six hundred dollars.
For support of a smith and carpenter shop, and
to provide the necessary tools therefor, five hundred
dollars.
TABEGUACnE BAND OF UTAH INDIANS.
For last of ten instalments, for the
purchase of
under the direction of the
Secretary of the
ntcrior, per eighth article treaty of October seventh,

Prefideut

elSttm

foods,

eighteen

hundred and

sixty-three, and Se

ate amend-

March twenty-fifth, eighteeen bundled and
sixty-four, ten thousand dollars.
For last of ten instalments, per eighth article of
said treaty, for the purchase of provisions, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, teu thoument of

sand dollars.
For pay of
same

blacksmith, as per tenth article of
treaty, seven hundred and tw. nty dollars.
transportation aud general incidental exof the
delivery oi goods, provisions, and

For
penses

stock, as per
sand dollars.

same

article of

same

i/anw,

auu

treaty,

two thou-

TABEGAUCHE, MUACHE, CAPOTE, WEEMINUCHE, YAMPA, GRAND RIVER, AND UIN-

BANDS OF UTES.
For pay of two carpenters, two millers, two formers, and one blacksmith, as per fifteenth article
treaty of March second, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, nine thousand dollars.
For pay of two teachers, as per same article of
same treaty, two thousand dollars.
For the purchase of iron and steel; aud the necessary tools for blacksmith’s shop, two hundred and
twenty dollars.
For fifth of thirty instalments, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
for clothing, blankets, and such other ai tides as he
may think proper and necessary, under eleventh article of same treaty, thirty thousand dollars.
For transporta ion of such goods as may be
purchased for said Indians, seven t housand dollars.
TAH

For'this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to purchase subsistence and clot ing for
the Teton and other bands of Sioux in the vicinity
of Fort Peck. Montana Territory, and for such other
o jects as the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of the President, may deem necessary and advisable, to promote the civilization and improvement
of said Indians, two hundred thousand dollars. But
this appropriation shall be expended for the benefit
of such portions of said bands only, and for such
time as they maintain friendly relations to the United States: Provided, that if any trader, bis agent,
or any person acting for or under him, shall sell any
arms or ammunition at his trading-post or other
place within any district or country occupied by uncivilized or hostile Indians, contrary to the rules and
regulations of tho Secretary of the Interior, such
trader shall forfeit his right to trade with the Indians, and the said Secretary shall exclude such
trader, and the agent, or other person s» offending,
from such district or country so occupied; and the
said Secretary is hereby directed and required to
adopt such rules as may be necessary to prohibit
such sales, anti to enforce the same.

UMPQUAS, (COW CREEK BAND.)
For last of twenty instalments, in blaukets clothing, provisions, and stock, per third article treaty of
September nineteenth, eighto n hundred and fiftythree, live hundred and filly dollars.
UMPQUAS AND CALAPOOIAS QF UMPQUA
VALLEY, OREGON.
For fourth of five instalments, of the fourth series
of annuity, for 1 eneticial objects, to be expended as
directed by the President, per third article treaty of
November twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfour,

one thousand dollars.
For nineteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
of a teacher and purchase of books and
per sixth article treaty of November tweut\-ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand four
hundred and fifty dollars.

stationery,

LA-WALLA, CAYUSE, AND UMATILLA
TRIBES.
For fourth of five instalments, of third scries, to
be expended under the direction of the President,
oer second article treaty of June ninth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, four thousand dollars.
For f iurteentb of twenty instalments, for the purWA»

chase of all necessary mill fixtures and mechanical
tools, medicines, and hospital store.*, books and stationer yfor schools, repairs of school building and
furniture, and for employees, three thousand dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
and subsistence of one superintendent of farming
operations, one farmer, two millers, one blacksmith,
one wagon and pi w maker, one carpenter and joiner, one physician, and two teachers, per fourth article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfive, eleven thousand two hun lred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
of each ot the head chiefs of the Walla-Walla, Cayuse, and Umatilla bands, the sum of five hundred
dollars per annum, per fifth article of treaty June
ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand
ftvo hundred dollars.

WICHITAS, AND OTHER AFFILIATED BANDS
ANI • INDIANS IN COUNTRY LEASED FROM
CHOCTAWS.
For this amount, to be expended in such goodR,
provisions, and other articles as the President may
from time to t me determine, including transportation thereof, in Rstructing in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providing employees, educating
children, procuring medicine and medical attendance, care for and support of the aged, sick, and Infirm, for tho helpless orphans of said Indians, and
in any other respect to promote their civilization,
comfort, and improvement, fifty housand dollars.
WINNEBAGOES.
For interest on eight hundred and eighty- six thousand nine hundred and nine dollars and seventeen
cents, at five per centum, per fourth article treaty of
November first, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven,
and joint resolution of J uly seventeenth, eighteen
hundr d an l
ixty-two, thirty-nine thousand three
hundred and forty-five dollars and forty-six cents.
For twenty-seventh of thirty instalments tf interest on seventy-five thousand three hundred and
eightv-sevm dollars and twenty-eight cents, at five
per centum, per fourth article treaty of October thirteenth, eighteen hundred and forty-six, three thousand seven hundred and sixty-nine dollars and thirty

six cents.
For interest on seventy-eight thousand three hundred and forty dollars and forty-one cents, at five
per centum, to be expended under the direction of
of the Secretary of the Interior, for the erection ot
improvement of their allotments of land,
house

UUUiCSlllB,

for eight hundred females over the age of twelve and other beneficial purposes, three thousand nine
and seventeen dollars and two cents.
years, and such goods as may be needed to make suits | hundred
For transportation of goods, three thousand dolfor eight hundred boys and girls, thirteen thousand,
lars.
an
l
dollars.
Hundred
seventy-four
eight
YAKAMA NATION.
For third ot ten instalments, for the purchase of
such articles as may be considered proper by the
For fourth of five iustalments, of third senes, for
Secretary of the Interior for one thousand eight hun- beneficial objects, under the direction of the Presidred persons roaming and six hundred persons endent. per fourth article treaty 01 June niuth, eighteen
handled and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
gaged in agriculture, thirty thousand dollars.
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, engineer,
For fourteenth of 1 wentv instalments, for the supfarmer and blacksmith, as per tenth article tr. aty
port of two schools, one of which is to be an agriculof July third, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, six
tural and industrial school, keepiug in repair Rchoolthousand eight hundred dollars.
buildings, and for providing suitable furniture,
For last of three histalments, to be expen led in
books, and stationery, per fifth artifle treaty of June
presents for the ten persons who grow the most valu- ninth, eighteen hjndredand fifty-five five hundred
able crops, under the same act aud treaty, five hundollars.
dred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the emBANNOCKS*
ployment of one superintendent of teaching and two
For fourth of thirty instalments, to purchase four
teachers, per fifth article treaty of June ninth, eighthundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen een hundred and fifty-five, three thousand two hundred dollars.
years of age, the flannel, hose, calico and domestics
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for tho emfor four hundred females over the age ot twelve
■years, and such flannel and cotton goods as may be
ployment of one superintendent of farming and two
needed to make snits for four hundred boys and girls,
farmers, two millers, two blacksmiths, one tinner,
six thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven dollars.
ono gunsmith, one carpenter, and one wagon and
F >r fourth of ten instalments, for the purchase of
plow maker, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
such articles as may be considered prope by the Seceighteen hundred and fifty-five, eleven thousand four
retary of the Interior, for eight hundred persons hundred dollars.
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
roaming, and four hundred persons engaged in agriin repair saw and flouring mills, and for furnishing
culture, sixteen thousand dollars.
For pay ot physician, teacher, carpenter, engineer,
the necessary tools and fixtures, per fifth article
farmer, and blacksmith, six thousand eight hundred treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-live,
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For transportation of goods that may he purchased
For fourteenth of twenty Instalments, for koeping
in repair the hospital ana providing tne necessary
for the Shoshones and Bannocks, five thousand dollars.
medicines and fixtures theiefor, per fifth article treaty
of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three
SHOSHONES, BANNOCKS, AND OTHER BANDS hundred
dollars.
OF INDIANS IN IDAHO AND SOUTHEASTFor fourteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
ERN OREGON.
in repair blacksmiths’, tinsmiths’, carpenters’, ana
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
plow makers* shops, and for providing neccessary
provision*, or other articles as the President may tools therefor, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
from time to time determine, including transportahundred and fifty-five, five hundred doleighteen
tion, in instructing in agricultural pursuits, in pro- lars.
viding employees. educating children, procuring medFor fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
icine and uudical attendanc, care for and support of
of a physician, p r fifth article treaty of June ninth,
the aged, sick, and infirm, for tho helpless orphans
eighteen hundred and fifty-live, one thousand two
ot said Indians, and in any other respect to promo, e
their civilization, comfort, and improvement, forty- hundred dollars. of
For fourteenth
twenty instalments, for keeping
thousand dollars.
in repaii* the bui.dings required for the various emSIX NATIONS OF NEW YORK.
ployees and for providing the ue^essary furniture
Foi permanent annuity, in clothing and other usetherefor, per fifth article*treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
ful articles, per sixth article treaty of November
For fourteenth of twenty instalments, for the salaseventeenth, seventeen hundred and ninety-four,
four thousand flve hundred dollars.
ry of such persons as the said confederated tribes
and bands of Indians may select to bo their head
SIOUX OF DIFFERENT TRIBES, INCLUDING
chief, per fifth article treaty of June ninth, eighteen
SANTEE SIOUX IN THE STATE OF NEBRAShundred and fifty-live, five hundred dollars.
KA, AND PONCAS ON THE GREAT SIOUX
RESERVATION, AND FAMILIES OF SaNTEE GENERAL INCIDENTAL EXPENSES OF THE
INDIAN SERVICE.
DAK< *TA SIOUX WHO HAVE TAKEN HOMES TEADS AT OH NEAR
FLANDREAU, IN DAARIZONA.
KOTA TERRITORY.
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
For pay of second blacksmith, and furnishing iron,
service in the Territory of Arizona, presents of
steel, and other material, two thousand dollars.
implements, and other useful arFor fourth of thirty instalments, to purchase cloth- goads, agricultural
ticles, and to assist them to locate in perman. nt
ing for males over fourteen years of age. for flannel, abo
and sustain themselves by the
les,
pursuits of c vhose, and calico, ana domestics required tor females illzol life, to be
expended under the direction of the
over twelve years of age, and for such flannel and
of
the
thousand dolSecretary
Interior,
seventy-five
cotton goods as may bo needed to make suits for
lars.
boys and girls, one hundred and flfty-niue thousand

four hundred dollars.
For fourth of thirty
to purchase such
articles as mav be considered proper
by the Secretary of the Interior f >r persons roaming and for x ersons engaged in
agriculture, two hundred and thirty-

instalments,

six thousand dollars.
last of four instalments for purchase of
beer, flour, b con, and sugar in proportionate quantor twenty thousand
persons, under the tenth
tities|
article of the treaty of April iwenty-mnth, eighteen

hundred and sixty-eight, and subsistence of Yankton Sioux, one million three hundred and f >ureen
thousand dollars: Provided, that the unt-XDended
balance of appropriations heretofore made for tho
subsistence of the Northern Cheyennes and
hoes may be used to reimburse the
heretofore made for the subsistence of Sioux of did'erent, tribes to an amount equal to the amount heretofore made for subsistence of Sioux of different tribes
to an amount equal to the amount heretofore expended from said Sioux appropriation for the subsistence
of the Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes at the
Red Cloud agency.
For pay of physician, five teachers, one carpenter,
one miller, one engineer, one farmer, and one blacksmith, t« n thousand four hundred dollars.
For transportation and the necessary expenses of
delivering goods, to bo purchase l for the different
bauds of the Sioux In linns, under treaty of April

Arapaappropriation

twenty-niuth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
fifty thousand dollars.

one

hundred and

SIOUX, SISSETON AND WAITPETON AND SENATE SIOUX OF LAKE TRAVERSE AND DEVIL 3 LAKE.
For this amount, being the first of ten insta’xnents
of the sura of eight hundred dollars named in a certain agreement, made by the commissioners appoint-

CALIFORNIA.
in i Jemal expenses of the Indian
of
California pay of employees, presentsaruseful
goods, agricultural implements, and other
in
locate
to
permanent
them
ass.sr.
ticles, ami to
by the pursuis of civabides, and sustain themselves
or the
ilized life, to be expended under tho direction
thousand dolSecretary of the Interior, eighty-five
lars.
COLORADO TERRITORY.
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Colorado Territory, presents of goods, agricultural implements, an l other useful artic.es.; nd
to assist them to locate in permanent abodes and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be
of tho Secretary of tho
expended un ier the direction
Interior, ten thousand dollars.
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
For the
service ih

ricul'nral implement*, and other useful article*, and
to assist them to locate In
permanent abodes, and
sustain themselves by the
paraubs of civilized lile, to
be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of
the Interior, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
NEVADA.
*5? ‘ho general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Nevada, presenti,
of onb,j8 azrioultural im?nd ottlul Q-etul articles
a.sisl them
to locate in permanent
and sustain themabodes,
selves by the pursuits of
civilized life ,,1...'encoded
under the dlrec,Ion of the
01 the
interior
Secretary5 el
111
interior,
twenty-five thousand dollars.

general

For tho general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Dakota Territory, presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful articles, and
;o assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to
:>o expen led under the direction of the Interior
twenty thousand dollars.
IDAHO TERRITORY.

gonoral incidental expenses of the Indian
lervice in Idaho Terri ory, presents of goods, airrimiturai implements, and other usefnl
articles, and
o assist them to loeatein
permanent abodes, and
lustnin themselves by the
pursuits of civilized life
under the direction of the
? ?JLefPenned
Secretary^
if
tho Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
For the

MONTANA TERRITORY.

For the general incidental
expenses of the Indian
mice iu Montana
Territory, presents of goods, ag-

-.!

_MEDICAL.
i

■

and*to

g™.

XEW MEXICO.

For the general intide .tal expenses ot the Indian
service in New Mexico, presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful
them to locate in permanent

articles, and to assist
abides, and sustain

themselves by the pursulis of civilized life, to be exof the Secretary of the
pended under the direction
Interior, fifty thousand dollais.
OREGON.

thnusalld

SIOUX ON THE

TETON SIOUX.

t or permanent
annuity, in specie, nor lourtn article treaty of September twenty-ninth, eigliteeu hundred and seventeen, five hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September seventeenth, eighteen hundred and eightetn, five hundred dollars.
For olacksniitb and assistant, shops and tools, iron
and steel, eo be applied as stipulated in the seventh

YYclgOIlb.

agricultural implements, tools, and so forth, and for
fencing of such lands as may bo needed for gardening and farming purposes for the schools, three thou-

1 by the Secretary of the Interior, under the
provisions of the act of June seventh, eighteen hundred
and seventy-two, with the Sisseton and Wahpeton
lands of Sioux Indians, for the relin juishmeut, by
said Indians, of their cmim to or inteiest in the
lauds described in the second article of the treaty
made with them February nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, as amended by the Senate
eighty thousand dollars. And the said agreement is
hereby confirmed excepting so muck thereof as is included in paragraphs numbered, respectively, third,
fourth, fittli, six h, seventh, eighth, aud ninth: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be expended until alter the ratification
by said Indians of said
agreement as hereby amendod.
YANKTON TRIBE OF SIOUX.
For fifth of ten
instalments, (second series,) to be
paid to them or expended for their benefit commencing with the year in which they shall remove
o

1,1

-a-

—

of
eighth of twehty instalmentsas annuity,
provisious, amiauuitiou, a.ui loOooo, P-'*
For

incidental expenses of the Indian

general

For the

trans|>ortatlon of annuiscruice iu Oregon,
no special provision
ty goods and presents, (where
therefor is made by treaties,) and lor paving the exof Indians in
subsistence
penses ot the removal and
to aDy treaty,) ana for pay tor
not

including

THE GKEAT IlEMEDY FOK

CONSUMPTION

parties
Oregon,
necessary employees, forty thousand dollars.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service hi Washington Territory, including trans]>ortation of annuity goods and presents, (where no speV l'r‘)Vlsion i* niade tlierefor by treaties,) and for
defraying ihc expenses of removal an subsistence of
***
I*24? °* necessary employees, wentyfour thousand four
hundred dollars.
UTAH TERRITORY.

service*

5S1Uental

expenses of the Indian

presents of goods, agricul,h territory,
otLer uscful
asslst
assist Uiematonw'»T‘1
them to locale in permanent a'tlcles, and to
and

sustam themselves by the pursuits of abodes,
civilized lire iucluding transportati ,n anu necessarv expenses ohlelivering provisions to the Indians Witfim
U ah
superm tendency, to be expended under the direcdun
of the Secretary of the Interior, thlrty-five
u
thousand
dollars.

“e

which

proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent

physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and

of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience

cure

of

over
forty years. "When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a
speedy
cure
in the most severe
cases of Coughs,
Bronchitis,

transportation, and the necessary expenses of
the delivery of the annuities and provisions to the
Indian tribes in Minnesota and Michigan, six thouFor

dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
defray the expenses of Indian delegagations who may visit Washington on business connected with iheir respective tribes, fiiteen thousand
dollars: Provided, That the commission of citizens
serving without pay, appointed by the President under the provisions of the fourth section of April
tenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, is hereby
continued, with the powers and duties heretofore
provided by law.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
sand

necessary, to

expenses of

a

general

Croup, "Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore
ness

coun-

lars.

And the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars is
to enable the Secretary of the
remove the Winnebago Indians of Wistheir present location in that State to
some suitable place, to be by him selected within the
Indian Territory, west of tne ninety-sixth degree of

hereby appropriated

Interior to
consin from

Iiwva.i'tij

uv

*«*

v MV

VI WVIVU

U»

or

Sore-

in the Chest and

Side,

Throat, Pains

Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. "Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

cil ot certain Indians iu the Indian Territory, as provided by he twelfth article of the treaty with the
Cherokees of July nineteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-six, the tenth article of the tieaty with Crefeks
of June fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
the seventh article of the treaty with the Seminoles
of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred aud six ysix, and the eighth article of the treaty with Choctaws and Chickasaws of April twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred an l sixty-six, fourteen thousand dol-

west longitude; and to provide for their subsistence
until they are sufficiently established therein, and
are able to provide for themselves; and to provide
for the removal and most urgent necessities of tho
Kausas Indians, twenty-five thousand dollars, said
amount to be reimbursed from the proceeds of the
sale of their lands iu the State of Kansas.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may bo

a

timely
preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the

WYOMING TERRITORY.

defray the

by

ard

For the general incidental exjienses of the Indian
service In Wyoming Territory, presents of goods, agricullural implements, and other articles, and to assist them to locate iu permanent abodes, and sustain
themselves by the pursuits ot civilized life, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, five thoasaud dollars.

necessary to

bo cured

can

resort to this stand-

PREPARED BY

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, M«a.f
And Bold by Druggists and Dealers generally.
nov23
deotLVwenwly

U^VUVJ

on the Malheur Indian reservation in Oreand in the purchase of g *ods, subsistence, stores
sc., for the Indians that may be collected on said
reservation; also for breaking land and instructing
the Indians in agricultural and mechanical pursuits,

buildings

Son,

providing employees, educating children, procuring
medicine and medical attendance, care for and support of the aged, sick, and intirm, for the helpless
orphans of said Indians, or in other respect to promote their civilization, comfort, and improvement,

fifty thousand dollars.
So much of the act enti led “An act making provision for the civilization of the Indian tribes adjoining the fron ier settlement,” approved March
third, eighteen hundred and nineteen as provides

dollars,

an annual aj propriation of ten thousand
be,
and the same hereby is, ropeaied.
The sum of five thousand dollars appropriated by
act of May twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sevfor the erection of a building at New Boggy Djpot, Indian Territory, to be used as an office for
the Indian agent for the Chocktaw and Chickasaw
indiaus, may be used either for the erection or the
purchase, at the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, of buildings for agency purposes at the
place designated: Provided, That tne several appropriations herein made for teachers, millers, blacksmiths, engineers, carpenters, physicians, and other
persons, and tor various articles provided for by
treaty stipulation, may be diverted to other uses for
the benefit of the various Indian tribes, withiu tbe
discretion of the President, and with the consent of
said tribes expressed in the usual manner; and that
he cause report to be made to Congress at Us next
session thereafter, of his action under this p.ovisiou.

enty-two

INTEREST ON TRUST-FUND STOCKS.
For

payment of interest

on

certain

abstracted and

nou-paying Slate stocks belcuaing to various Indian
tribes, (and held in trust by tne Secretary of the Interior,) tor the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three, namely:
For interest on the Cherokee national fund, thirtytwo thousand four hundred and eighty dollars.
For interest on tho Cherokee school-fund, two

thousand three hundred dollars.
For interest on the Chickasaw national fund, flfteeu thousand one hundred aud forty dollars.
For interest on the Chickasaw incompetents' fund,
one huudred dollars.
For interest on the Chocktaw general fund, twentyseven thousand dollars.
For interest on tbe Creek orphans, fund, four thousand and fort\ -eight dollars.
For interest on the Delaware genera] fund, eight
thousand nine hundred aud thirty collars.
For interest on tbe lowas’ fund, three thousand
one huudred and sixty dollars.
For interest on the Kaskaskias', Weas', Peorias,'
and Piankeshaws* fund, tour thousaud and eightyone dollars.
For inierest on the IvaskaskiaB’, Woas', Peorias’,
and Piankeshaws* school-fund, one thousaud four
hundred and foity-nine dollars.
For interest on tho menomonees’ fund, nine hundred and fifty dollars.
For interest on the Ottawas’ and Chippewas’ fund,
two hundred and thirty dollars.
For interest, on tbe Poitawatomies’ educational
fund, three thousand three hundred aDd fifty dollars.
For contingent expenses of trust-funds, one thousand five huudred dollars.
Sec. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
he is hereby, authorized to sell the bonds now held
in trust by him for the Ottawa Indians of Blanchard's
Fork and Roche de Bceuf. amounting to tweniy-one
thousand six hundred and seventy-four dollars and
cenis, and apply the proceeds of the sale
in the manner prescribed by the terms of the sixteenth article of the treaty wich the Senecas and
other tribes, of February twenty-third, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
Sec. 3. Tnat all authority now existing by the
acts of March second,
hundred and sixtyone, and March third, eighteen hundred and seventyone, or otherwise, to issue or del.ver any bonds ot
tbe United States to tbe Chocktaw tribe of Indians,
is hereby suspended until the further action of Conin the matter, and providing for such issue or

forty-eight

eighteen

fress
elivory.

SEc. 4. That there shall be set apart from the
funds belonging to ihe Cherokee nation, on the prop-

order of the national council, the sum of one hunthousand dollars from tho proceeds of lands sold to
the Usages, to be set apart, and eighty thousand dollars thereof to be invested as a part of the orphanfund, and twenty thousand dollars to be expended
f r buildings and othsr improvements deemed neecessary for tho benefit of the insiitution for ihe orphans: tho sum of one hundred thousand dollars
from ihe proceeds of the strip of land in Kansas to
be set apart for nn asvhim for the insane, deaf and
dumb, build and indigent persons of He Cherokee
nation, seventy-five thousand dollars of said amount
to bo invested as a separate fund, and its interest
semi-annually applied to the support of said institution, tiie remaining twenty-live thousand dollars
to be expended for its establishment; the sum of
seventy-nve thousand do'lars from the proceeds of
t e sale of lands to the Great and Little Osagcs, to
be expedned for the establishment of a literary institution for the education of indigent persons of
said nation, under such rules and regulations as the
national council of the Cberokecs may preset ibe.
Sec. 5. That the proceeds of the sale of landff belonging to tbe Kickapoo Indians, in the State of Kansas, in pursuance of the fifth article of the treaty of
er

May twenty-eighth,

anno

Domini eighteen hundred

and sixty-three, now invested or in the
custody of
the secretary of the Interior, shall be retained
by
tbe Secretary of the Interior as a permanent trustfund, on which shall be paid to said Indians, semiinterest
at
the
rate
of
five per centum per
annually,
annum: Provided, that the consent ot said Indians
shall first be given to the foregoing provision.
Sec. 6. That there shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and const nt of the
Senate, a sufficient number of Indian inspectors, not
exceeding five in number, to perform the duties herein required. Each inspector shall bold his office for
four years, unless sooner removed by the President,
and he shall rec ive an annual salary of three thousand dollars, and Ills necessary travelling expenses,
not exceeding ten cents a mile for actual travel whi.e
iu the discharge of his duty, a statement of which
expenses as to each inspector shall accompany the
annual report of the Secretary of ihe Interior.
Each
Indian superintendeucy and agency shall be visited
and examined as often as twice a year
one or more
by
of the inspectors. Such examination shall extend to
a full invedigation of all matters pertaining to the
business of the superiniendcncy or agency, im.lading
an examination of accounts, the maun r or expending money, the number of Indians provided for, contracts of all kinds connected with the business, the
condition of the Indians, their advancement In civilization, the extent of the reservations, and what
use is made of tbe lands set apart fir that
purpose,
and, generally, all matters pertaining to the Indian
service. For tbe puipose of mukUw such investigations, each ins(>ecior shall have power to examine
all books, papers, and vouchers, to administer oaihs,
and to examine on oath all officers and persons employed in the super in tendency or agency, and all
such other persons as he may deem uccessaiy or
proper. The inspectors, or any one of ihem, shall
uave power to suspend any superintendent or agent
or employe, and to de ignate some
person m his
place temporarily, subject to the approval of the
Fre-ident. making immediate report of such suspension and designation; and upon the conclusion of
each examination a report shall be forwarded to the
Fre8ident without delay. The inspectors, in the disshall
and
charge of their duties,
have power, by proper legal proceedings, which it
shall be the duty of the district attorney of the
United States for tbe appropriate district duly to
edectuate, to enforce the laws, and to prevent the
violation of law in the administration of affairs in
the several agencies and superintendencies. So lar
as practicable, the examinations of the agencies
ana superlutendencies shall be made
by
ditfercuL inspectors, so that the same agency or supennienuency may not be examined twice in succession by the same inspector or inspector :s Provided
That after the thirtieth of June, eighteen
hundred
Mid
the offices of four of the suDerintondents of Indian affairs, and of the clerks
ofsuch
mperiutendents, are hereby abolished, and the
imoiint hereinbefore
for salaries of said
>ffloers, or so much thereof as may be necessary is
t0 pa>'the ***** and
traveling

jointly

individually,

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invari-

ably cure the following complaints:—
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

cureci

most

appropriated

!rTri,rpl1Hed
Inspectors.

An.) the President may
remamiug f««r
to jurisfiction over such agencies assuiwrintendents
lie may deem proper or
n bis
discretion, dispense with any or all or tho said’
luperlnteiideuts or their cleiks:
diere shall not be paid or allowedJ:rointea That
to any person
or rewanl for
services, hi
i the subject-matter
referied to in the third
0,1 acco,ml °f the
United
states or of the
Choctaws, until further action f
and 1,rovldin*•“«-

connec"

ff8

I*".1?!*Ith
States'

thereof,

jSwinw

>odied
K>rt.

receiving the same; said
by the Indian Commissioner

reports to be oniin his annual re-

J. G. BLAINE,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Vice-President qf the United States and President
»/ the Senate.

Approved, February 14,1873.
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sceptical.

when all other remedies failed.
Perron- Difficulties, Neuralgia,
&c., eased immediately.

Rheumatism,

Afflictions removed
uable medicine.

Swelled
or

Joints,

and

Headache,

all Scrofular

greatly rellevod by

this inval-

Broach ills,Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics

cured

much relieved.

or

Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
I Client almost I variably cured by taking a few
butties of the Quaker hitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent
among
American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine, the Quaker Bitters.
Billions, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many pans of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the
article thay .-tand in need of in th ir declining 3 ears.
It quickens the b'ood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
Ifo One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an Incurable disease,) after taking a few botil
an

of the

Quaker Bitters.

Sold

by nil Druggists and Dealers ir:
Jleuicines.
PREPARED

DR.

H.

8.

BY

«5c CO..
t^eir Great Medical Depot 185 and 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.
SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY
FLINT

At

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J. W.
®b!7

Per#ins & Co

PORTLAND.

eodJtwl4w!2

Is becoming very common in every
community, and
'he sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some relief. The disease assumes many different
firms,
among wbi h we notice Palpitation’ Enlargement,
Spasms Ossification or Bony Formation of the Heart,
Rheumatism, General Debility, Wated about the
Heart, Sinking ot the Spirits, Pains in the Side or
Chest, lRlzzin ss. Sluggish (circulation qf the blood,
MomentaryStoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have bei-n cured
by
Or. Graves* Heart Regulator. and we do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again.
Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use. and we
liave yet to learn of any cafe where the Heart
Regulator has been taken
properly and the iiarty not received a marked benefit.
»ur agent, on application, will furnish
yon with
our circular, giving full
description of tbe disease,
and also a number ol testimonials of
cutes; and It
you wonld.like further proof ftoni the parties wb#
have given the testimonials, write them and see what
thev say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and Ibe demand Is still increasing We
are confident, wc are doing the
public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on tliom a worthless
prepara-

Tlre price of the llcnrt Regulator is One DolBottle, and can be obtained of any

lar per
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COMPLAINTS, WEAK-

BOWeLs, LOSS
W;Fr.™E3T0«AC“ AND
colds, heart°RITRvPEiw
l\,9-,uohs'
BURN, bilious
attacks,
colic,
CRAMP IN the stomach, dizziness
AND DULLNESS OF the HEAD. LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES,
PIMPLES,
BOILS Sfll’R stomach, constitutional WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS.

COSTIVENESS,INDIGESTION,

DtSPfcPslA,
c0mP^albtB arising from an impure Mate o
Blood, or tin- deranged c< n. itlon ol the Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidnevf.
This Preparation la purely
Vegetable, containing
tvtracts In a highly concentrated form of Roots,
■

♦u*
tne

Herbs and
Barks—among which arc Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Berties. Ac.—making a fine Tonic alterative and Dilative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone and strength to the system debilitated by dlvase. AS A BLOOD Pl’KIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
KLINT A GOLDTHWAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem, Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
deodAwHiv-12
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by tbe KTm* of this act
?r supplies of any kind
i.r.nhL? for. it shallo1?8'
8s provided
be the duty of the agent or
snclj issue
vbcthei It be both of food8amo*at
and clo'bing, or either of
hem, or of any kind of supplies, to reDort to the
niiian bureau the number of Indians
present and

once.

Worms, expelled from the system withont the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles: one bottle has cured the most difficult cose

alternately

seventy-three,

at

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotehes and all impurtles
of the blood, bursting thr< ugh the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the direct! jns on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal \ one bottle will convince the

PROPRIETOR

OF THE

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston
Just published a new edition of hit* l?ctuie
cn lh«
mo*t valuable information
HAScontaining
con*«jqufUce* and treatment of dUcane
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Malle-1 free t0
let pn.dished, comprising ISO pages.
my address for 23 cents. Aldrass,
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Dr. Jfcnrdain's CenMiltlng; Office-.
• t Hucsck Birett, Bsston, Man.
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